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PREFACE

On October 25, 1965, the Riverside Unified School District's

Board of Education adopted a comprehensive plan for the integration of

the city's elementary schools. As of that date, few school systems in

the United States -- and no school system as large -- had succeeded in

doing more. Although the secondary schools in Riverside were not ra-

cially balanced, none was as yet in danger of becoming de facto segre-

gated. Three years later, when it appeared that this condition was in-

deed developing at one school, that challenge too was met.

Rarely are social scientists presented with an opportunity to

engage in a comprehensive study of integration's effects upon white and

minority group children in the same school system. Almost never 'would

a coincidence of life permit this to be accomplished in a home city.

Soon after the board's integration decision was announced, a small group

of faculty from the University of California, Riverside, joined with repre-

sentatives of the school district to form the Riverside School Study. The

original university participants included Thomas P. Carter (education),

Frederick 0. Gearing (anthropology),Harold B. Gerard (psychology), Jane

R. Mercer (sociology), Norman Miller (psychology), and Harry Singer (edu-

cation). Those from the school district included E. Raymond Berry (asso-

ciate superintendent), Mabel Purl (director of research), and Jesse Wall

(director of intergroup education).
-

Recently, President Charles J. Hitch of the University of Cali-

fornia asked the staff of the university to carry "thought and research
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of the campus directly to the heart of the city." This, in part, has

been a goal of the Riverside School Study, although the university's

role in it has been directed more toward measuring change than toward

recommending reforms. Fortunately, the latter have been stimulated in

some measure by school district personnel themselves, based in part on

the study's findings.

The present narrative is the product of my association with the

study, one that has lasted exactly two years. In a sense it is more of

a prologue to the study than a part of it. The psychological and socio-

logical evaluations of integration's impact on pupil adjustment and a-

chievement, as well as on the school system itself, are being undertaken

by my colleagues. Nevertheless, it was thought appropriate that some

kind of historical record be made of the fascinating social and political

forces which developed along the way from segregated to integrated school-

ing in Riverside.

One of the chief limitations of contemporary history is the diffi-

culty of achieving proper perspective. A great advantage, on the other

hand, is the availability of an almost overwhelming wealth of informa-

tion. Wherever possible, which includes most of the report, a heavy re-

liance has been placed on written documents. Special thanks are in or-

der to E. Raymond Berry, Donald N. Taylor, and Jesse Wall of the River-

side school district for making their files available, for granting

lengthy interviews, and in other ways rendering repeated assistance.

Numerous other individuals within the school district, the commu-

nity at large, the city and county libraries, historical societies, city
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and county offices, and the University of California libraries at

Riverside and Los Angeles, spent many hours of their time in gracious-

ly granting interviews and supplying other forms of information. Cer-

tainly the resources of this project would have been seriously lacking

without their help. Properly, appreciation should be expressed to about

sixty persons not recognized individually, without whose heip the project

would have been diminished. Some, of course, are acknowledged at an

appropriate place in the text and bibliography. A few have provided in-

formation with the understanding that their names will be kept confiden-

tial.

Special mention must be made of the assistance provided by Super-

intendent Bruce Miller and Richard Purviance of the school district ad-

ministration, Margaret Heers and Arthur L. Littleworth of the school

board, and Robert Bland and Dean C. Newell of the community. All were

intimately iwyolved with the issue of segregated education in Riverside

between 1961 and 1965. Wilson Riles, Armando Rodriguez, and Theodore

Neff, all of whom were associated with the California State Department

of Education's Bureau of Intergroup Relations in 1965, generously grant-

ed interviews and supplied documents fram the bureau's files relevant to

the Riverside experience. To all I am most indebted.

During the past two years the history project has benefited from

the assistance of Lloyd L. Sturtevant, Linda Burchell, Mita Brar, and

Robert Wilde. The final three months were particularly demanding, and

it was during that period that I was especially fortunate to be assisted

by Annette I. Scarpino, Michal J. Schwartzkopf, Forrest S. Mosten, and
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Herbert L. Nickles II. In addition to numerous other duties, Mr.

Nickles also prepared the maps appearing in the text. Without the dil-

igent help of this group, completion of the project would have been

seriously delayed.

Final typing and atpention to details was handled by the central

office staff of the Riverside School Study, under the watchful and

capable supervision of Jeanne Thornburg. The actual manuscript typing

was done by Ferne Vorhes. Their service in this instance, as with that

rendered throughout the course of my association with the study, is deep-

ly appreciated. The historical project was supported by the California

State Department of Education, from funds administered by the Office of

Compensatory Education, McAteer Projects,, Raymond J. Pitts, project

specialist. Needless to say, that too is appreciated. Without it

there simply would have been no project.

The help provided by those assisting in this venture was highly

competent. Any inadequacies which the reader finds are clearly attrib-

utable to the author.

Riverside, California Irving G. Hendrick
September, 1968



CHAPTER I

SOCIETY'S MANDATE FOR INTEGRATED SCHOOLS

The Riverside Unified School District in California was not the

first school system in America to develop and implement a plait for the

total desegregation and eventual integration of its schools. What is

somewhat surprising, and as much a commentary on national reluctance in

this area as on Riverside's progressive att-ttude, is that its school

integration decision in 1965 entitled it to a couple of other "firsts."

It became, for example, the first school system 'in a city exceeding

100,000 in population, and with a total kindergarten through grade

twelve enrollment of more than 20,000, to develop and implement a full-

scale racial balance plan.1 Another somewhat unique feature of the

Riverside experience was that the administration and beard were able

to develop and adopt this plan within seven weeks after being confront-

ed with a petition from minority parents requesting integration.

Riverside is located in the southern portion of the state, ap-

proximately fifty-five miles east of Los Angeles, in the San Bernardino-

Riverside-Ontario metropolitan area, an aren with a population slightly

in excess of one million. By most ctheria, the cities in this area

1
'Racial balance" appears to have many and variable meanings. As used

here it refers to a school with a maximum minority enrollment of less

than fifty percent. Ideally, each school in a racially balanced district

would not deviate more than ten percent from the district average. See

Meg Greenfield, "What is Racial Balance," The Reporter, 36 (March 23,

1967), 20-26.
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are not considered suburbs of Los Angeles. In 1965, the year the schools

faced a crisis over integration, Riverside's population was estimated at

approximately 133,200. Although the boundaries of the school district

are not contiguous with the city boundaries, the population of the school

district approximates that of the city. The total school enrollment for

the 1965-66 term was 25,374, spread between three senior highs, five

junior highs, twenty-seven elementary schools, and one school for physio-

logically handicapped youth.

During this same year, 1965-66, the minority enrollment of the

Riverside schools stood at 16.71 percent, including 6.09 percent

Negroes, 9.96 percent Mexican-Americans, and .66 percent other minor-

ities. By 1967-68 all figures had increased slightly; 18.95 percent

total minority, 6.76 percent Negro, 11.17 percent Mexican-American,

and 1.15 percent other minorities.
2

This represents for Riverside a

minority enrollment very close to the state average for school districts

of the same size, i.e., those with pupil enrollments between 20,000 and

49,999.. The 1966-67 figures placed the state minority average at 20.49

percent for districts of this size. Riverside enrolls slightly more

Negro and slightly fewer Mexican-American pupils than other California

districts of comparable size. Although the Mexican-American enrollment

averages approximately fourteen percent for districts of all sizes,

the Negro percentages increase significantly in the larger districts,

those with enrollments exceeding 50,000. In this category the Negro

2
See Appendix B of text.
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percentage averages 18.91, compared to 5.59 among school systems in the

20,000 - 49,999 range.
3

Integration is obviously more difficult to achieve in larger

cities with a higher concentration of minority youth. At the same time,

one should not conclude that it is anywhere near to becoming common

practice even in the smaller and middle sized communities. As a matter

of fact, since integration has moved at such a sluggish pace, virtually

every school system developing and making operative any kind of racial

balance plan can doubtlessly lay claim to some sort of uniqueness.4

Uniqueness, however, is neither a goal nor necessarily a virtue for a

public school system. Effective education for all pupils enrolled in

the system is both the goal and a virtue. Education has long been

looked to by Americans as the most effect._ means of achieving the

good life. Progress toward the attainment of that noble end, though

halting at times, has been consistent enough to sustain a con6iderab1e

faith in education. Although not always agreeing on type or emphasis,

notable Negro Americans, having far less assurance of 2ducation's up-

lifting qualities, have, nevertheless, historically agreed that this

faith has been justified.

3 Racial and Ethnic Survey. of California Public Schools, Part One:
Distribution of Pupils, Fall, 1966, California State Department of
Education, Office of Compensatory Education, Bureau of Intergroup
Relations, (Sacramento: 1967), p. 20.

It is easy to get caught up in a pedantic exercise of attempting
to differentiate between such terms as desegregation, integration, and
racial balance. As used her, racial balance indicates the level or
extent of desegregation; intr_ration implies desegregation plus active
attempts to encourage'full minority participation in all activities for
which the school is responsible; it involves more than the reassign-
ment of minority students to majority schools.
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Within the last decade, however, a number of outspoken Negro and

white critics have pointed out repeatedly that the schools, as segregat-

ed institutions of education in a segregated society, have fallen con-

siderably short of their high calling. Accompanying this loss of confi-

dence have come vigorous demands that schools integrate Negro and white

students in a meaningful way. More recently have come expressions of

serious doubt as to the will, and even the capacity, of Americans to

accomplish this goal. Some militant Negroes have even come to the point

of expressing complete rejection of the public schools in favor of var-

ious kinds of educational agencies serving black Americans and controlled

by black Americans.5

The feeling that school officials must produce fundamental changes

in the institutions under their control is not, oi course, the exclusive

view of minority spokesmen. It just may be that in the case of America's

largest school systems the options open for introducing racial integra-

tion and instructional reform are so limited as to make further imploring

fruitless. Yet the effort to narrow the gap between the education re-

ceived by middle class children and children from poor families has be-

come the most frustrating one in the history of America's common school

system. Indeed it has led to the most serious challenge the system it-

self has witnessed since tax support for schooling was won over a

century ago. Talk of the school's failure by scholars and politicians

5
Henry J. Perkinson, The Imperfect Panacea: American Faith in Edu-

cation, 1865-1965, (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 55-61.
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alike hag led to some serious discussion of alternative public school

systems sponsored by universities, labor unions, industry, the Depart-

ment of Defense, and other private and public agencies.
6

Still, for

the foreseeable future at least, education is likely to remain unaer

the immediate direction of local school boards and dependent upon

their wisdom and courage.

It will likely remain the responsibility of local leaders to

confront and hopefully help solve the educational and social problems

produced through a history of racial isolation, problems the schools

have not met successfully heretofore, and may have even, as some suggest,

helped cause. Through an infusion of federal money during the decade

of the sixties, many school authorities have attempted to answer the

demand for an end to racial isolation with stepped-up efforts to improve

the segregated schools. In the largest cities it may well be that the

opportunity to integlte the schools v h the means and know how at

hand has passed. In most small and middle sized cities and even a few

large cities -- Los Angeles being a notable example -- the opportunity

still remains.

The extent of racial isolation in the public schools has been

documented with meticulous care by the United States Office of Education

6 Kenneth B. Clark, "Alternative Public School Systems," Harvard

, Educational keview, 38 (Winter, 1968), 100-113. Still other alternatives

to public education have been revealed in the contemporary speeches and

writings of Milton Friedman, Christopher Jencks, James Coleman, and other

social critics.



and the United States Commission on Civil Rights. Strong inferences

concerning the educational effects of that isolation were drawn in a

systematic way by JaMes C. Coleman, director of the massive survey and

data analysis for the U.S. Office of Education.
7 Even the most serious

critic of some conclusions made in the Coleman Report, based on an

alleged mir.use of "multiple regression analysis:'acknowledged that the

fact of significant racial segregation in both the North and the South,

and very great differences in the achievement levels of racial and

ethnic groups throughout the country,"is not likely to be refuted.
08

While the most critical problems of segregation occur in the

large cities, much segregation takes place in middle sized cities that

are not helpless to correct the situation, providing they possess the

will to do so. Finding a reservoir of will has remained a most sub-

stantial problem for school administrators and members of school boards.

Making adjustments in the status quo have never been easy. The status

quo, a segregated school system in a segregated society, has so far

proved almost impenetrable to integration. It would be naive to assume

that integration is being delayed mainly because school leaders are,.

as yet, still unconvinced of its benefits. This may be a factor for

some, however.

7 Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, (Washington: G.P.O., 1967), Vol. 1; Equality of Educational

Opportunity, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office

of Education, (Washington: G.P.O., 1966).

8 Henry M. Levin, "What Difference Db Schools Make?" Saturday Review,

LI (January 20, 1968), 67.
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So far the bulk of evidence -- some of it contestable -- appears

at base to affirm that the positive attributes of the dominant majority

in a classroom have a measurable impact upon the achievement of indi-

vidual students in the same classroom, regardless of their own back-

grounds. This proposition is, of course, a central and powerful edu-

cational justitication for integration, a central conclusion of the

Coleman Report,
9 and appears to be agreeable, with some equivocation,

10
to other researchers as well.

Even without research support, many social and humanitarian

justifications can be advanced for school integration. Indeed, it is

most difficult philosophically to explain the ac-ceptance or sanction of

segregation in a society priding itself as a model of democracy. Never-

theless, even school boards operating in a milieu where eliminating

de facto school segregation is feasible have been hesitant to deal with

the issue. Fear of recall elections and the loss of bond elections,

together with a feeling of relative comfort in the status quo, the

absence of a crisis situation, and cost are likely to account for scime

hesitancy. Undoubtedly too, attitudes as malignant as outright racism,

and as benign as honest doubt concerning the wisdom of an active inte-

gration policy, hold sway in some quarters.

Significant integration has not developed in large cities, some-

times for serious and legitimate reasons. The record of small and

9 Equality of Educational Opportunity, p. 22.

10
See articles by Irwin Katz, Thomas F. Pettigrew, and Alan B. Wilson

in the Harvard Educational Review, 38 (Winter, 1968), 57-85.
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middle sized cities is at least as bleak, once resources, percentage of

minority population, and other conditions are considered. However, a

few smaller cities have achieved some measure of success in this en-

deavor. Almost all of the full-scale integration plans implemented to

date have been in cities with populations of less than 50,000 -- usually

considerably less. Beginning with Princeton, New Jersey's pairing of

two elementary schools in 1948, several small cities and suburbs carried

on with various plans of achieving some semblance of racial balance.

Three years later, Greenburg, New York, developed a similar, but slight-

ly more complex plan of pairing, involving three elementary schools in-

stead of two. Most of the substantive efforts, however, had to await

the decade of the sixties. Between 1963 and 1967 plans of note involv-

ing full desegregation on the elementary level were implemented in

Garden Grove, Riverside,and Sausalito, California; Evanston, Illinois;

Leavenworth, Kansas; Coatesville, Pennsylvania; Englewood, Morristown,

Teaneck, and Woodbury,New Jersey; Manhasset and White Plains, New York.
11

Partial desegregation attempts have been far more numerous, usually

occurring in cities where problems to be overcome are more substantial.

Berkeley, California and Syracuse, New York, for example, instituted

plans for complete junior high desegregation.

While complete desegregation of the schools has been a character-

istic of the plans implemented in perhaps a dozen small and middle sized

11 Cities named have been derived from a follow-up survey made in 1967

of seventy cities having earlier received some recognition for their

efforts in the national press or professional journals. Most are also

mentioned in Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, Vol. 1, pp. 142-146.



American cities, each has been somewhat unique in terms of what consti-

tuted the stimulus to action, as well as the nature of the proposal it-

self. Up until 1966 one of the most notable plans among the smaller

cities was implemented in White Plains, New York, student enrollment

8,700. It called for the closing of one all minority school and the

reassignment of pupils, most by means of transportation,.to the remain-

12
ing ten elementary schools. In 1966, the Riverside Unified School

District applied similar means to achieve racial balance in a district

approximately three times the size of White Plains. Like White Plains,

the Riverside plan involved closing schools, three in this case, and

some extensive pupil transportation. One year later, Evanston, Illinois,

a school system slightly larger than White Plains, but smaller than River-

side, used essentially the same means -- pupil transportation and the re-

drawing of district boundaries to achieve desegregation.
13

The circum-

stances by which these school systems arrived at their deciz4ons are

not nearly as similar as the plans themselves.

Beginning in the fall of 1968, the boldest desegregation plan yet

devised in a city exceeding 100,000 population will become operative in

Berkeley, California; boldest in the sense that it requires bus transpor-

tation for majority as well as minority pupils.
14

Writing in the Winter,

12
Carrol F. Johnson, The White Plains Racial Balance Plan, (White

Plains, New York: White Plains Public Schools, 1967), pp. 1-5.

13 The Evanston commitment to eliminate de facto segregation predates

The Riverside commitment by nearly two years, but the Riverside plan be-

came operative in September, 1966, one year prior to the Evanston plan.

14 Reports of the Berkeley plan have been disseminated widely by the

Berkeley Unified School District and are available from that district.

Several published accounts have also been written, one being "Total De-

segregation in Berkeley," Phi Delta Kappan, XL1X (April, 1968), 468.
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1968 Harvard Educational Review, Berkeley Superintendent Neil V.

Sullivan, a man known for deviating somewhat from the super-cautious

approach sometimes endemiq of school leaders, asserted: "Now that

national and local returns are in from Coleman, the Civil Rights Commis-

sion, Berkeley, and White Plains, how can educators and communities of

good faith and good will procrastinate further? "Desegregate now!"15

Even the casual observer of American institutions, and the process by

which they change, can find ample explanations for why educators and

communities procrastinate. While the magnitude of the problem itself

may be a chief reason in at least thirteen of the twenty largest cities,
16

a less charitable explanation would have to apply in the case of the 518

unified school districts in the United States with student enrollments

ranging from 1.0,000 to 50,000.17

With fewer than a dozen middle size school systems having adopted

fully workable plans for eliminating de facto segregation, progress has

quite obviously hardly begun. Where meaningful programs have been ini-

tiated, they have usually followed minority requests, sometimes vigor-

ously waged and taking the form of concentrated protests. Certainly

minority pressure applied directly at the level of local school boards,

15
Harvard Educational Review, 38, p. 154.

16 Robert Dentler and Jones Elsberry, Big City School Desegregation:
Trends and Methods, A paper presented at the National Conference on

Equal Educational Opportunity in America's Cities, U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, (Washington: November, 1967).

17 Information derived from Education Directory, 1966-67, Part II,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,

(Washington: G.P.O., 1967).
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clearly implied legal obligations to desegregate the schools, and even

fear of violence have been some of the less lofty motives for action.

Higher motives have probably played a part too. Except in cases where

desegregation was begun under direct legal orders, administration and

board resistance could have blocked the slight progress already made.

While the immediate responsibility for carrying out desegre-

gation rests with local school administrators and boards of education,

the chief societal sanctioning body for action has been the courts, and

to a lesser extent legislative bodies and state school officials. Even

in Riverside, where no court action was involved, the integration deci-

sion was explained, and to some extent defended, on grounds that the

district was under legal obligation to act. Up to the present, however,

the courts have fallen shoit of ordering racial balance in the schools,

making it possible for those seeking to avoid taking corrective steps to

do so. Over the past fourteen years the courts have come to rule con-

(

sistently against legal or de jure segregation. More recently they

have become consistent in ruling against school districts that deliber-

ately gerrymander school boundaries to effect segregation. But that

is where the consistency stops.

Far and away the leading legal impetus given to desegregation

has been the renowned Brown v. Board of Education decision of the United

States Supreme Court, Monday, May 17, 1954: "We conclude that in the field

of public education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place.
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Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal."
18

The deci-

sion's impact on the American conscience was not limited to issues of

law. Although a legal decision, this concluding sentence became re-

membered also as a kind of moral pronouncement. Concerned individuals

have made frequent reference to it in appealing to the moral conscience

of man. Extensive news of the decision doubtlessly penetrated into the

conventional wisdom of enough Americans to establish the generally re-

cognized awareness that it is somehow illegal deliberately to segregate

the races in schools. Then too, no one would doubt but that the Brown

decision provided a very substantial stimulus to the American civil

rights movement.

Subsequent federal court decisions affirmed the unconstitutional-

ity of de jure segregation, including deliberate de facto segregation.

The second Brown decision, May 31, 1955, in directing the federal district

courts to require-the defendants to "make a prompt and reasonable start

toward full compliance with our May 17, 1954 ruling," permitted the

courts to allow additional time, if necessary, "to carry out the ruling

in an effective manner." Furthermore, the lower courts were given lee-

way to act "with all deliberate speed." This precise and well thought

out wording empowered the lower courts to adjust the impact of the deci-

sion in light of local governmental conditions.
19

By the 1960s it was

18 Brown v. Board of Education (1954) 347 U.S. 483 74 Supreme Court,

686; 98L ecc. 873.

19 Albert P. Blaustein.and Clarence C. Ferguson, Jr., Desegregation
and the Law, (Revised edition, New York: Vintage Books, 1962), p. 219.
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not unusual for critics of the excruciatingly slow process of com-

pliance to observe that the emphasis had not been on speed. Subsequent

limitations notwithstanding, Brown v. Board of Education stands as the

most important civil rights decision in the history of the American

courts.

Subsequent court decisions, legislation, and pronouncements by

sanctioning agencies, such as state boards of education, provided local

school districts with additional incentive to act. One important fed-

eral district and circuit court decision, Taylor v. Board of Education

of the City School District of New Rochelle, found a northern community

to have violated the requirements of the Brown decision.
20

Its signifi-

cance wus to demonstrate that denying equal protection of the law through

the gerrymandering of school attendance areas was as illegal as de jure

segregation. Indeed it virtually became de jure segregation.

The general applicability of the law is, of course, modified and

enforced by specific requirements of the states. In June, 1963, New

York State Commissioner of Education, James Allen, asked each school

system in the state to develop, file and inaugurate a plan for reduc-

ing the minority enrollment in all schools where such enrollment exceed-

ed fifty percent. His attempt to inaugurate this policy of affirmative

desegregation was annulled by the State Supreme Court a year later.

20
Taylor V. Board of Education of City School District of New

Rnchelle, 191 F. Supplement .961), 181.
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In the case of Hummel v.. Allen the New York Court pointed out that the

United States Constitution forbids segregatiol by law, but does not

prohibit racial tmbalance; nor mandate racial balance.
21

The most clearly defined state legislation requiring affirmative

desegregation has been the Massachussetts Racial Imbalance Act of 1965.

It permits the State Board of Education to cut off state funds to any

local school board that has failed to file an acceptable plan for end-

ing imbalance. Imbalance is defined in Massachussetts as a situation

in which "non white" students constitute more than half the student

22
body. The law's impact is yet to be felt.

While the midst pronounced and long standing practice of deliber-

ate separation from the dominant elements in society has been inflicted

upon Negroes, other minorities have been forced into similar predica-

ments. Until after World War II, California law permitted schools to

:segregate children of Indian, Chinese, Japanese and Mongolian ancestry.

'Moreover, until after the case of Mendez v. Westminster School District

of Orange County, many school districts practiced open segregation of

Mexican-American children. The District Court had based its decision

in that case on two entirely separate grounds:, (1) that the Education

Code, while excluding some minority groups, did not specifically list

Mexican-Americans, and (2) that equal protection of the-laws was not

provided by furnishing "equal but separate" schools. The decision was

.21 Hummel v. Allen, 245 N.Y.S. 2d 682.

22 Efrem Sigel, "Balancing Act in Boston," The Reporter, 36 (May 4,

1967), 22-24.
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upheld by the Circuit Court of Appeals, but with the second argument

deleted, ihe court not wishing to depart from what had evolved over

half a century as a far narrower interpretation of the Fourteenth Amend-

23
ment.

The major issue of interpreting "equal protection under the laws"

was left to the Supreme Court, but the effect of the Westminster case

was to uphold the right of Mexican-American children to attend the

public schools of California without segregation. It thus contrfbuted

much toward ending a long standing practice in the state. De facto

segregation of Mexican-Americans, as with other minorities, would con-

tinue through the drawing of schooi district boundaries.

Beginning in 1962 the California State Board of Education, the

state courts, and the legislature began to strengthen markedly the

legal case for school desegregation. Most of the policy statements,

judicial decisions, and legislation appeared to be rather more effec-

tive as preventive than as corrective steps. On June 14, 1962, the

State Board of Education stated that "in all areas under our control or

subject to our influence, the policy of elimination of existing segre-

gation and curbing any tendency toward its growth must be given serious

and thoughtful consideration by all persons involved at all levels."

Lest anyone assume that segregation would be permissible after "serious

23 IISegregation of Races in Public Schools and Its Relation to the

Fourteenth Amendment," Illinois Law Review, 42 (September-October, 1947),

545-546.
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and thoughtful consideration," the policy filed and made a part of the

California Administrative Code on October 23, 1962 required the agencies

responsible for school attendance areas to "exert all effort to avoid

and eliminate segregation of children on account of race or color."
24

The crucial issue raised by this declared policy in, the minds of

some school officials was,' assuming finally that the deliberate gerry-

mandering of school boundaries to segregate pupils was illegal, to what

extent should local school boards again become color conscious, this

time for the purpose of achieving desegregation? The answer of the

California courts and the California Attorney General was that affirma-

tive steps to correct existing segregation through the placing of school

boundaries was mandated. On June 27, 1963 the California Supreme Court

accepted the concept of "affirmative integration",advanced by the amicus

curiae briefs in the case of Jackson v. Pasadena School District:
25

Although it is alleged that the 'board was guilty of intentional

discriminatory action, it should be pointed out that even in the

absence of gerrymandering or other affirmative discriminatory con-

duct by a school board, a student under some circumstances would be

entitled to relief where, by reason of residential segregation, sub-

stantial racial imbalance exists in his school ... Where such

aesidentiag segregation exists it is not enough for a school board

to refrain from affirmative discriminatory conduct. ... The right

to an equal opportunity for education and the harmful consequences

of segregation require that school boards take steps, insofar as

reasonably feasible, to alleviate racial imbalance in schools.

24 California Administrative Code, Title 5, sec. 2010.

25 The two amicus curiae briefs in this case (briefs filed by interest-
ed bystanders for the assistance of a court) were filed by Herbert Bernhand

on behalf of the American Jewish Congress, and Robert E. Burke, Deputy,

Attorney General for the State of California, and Curtis J. Berger, Pro-

fessor of Law at the University of Southern California, on behalf of them-

selves as individuals.

ft,
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The words "reasonably feasible" were made somewhat more explicit further

on in the decision:

School authorities, of course, are not required to attain an
exact apportionment of Negroes among the schools, and consideration
must be given to the various factors in each case, including the
practical necessities of governmental operation. For example, con-
sideration should be given, on the one hand, to the degree of ra-
cial imbalance in the particular school and the extent to which it
affects the opportunity for education and, on the other hand, to
such matters as the difficulty and effectiveness of revising school
boundaries so as to eliminate segregation and the availability of
other facilities to which students can be transferred.26

Since the decision affirmed the obligation of school districts to

be color conscious in determining school boundaries, it ran counter to

some interpretations of the 1954 Brown decision's "color blind" require-

ment.
27

Largely for this reason, and its own edification, the State

Board of Education requested a clarification from California Attorney

General Stanley Mosk. His opinion was that a local school board ''imay

consider race as a factor in adopting a school attendance plan, if the

purpose of considering the racial factor is to effect desegregation in

the schools, and the plan is reasonably related to the accomplishment

of that purpose." He reasoned that recognition of present inequality

was a starting point in a program designed to help achieve equality.

Thus, not to permit school boards to consider race in determining bound-

aries would be "not merely to conclude that the Constitution is color

28
blind, but that it is totally blind."

26 Jackson v. Pasadena School District, (1963) 382 P 2d 878, 882, 31
California Reporter, 606, 610.

27 The County Counsel of Los Angeles, for one, interpreted the Brown
decision as precluding any kind of racial consideration in the selection
of boundaries.

28 42 Ops. California Attorney General 33 (August, 1963).
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Even prior to the Attorney General's opinion, the State Board

acted to establish guidelines for districts to follow in det,..rmining

attendance practices. These clearly required the districts to be

cognizant of ethnic composition in all manner of decisions concerning

attendance practices and the selection of school sites.
29

The workability of the "affirmativek±ntegration" interpretation

as def1ne4 in the Jackson case was tested almost immediately. On

. October 8, 1963, a Sacramento County Superior Court, in the case of

Keller,. Jr., v. Sacramento City Unified School District, directed that

the school board study the racial composition of all schools in the

district and complete a plan for correcting racial imbalances "in

conformity with law" before September 1, 1964.30

While the legal guidelines for ending the de facto segregation

of pupils have become increasingly clear, school boards choosing to

proceed slowly, if at all, are still permitted to do so. The process

of law almost always works slowly. Courts do not render judgment with-

out the formal presentation of cases before them. School districts

choosing to do less than they might eventually be required to do by the

courts have been able to delay action for a considerable period of time.

29
California Administrative Code, Title 5, sec. 2011, 2001.

30 Cyrus S. Keller, Jr., et al, v. Sacramento City Unified School
District et al, 8 (1963-64), Sacramento County California, Superior
Court, NO7146525, October 8, 1963, in Race Relations Law Reporter, pp.
1406-1409.
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Interpretations by a county counsel, coupled with a long process of

litigation can still stifle integration efforts. The courts, both

state and federal, have ruled that segregation is illegal. But the

law has not moved beyond mandating affirmative integration through the

redrawing of school boundaries. In 1967, for example, the Ohio Supreme

Court ruled that school boards were under no legal obligation to trans-

port Negro or white children out of their neighborhoods for the purpose

of alleviating racial imbalance they did not cause.
31

Apart from the changing interpretations of justice, laws, and

important legal decisions, other components of the societal context fur-

nished direct and indirect stimulus to school desegregation during the

first half of the 1960s. It is extremely doubtful that desegregation

could have taken place ten years earlier anywhere it developed. Some-

thing defined as globally as societal "climate" or "context" is neces-

sarily made up of the influence particular people and events have on the

nation's communities. The national civil rights mavement, the hope con-

veyed in the "New Frontier" of John F. Kennedy, the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, the nonviolent demonstrations led by Martin Luther King, and

the start of rebellion in some of the nation's cities were only a few

notable stimulants to change. Passage of an initiative measure repeal-

ing California's open housing law in 1964 contributed something addi-

tional in the way of stirring racial distrust and tension in that state.

31
Deal V. Cincinnati Board of Education, (1967) Federal Reporter,

369 F 2d 55.
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The direct factors which led to integration in Riverside were

local and are not particularly difficult to determine. The indirect

factors were both local and national in nature, and are somewhat more

difficult to assess with the same confidence. Three and a half weeks

prior to the scnool integration controversy in Riverside, the Watts

riots were acquiring national attention and even closer local attention.

During the immediate week prior to Riverside's direct confrontation over

integration, the local newspapers carried articles headed "Racial Vio-

lence Erupts in North, South Cities," "Two Inquiries Under Way into

Los Angeles Riots," "Greene County Schools Off Limits to Dr. King For

Demonstrations," ''Mississippi Governor Calls Out Troops To Prevent

Riots," "Negroes Turned Away By Two Alabama Schools," "Bortton Negro

Pupils Move To White Schools."
32

It would be most difficult, even dis-

honest, to attempt to draw a direct cause ard effect relationship be-

tween these reports and the school crisis in Riverside. They may be

taken, however, as illustrations of what was developing in America dur-

ing the late summer of 1965. Even though the exact relationship be-

tween national developments and local developments cannot be determined,

it would be naive to assume their absence.

32
Riverside Press and Daily, Enterprise, September 1, - September 9,

1965.



CHAPTER II

THE CITY, THE SCHOOLS, AND SEGREGATION

"Riverside is 'All-America, 1955'; and of us we sing," wrote

the editorial writer for the Riverside Press on December 17, 1955.

The adulation followed quite naturally after the National Municipal

League had found Riverside and ten other cities worthy of the League's

"All-America" award for 1955. Riverside did not win the citation for

its efforts in race relations, nor for ending de facto segregation in

the city's schools. None of the 1955 awards bore mention of such

problems. In any case, Riverside wuld not have been deserving in

this area. Indebting itself in order to solve an anticipated water

need, dealing effectively with problems of "explosive growth," and

adopting the council-manager plan of city government were among the

specific merits cited.
1

Ne did not, as the Municipal League observes

in its citation, wait for our troubles to become acute before taking

action."
2

In that same editorial of December 17, the Press referred to

Riverside as a "clean, solid, progressive community." Clean and solid

it was and has remained to this date. Its claim to being progressive

would be on somewhat more shaky ground, although at timtha it still re-

flected an early history of progressive attitudes. The decision of

1 National Municipal Review, XLV (January, 1956),47; Riverside
Press, January 10, 1956.

2 Editorial, Riverside Press, December 17, 1955.
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the local school board to desegregate completely the city's elementary

schools in 1965 was a "progressive" move by almost any standard, but it

was viewed by leaders in the city government with slight support, some

opposition, and considerable caution.

Much discussion has been given in recent years to the meanings

of terms such as progressive, moderate, and conservative. Depending

on the particular.evidence looked at in the last twenty years, a case

could be made for dubbing Riverside any of thd three. Politically,

however, it has been a Republican town since its early founding by

easterners almost a century ago. Based on political party registra-

tions and voting trends, there are few signs that any significant

change in this pattern is imminent.
3

Like the rest of California, the area now known as Riverside

has a history dating back through the Spanish and Mexican periods of

California. As early as January, 1776,the explorer Juan Bautista

De Anza crossed the Santa Ana River near Mt. Rubidoux during his trek

opening an overland route from Sonora to San Francisco.
4

A large

Mexican land grant in 1838 made Don Juan Bandini, a Spanish-American

born in Peru of Italian parents, the first actual settler and owner

of what is now part of Riverside. Through the 1840s Bandini sold

parts of his Jurupa Rancho holdings to several Americans, one being

3 Recent registration and voting records comparing Riverside with
Berkeley and the state appear in Appendix C of text. Berkeley, like
Riverside, has developed a plan for full scale integration of its
schools.

4
Elmer W. HolMes, History of Riverside County, California, (Los

Angeles: Historic Record Co., 1912), p. 10; Tom Patterson, Landmarks
of Riverside, (Rivergide: Press Enterprise Co., 1964), pp. 175-176.
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Benjamin D. Wilson from Tennessee who became the first American to

settle in the Riverside area.
5

He also offered a tract of land to

Mexicans from New Mexico in return for protective services against

horse thieves. One source cites the names of seven families living

in the nearby settlement of Agua Mansa as early as 1842.
6

Mexicans

and Mexican-Americans clearly have been a part of Riverside's history

even prior to its founding as a colony by American easterners.

A series of transactions involving parts of the Bandini land

led in 1847 to the purchase of a large tract by Louis Roubidoux, a

Frenchman from New Mexico. Roubidoux remained in the area during the

early American period which began with the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,

July 4, 1848. After prospering for a time as a successful rancher,

the floods of 1862-63 and the droughts which followed ruined him.

Largely through the efforts of another Frenchman, Louis Prevost, the

California Legislature appropriated funds for the planting of Mulberry

trees to encourage a sirk culture in Southern California. The local

result was the formation of the "Silk Center Association," a short

lived enterprise begun in 1869 with the purchase of the Roubidoux

estate and the remaining unsold lands of the Jurupa Rancho.

5
Robert Hornbeck, Roubidoux's Ranch in the Seventies, (Riverside:

Press Printing Co., 1913), p. 80.

6
James H. Roe, Notes on the Early History of Riverside, California,

1870-1890, An unpublished manuscript, Typewritten from the original
handwritten copy, Riverside Public Library, Riverside, California, p. 4;
The seven names included were Trujillo, Moya, Garcia, Alvarado,
Archuleta, Baca, and Atencio.

vmoireoroar...40.8.11.1......06.111.1.1...1.
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After publishing a circular for the establishment of "a colony

for California," in March, 1870, Judge John W. North and his delegation

of easterners bought 7,555 acres of land from the Silk Center Associa-

tion on September 13, 1870. By December, Riverside was adopted as the

colony's name. For the most part, the colony was made up of small land

proprietors, a circumstance that prohibited the use of mass servile

labor. North himself had been active in the Connecticut Anti-Slavery

Society, and had been a delegate to the Republican National Convention

that nominated Abraham Lincoln in 1860.
7

An overriding concern in these early days was one of obtaining

water. Soon after his purchase, North built a nine mile irrigation

canal to the Santa Ana River, but its adequacy was seriously limited.

Transporting water always has been crucial to the town's survival.

The comment of a missionary visiting Riverside sometime in the early

1880s, after an absence of twelve years, was most descriptive: "When

I first came to Riverside it had only a ditch and a future and the

future was in the ditch."
8

In 1874 North was bought out by Samuel C.

Evans, an Ohio banker, and W. T. Sayward, a San Francisco business-

man who had invested in an adjacent 8,600 acres in the Arlington dis-

trict. They had first called their acquisition the New England Colony,

but subsequent to the purchase from North, formed the Riverside Land

7 James Boyd and John Brown, Jr., History of San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties, (Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1922),

I, pp. 353-354.

8
Boyd and Brown, History of San Bernardino and Riverside Counties,

p. 376.
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and Irrigation Company.
9

Even the incorporation of the town in 1883

was related to a desire to control water rates.

All descriptions of Riverside prior to the "All-America" City

Award of 1955 concur that for its day and under the conditions of the

times, it was a clean and peaceful city, even a progressive city. As

time passed, all of this would grow into a kind of proud tradition.

Indeed there was much for a former small farming community to be proud

of. The first public building was a school, constructed in 1871 at a

time when only twenty-five families resided in the town.
10

Fifteen

years later it built the first city-owned electric and power system in

California. It became a city of trees, and tree-lined streets, even

though no trees were native to the area.

Riverside, like many Southern California cammunities, was great-

ly affected by the land boom of the 1880s, and the boom itself was

largely, although not exclusively, the result of favorable railroad

routes. Riverside was fortunat:., enough to find itself on the route of

the California Southern, a branch of the Santa Fe which rambled south-

west from San Bernardino through Riverside and on through seven small-

er communities before reaching San Diego. The boom brought on land

inflation and overstatements of virtues, but it also brought growth,

city improvements, and an expanded economy. An 1892 post-boom summary,

9 Glenn S. Dumke, The Boom of the Eighties in Southern California,
(San Marino, California: The Huntington Library, 1944), p. 125.

10 Hornbeck, Roubidoux's Ranch in the Seventies, p. 151.
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possibly overstated slightly, reflects the general virtue and comfort

of the community:

A half-dozen school houses, with exceptionally well-paid teachers,

witi. 1,300 scholars, four banks, a public library, railroads, tele-

graphs, telephones, free delivery of mails, and other modern conven-

iences not ordinarily incident to farms go to enhance the attractive-

ness of this curious vi1lage.11

As the citrus industry grew and prospered, the need for water

grew and was met. The success of the citrus economy had contributed

greatly to the personal-wealth of the residents. Harpers Weekly, April

2, 1904, reported the progress:

By means of this irrigation system which ranks as one of the best

in the world, Riverside has become the greatest orange producing

section of America. Riverside is rated as the richest community per

capita in the United States. The schools rank with the best.12

From its early beginnings, the Riverside population included a

strong abolitionist element. Luther Tibbets, best remembered today for

his wife's contribution of planting and caring for the first two naval

orange trees in California, was remembered by a local historian as a

strong abolitionist and a hothead.
13 Abolitionist sentiment was join-

ed by another well-remembered nineteenth century cause, the temperance

movement. In 1876 the Good Templar Lodge was formed to advance that

noble goal.

11 W. C. Fitzsimmons, "California Farm Village," American Review of

Reviews VI (September, 1892), 208.

12 "Home of a Great Fruit Industry," Harper's Weekly, 48 (April 2,

1904), 517-518.

13 Hornbeck, Roubidoux's Ranch in the Seventies, p. 171.
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The active presence of these early progressive causes did not

have a permanent impact on shaping thought in the city. Prior to

World War I, Riverside had become a "populated orange grove,
u14

and

relatively free of serious social upheavals. Indeed it was already a

"clean, solid, and progressive" community, or as the historian of 1912

preferred to call it, one with "no saloons, no slums, and plenty of

genuine Christianity."
15

Few industries had entered the city, but the

citrus industry was still growing. In 1907 the Regents of the Univer-

sity of California authorized the leasing of lands in Riverside for a

citrus experiment station. By 1915 they had acquired the present site

of the University of California, Riverside, at the foot of the Box

Springs mountains. March Field was activated on March 6, 1918. Since

then, first Army and later Air Force personnel have had an impact on

the local economy. Industrial growth, though fairly steady, was not

dramatic prior to World War II. Even yet, Riverside is not known as

an industrial community.

Minority groups have been part of the city's past since its

founding; but owing largely to a scarcity of industry, they have never

been very numerous. Mexicans, and later Mexican-Americans, were early

employed as laborers in the fields and citrus groves, and in the pack-

ing houses. Chinese did most of the labor on the Southern Pacific Rail-

road through the neighboring community of Colton in 1876 and the

14 Sanford Smith, A History of the First Baptist Church of Riverside,

(Unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of Southern California, 1950), p. 73.

15 Hornbeck, Roubidoux's Ranch in the Seventies, postscript.
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California Southern through Riverside and vicinity during the 1880s.

They also worked as household servants and helped in the planting of

citrus during the late nineteenth century. By 1920, however, the

Chinatown of Riverside was declining and slowly died.

Negroes came to Riverside early, but their numbers grew slowly.

As late as 1960 they constituted only 4.7 percent of the total popula-

16
tion, while Mexican-Americans constituted 8.5 percent. The American

Methodist Episcopal Church, the oldest Negro Church in Riverside, was

founded officially in 1879, but its earliest records (1893) show only

three members. Park Avenue Baptist Church, the second oldest Negro

Baptist Church in California, recorded thirteen members in 1892.
17

Indications are that most of the first Negroes were employed by the

railroad in San Bernardino but otherwise were not concentrated in any

particular industry. When the present pastor of Park Avenue Baptist,

the Reverend L. B. Moss, came to Riverside in 1929, there were 730

Negroes in the city, almost all living on the Eastside of town within

the boundaries of 10th and 13th streets, mainly along Park Avenue.

A survey made by the Reverend Moss and Frank H. Johnson in 1938

recorded approximately 1,600 Negroes in the greater Riverside Area, in-

cluding Belltown.
18

Between 1911 and 1939 no more than nine Negroes

16
U. S. Census of Population and Housing: 1960, San Bernardino, River-

side, and Ontario, California, U.S. Census Bureau, PHC(1)-135, (Washington:
G.P.O., 1961).

17
Riverside Press, February 14, 1950.

18
Statement made to Michal Schwartzkopf and Herbert Nickles by Rev.

L. B. Moss of Park Avenue Baptist Church on June 21, 1968.
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graduated from Riverside Polytechnic High School in any single year.

In eight of the years, there were none.
19

A social survey of Riverside

made in 1927 showed that Mexican-American minors constituted 14.5 per-

20
cent of the population and Negroes 2.3 percent.

All historical evidence indicates that the minority population

of Riverside was unobtrusive, caused the majority population very few

problems, and thus received little notice. The infectian of conscious

and subconscious/racism, however, was felt in Riverside as elsewhere in

the nation. Racial and ethnic discrimination in the areas nf employ-

ment, housing, and social relationships was the result. Restrictive

covenants legally permitting segregated housing were as applicable in

Riverside as elsewhere. Nor was Riverside without its segregated

schools, swimming pools
21

and even an occasional cross burning by the

white knights of the Ku Klux Klan. A crawd estimated as at least 5,000

witnessed a cross burning at the stadium of Polytechnic High School

during the summer of 1924. For its part the school board asked only

that the meeting be unmasked, the buildings be left in good condition,

and that no automobiles be allowed on the field.
22

The following

January the Ku Klux Klan staged a parade through the downtown section

19 The Stag, 1911-1913,and The Orange and Green, 1919-1946, Yearbooks
of Riverside Polytechnic High School.

20
George Mangold, A Social Survey of Riverside, California,

(Riverside: Chamber of Commerce, October 4, 1930).

21 Segregation of municipal swimming pools never received legal sanc-
tion in Riverside, although it is still remembered by same residents.

22 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School Dis-

trict, July 10, 1924; Riverside Press, July 12, 1924.



of the city.
23

30

It was not until the decade of the fifties that Riverside ex-

perienced dramatic growth, although only in the decade of the 1930s

did the city fail to grow in population by at least twenty-seven per7

cent. Between 1910 and 1950 the population grew from 15,212 to 46,764.

Ten years later it stood at 84,332. 24
Even from the earliest days

fhe mdnority population of the town had been concentrated in segre-

gated areas, segregated through restrictive covenants in real estate.,

custom, tradition, choice, racial discrimination, and economic condi-

tion, but segregated nevertheless.

For the most part the minority population was concentrated

near the tracks of the Santa Fe Railroad in the Arlington, Casa Blanca,

and Eaststde sections of the city. The packing hous,s of the Arlington

Heights Fruit Company and the Riverside Orange Company were located

south of downtown in the Arlington and Casa Blanca area. Mexican-

American laborers serving the citrus industry were thus concentrated in

this area, a development that had taken shape prior to 1910.
25

Most

Mexicans not living in Arlington or Casa Blancajand virtually all of

the city's Negroes lived on the east side of the Santa Fe tracks north

of fourteenth Street, with the Mexicans concentrated between the tracks

23
Riverside Press, July 13, 1964.

24
U.S. Census of Population and Housing: 1960, San Bernardino,

Riverside, and Ontario, California, PHC(1)-135, U.S. Census Bureau,
(Washington: G.P.O., 1961). See Appendix A of text.

25
, Smith, History of the First Baptist Church of Riverside p. 74.



and Park Avenue, and the Negroes between Park Avenue and Eucalyptus.

While this pattern is still recognizable to some extent, the area has

expanded considerably and the number of exceptions has continued to

grow more numerous since World War II.

In spite of the fact that an isolated minority property.holder

or two could be found residing in most of Riverside's residential areas,

a survey published in 1966 found Riverside to be a city of marked segre-

gation. Research conducted by Joan W. Moore and Frank G. Mittelbach, in

conjunction with the Mexican-American Study Project at UCLA, found

Riverside ranking third among thirteen California cities in terms of

Negro and Mexican-American segregation as measured by an index of resi-

dential dissimilarity. By way of comparisons in degree of overall resi-

dential segregation, Riverside was found to be at very nearly the same

level as Los Angeles, but considerably more segregated than San Fran-

cisco, Oakland, or San Diego. The same study also found Mexican-

Americans to 'be more rigidly segregated than Negroes in the Southwest-

ern states.
26

Even prior to 1883, when Riverside was incorporated as a city,

the residents of the area made special efforts to support their schools.

During the years that followed this tradition was sustained. Prior to

1907, when the City Charter was adopted, and the four school districts

26
Joan W. Moore and Frank G. Mittelbach, "Residential Segregation in

the Urban Southwest," Mexican-American Study Proje;_t, Advance Report 4,
Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of California, Los Angeles, June, 1966), p. 16.



(Riverside, Palm Avenue, Arlington, and Victoria) were incorporated as

the Riverside City School District, the relatively few Negro and Mexican-

American residents of the city were integrated into the schools.
27

Soon

thereafter a new tradition of segregation arose, gradually at first, and

never absolute. As the city grew and new neighborhood schools were add-

ed, the patterns of segregation were modified somewhat.

Two of the three elementary schools with minority enrollments of

virtually one hundred percent in 1965, Irving and Casa Blanca, had been

recognized as minority schools for over forty years. The third,.Lowell,

had served the city eminently as a school for white children from 1911

until the early 1950s when it became desegregated. Legal segregation of

Negro children was not permissible under California law. Separation of

Nexican-American children, on the other hand, was assumed to be legal

and was practiced. Nevertheless, in the case of both, the school board

perpetuated the administration of segregationist practices from about

1910 until 1952.

Because the segregation of Mexican-American children was common

practice in California, and was even viewed as sound pedagogy, the

policy was discussed openly and frequently. Although the segregation

of Negroes was almost as common, it was not discussed quite as openly

or with quite the same sense of righteousness. On at least one occasion

27
Holmes, History of Riverside County, p. 103; Tom Patterson,

"There is Some Segregation in Riverside's Schools," Riverside Press,

October 16, 1962.

k
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however, the Riverside Board came close to revealing its segregation

policy openly and publicly. On August 6, 1928, three ladies from the

Longfellow attendance area presented the board with a problem concern-

ing "the apparent increasing numbers of colored children attending the

Longfellow School and asked that some consideration be given toward

segregation." The response their request was given is recorded as

follows:

The Board advised [them] that segregation could not take
place under the California Law, but that the matter of re-
zoning the District might be taken Uri and that thiyatter
would be given further consideration by the Board.

Indeed, the matter of gerrymandering attendance areas was taken

up -- and practiced -- many times over. Occasionally minority parents

were able to penetrate deeply enough into a predominantly white neigh-

borhood to permit their children to attend the neighborhood school

there. For the most part, however, the school district was successful

in adjusting boundaries so that larger groups of minorities were exclud-

ed effectively from the white schools.

The school board and administration were no more racist in atti-

tude than the community they served. Almost all of their early deci-

sions reflected accurately the public attitudes of the day. In the

early years the board even attempted weakly to resist segregation. In

August, 1906, after finding that several white families in the Irving

28
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, August 6, 1928.
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district had registered their children in Longfellow, the neighbor-

ing school to the north, the board instructed the superintendent to

send all such children to the right school, and that no.exceptians be

made. "We hold a child to reside where the real home of the parent is,"

declared the board.
29

Problems similar to this would plague the dis-

trict for most of the next sixty years. It was not uncommon at all for

white parents living in the Irving ares to send their children to Long-

fellow or Lowell, sometimes by gtving the school administration address-

es other than their own.

Irving School, on Fourteenth Street east of the Santa Fe tracks,

served the Eastside area as an elementary school from 1891 until 1966.

Opened as a four room schoolhouse, five additions were made 03 it

prior to its total rebuilding in 1954 and 1956.
30

From 1909 umtil its

closing, Irving was viewed by Riverside residents as the Negro school,

even though it was attended by substantial numbers of Mexican-Americans

and other whites during its entire history. In 1909, the board ordered

a school census of the Irving District taken and a map made showing

29
Minutes of the Board of Trustees of the Riverside Schools,

August 23, 1906.

30
Riverside Unified School District History and Plot Plans,

Riverside Unified School District, (Riverside: November, 1964).
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31
the racial distribution in said district." The results of the census

confirmed that a considerable number of Negroes did indeed populate the

area.

It was at this point that construction of Lowell School, not

quite one-half mile and five blocks distant to the south, was begun.

FroM1911, until after World War TIv Lowell continued to operate as a

segregated school serving white children east of the railroad tracks

and south of Fourteenth Street. The boundaries separating Lowell from

Irving were adjusted periodically between 1911 and 1952 in an attempt

to maintain this status.

Between 1950 and 1961, during a decade of rapid growth, a series

of administration and board decisions made the problem of Eastside seg-

regation even more intense. By 1952 the minority population had al-

ready moved south of Fourteenth Street in significant enough numbers to

threaten the school district's segregation practices. The final unsuc-

cessful attempt to keep Lowell predominately white was made in 1952. It

was doomed to failure. As a matter of fact, it even would have been

difficult to maintain Lowell as an integrated school had the board

sought to do so.

31
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, December 7, 1909.
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In the early 1950s Lowell's minority enrollment was less than

twenty percent.
32

Ten years later, it would exceed ninety percent.

The principal at the time, J. V. Miller, recalled that the first Negro

child did not enter Lowell until about 1950. As the white population

continued to grow to the east and south of the Lowell-Irving area, new

schools, Victoria and Emerson, were opened in 1955 and 1956 respectively.

Each of the new school openings helped assure that Lowell would became a

predominately minority school. Finally, with the opening of yet another

school, Alcott, in 1961, Lowell moved from the fifty percent to the

ninety percent level. By 1964-65, Lowell's last year of full-scale oper-

ation before fire destroyed its main building, only seven non-minority

students were enrolled.

Segregation practices on the Eastside over the years also affect-

ed Longfellow School, but only slightly. The desire to control newly

opened Emerson's enrollment in general, and its minority enrollment in

particular, presented the district with an opportunity to draw a strange

bot dary pattern separating Emerson from a minority seLtion one block

wide and six blocks long. Instead of including this area, the western

cnd of which met the eastern boundary of Irving, in the Emerson attend-

ance area, the district placed it in the Longfellow area. Longfellow

had been Riverside's best example of an integrated school for many years,

and this small addition did not change its minority composition drasti-

cally. Somewhat ironically for the school system, although this was

32 Statement made to Robert Wilde by Richard Purviance, principal of

Lowell School, on March 17, 1967.



one of their less blatant efforts of gerrymandering, it appeared as

one of the most visible on a map.
33

During the decade of the 1950s, the school district attempted to

give its minority schools equal treatment in all material ways, and, for

the most part, furnish them wdth competent teachers. Integration was

not considered, nor was it requested by the minority community. Evi-

dence appears to indicate that "separate, but equal" facilities were the

most that the minority community could hope for, and that if they drop-

ped their vigilance they mdght not even get that.

Beginning very early in the decade, Eastside citizens requested

sign'ficant improvements for Irving School, and shortly thereafter re-

quested total replacement of the facility. Th r. administration's five-

year building program,presented on March 3, 1952, stated that "consider-

ation should b given to the replacement of this structure in its entire-

ty and certainly the replacement of three sub-standard bungalaws and

34
kindergarten as a first item." A month and a half later the Superin-

tendent received a long and detaSled letter signed by five leading

33
The "Longfellow Corridor," as it became known, was closed in

1968, although it had not existed for purposes of segregation for at
least seven years. See Appendixes D and E of text.

34
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, March 3, 1952.
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citizens of the area. Their message was clear: "Irving has been new-

lected."
35

The district's building plans should include provision for

eight new classrooms at Irving instead of four. Board President Lewis

P. Alabaster explained that the district proposal of four classrooms

would be only the beginning of a new school, with additional buildings

to follow.

On June 7, 1954, Superintendent Bruce Miller read a letter to the

board from the Eastside Citizens Committee requesting that consideration

be given to building a complete school at Irving from funds made avail-

able by a recent school bond election. Consideration was given. The

administration and board agreed with the need for new facilities at Ir-

ving. In September, 1954, the first six new classrooms were accepted,

and by April, 1956, the entire reconstruction of the facility had been

completed. Built at a total cost in excess of $225,000, including the

cost of razing the old school, Irving became one of the finest four or

five elementary school facilities in the district.
36

Its structural merit notwithstanding, Irving was still a total-

ly segregated school. Had the board, the administration, or even

35
Emphasis in original letter to Bruce Miller, Superintendent of

Schools, Riverside Unified School District, April 15, 1952, from Mrs.
Lucille Taylor, President, Irving PTA; Philip C. Ramirez, Commander,
Legion Post 11740; Jesse M. Carlos, President, Latin American Club; Jess
JR. Martinez, President, Eastside Neighborhood Council; L.B. Moss, Presi-
dent, N.A.A.C.P. Letter is printed in full in Minutes of the Board of
Education of the Riverside City School District, April 21, 1952.

36
Statement made to author by Bruce Miller, superintendent, on May

22, 1968.
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the minority community possessed the same social values and commitments

they were to possess by September, 1965, Irving would never have been

rebuilt. Once rebuilt, t provided an additional barrier to early inte-

gration, although there is no evidence that the board would have moved

decisively in the direction of integration had Irving not been rebuilt.

The Eastside, especially that part of it within the Irving School

attendance area, was populated by more Mexican-Americans than Negroes

37
in 1950. However, the distinctly Mexican-American barrio in town was

Casa Blanca. As the Chinese left the citrus industry near the turn

of the century, a growing number of Mexicans replaced them in the fields,

groves,and in the packing houses. Some time prior to 1910 the Mexican

settlement of Casa Blanca was established. By 1913 the area was served

by a first grade and kindergarten in an abandoned warehouse. Five years

later the wooden building was moved from Prenda Street to its final site

in the heart of Casa Blanca. Five years after that, soon after Mabra

Madden was appointed Casa Blanca's principal, the building was burned.

The history of Casa Blanca School, in spite of temporary dislocation,

overcrowding following the fire, and the eventual construction of addi-

tional facilities in 1927, 1954 and 1959, is not particularly significant

flor scheolhouse foundings. It wus very significant for its uniqueness

as a community school in the barrio.

1 37
Riverside Press, February 15, 1950. According to the Press, Irving

enrolled 173 Negroes, 320 M.exican-Americans, and five "Various" pupils
during the 1949-50 term.
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Over a period of forty-four years, Casa Blanca School developed

into a significant community entity with a closer relationship between

the people of the community and the school than was typical of other

elementary schools in Riverside. More than a school, it seemed almost

as a kind of white America consulate to the people of Casa Blanca. For

forty-one of those years the school was headed by the same principal,

Mabra B. Madden. If it served as more than a center of elementary grade

instruction for children, it was because its leader served as more than

a school principal.

Madden was helpful on many fronts, sometimes urging parents to

use hospitals, directing them to the appropriate public and private

agencies for needed assistance or service, helping them-find employ-

ment, occasionally paying a telephone bill or offering other limited

service himself, acting as a notary public, marital counselor, ama-

teur attorney, and unofficial mayor for the people of Casa Blanca.

Particularly during the earlier years, but contiauing to some extent

through 1964, a number of parents became dependent upon his helping

hand. Others were less involved, and a few, particularly in the later

years, even resented what they considered to be a kind of benevolent

patronship cultivated by the principal.

Through the course of more than four decades, the situation

changed markedly. By the mid 1950s, instead of opening school in

September with one-third of the pupila registered, as had been the case

during the twenties and thirties, school would begin with nearly its

full enrollment. Illiteracy had been greatly reduced, and community
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pride increased. An active minority within the community, now includ-

ing a few Negroes, became vigorous advocates of community improvements.

So far had the community come by the mid 1950s that the Saturday Evening

Post featured an article concerning Casa Blanca entitled, "The Slum that

Rebelled."
38

Casa Blanca was not the only Mexican-American school in town.

Independiente, in the Arlington area, approximately two miles southwest

of Casa Blanca along the Santa Fe tracks, was C..e other. Its founding

in 1924 fol'swed a request from a delegation of P.T.A. mothers at Liber-

ty School that "there might be segregation of the Mexican element now

attending Liberty."
39

Segregation of Mexican-American children into

special classes had already been the established practice at Liberty,

but as the school became crawded, the board thought it best to build

a separate segregated school.

Until 1948, Independiente operated as that totally segregated

school, serving the children of orange pickers residing in three camps

or clusters of small homes -- Campos de Pasqual, Campos de Leonardo,

and Campos Modesto. Although its closing came one year after the

federal courts in Mendez v. Westminster School District found the

maintenance of such schools illegal, Independiente was closed primar-

ily because of an inadequatq enrollment. Only thirty-eight pupils

38
Frank J.

39
Minutes

Taylor, 228

of ths Board
District, May 16, 1922.

(April 21, 1956), 32-33, 136-138.

of Education of the Riverside City School
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enrolled on opening day of classes in September, 1947.

Me practice of community isolation and segregated education

was common to the rest of Southern California too. Mass immigration

from Mexico to California began about 1910, sparked to a considerable

degree by unfavorable economic conditions in the homeland. A survey

made by the California State Department of Education in 1927 revealed

that 79.2 percent of all Mexican children under eighteen in California

resided in the ten southern counties. By 1930 Mexicans and Mexican-

Americans constituted the largest group of unskilled, law wage labor in

the state. Often viewed as a labor commodity,they, composed from sixty-

five to eighty-five percent of the total labor force in the United States.
40

Mexican-American children were relegated to segregated schools for

many reasons. Undoubtedly, prejudice was the single most important rea-

son. Then too, Mexican families lived in colonies geographically separated

from the majority culture. Owing to the transient nature of their lives,

schooling was often irregular and grade level placement difficult to deter-

mine. Many of the children entered schools without the ability to speak

English, thus creating special instructional problems. Wbile lower in

grade level, Mexican-American children were often older, thus causing them

embarrassment in an integrated setting. Educators, themselves impressed

and frustrated by these and other significant differences, often recommend-

ed segregation as the most feasible answer.
41

40
Mexican Immigration, by the Immigration Committee, (Unpublished report

of the Chniber of Commerce of the United States, Wash. D.C.: 1930), p. 58.

41 See Mary M. Peters, The Segregation of Mexican-American Children in
the Elementari Schools of California -- Its Legal and Administrative Aspects,
(unpublished M.A. thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1948).
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Functional segregation of Mexican-American children on the

elementary level was a reality of life in Riverside urtil 1966.

Independiente operated throughout its entire twenty-four year history

as an exclusively Mexican-American school. Casa Blanca, on the other

hand occasionally enrolled other white children, and during its later

years, an increasing number of Negro children.
42

Nevertheless, prior

to the opening of Madison Elementary School in the fall of 1952, Casa

Blanca stood out as a kind of minority island, with non-minority chil-

dren on all four of its sides attending other Riverside schools, prin-

cipally Palm.
43

The decade of the fifties, in spite of rapid growth, was one of

considerable progress in Riverside; progress which included, for example,

the springing up of seven new elementary schools, plus substantial addi-

tions and improvements in most of the rest. A combination of conscious

and de facto segregation continued on the elementary level without any

significant interruption, but in other ways, specifically in terms of

school plants, facilities, materials, and staff, the minority schools

were treated much better than they had been before. Casa Blanca, which

had been clearly neglected during most of its history, began to receive

42 During the 1964-1965 term, 133 Negroes were reported out of a total
minority enrollment of 464. One Caucasian child was enrolled during that
year, making the total enrollment 465. Pupil Enrollment Race, 1964-
1965, (Riverside Unified School qstrict: 1964).

43 The former segregation policy of the school district was discussed
publicly in the Riverside Press, October 16, 1962.
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fair treatment. When buildings were completed at the new Palm School

in 1924 and 1927, the old furniture there had been transferred to Casa

Blanca. This was not the case during the decade of the fifties. Casa

Blanca, greatly in need of new construction, was given a fair share of

the bond money won at the elections of 1954 and 1959.

The bond and tax elections were passed by overwhelming votes, for

the most part, during the late forties and through the fifties, with the

minority neighborhoods supporting them along with the rest of the commu-

nity. One passed in May, 1949, by better than a five-to-one margin. Dur-

ing earlier years many passed by even greater margins. As the decade of

the fifties grew shorter, the difficulty of passing school bonds increas-

ed somewhat. One failed on June 9, 1959, but was passed five months

later.
44

As the minority communities became better organized, more vocal,

and better educated after World War II, they also became better able to

make their most critical needs known to city and schcol officials. Both

school and municipal improvements had been part of the result in Casa

Blanca. So had the total rebuilding of Irving School on the Eastside.

These significant improvements notwithstanding, school segregation, a

generally lower level of education, discrimination in housing, a lower

standard of housing, job discrimination, lower family incomes, and per-

sonal indignities arising from social prejudice, remained problems. As

44 Minutes of the Riverside Board of Education. Conclusions regarding

bond elections have been drawn from official reports of results. See

AREIJTDAF of text.
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recently as 1966, after a serious and rather comprehensive study of

minority conditions in Riverside, the League of Women Voters issued a

three part report on the aspects of housing, education and employment.

The housing committee concluded, not unexpectedly, that "Riverside is

far from an ideal community for a large segment of its population."
45

Both Negroes and Mexican-Americans in Rtverside occupied the

lowest employment positions, had the lowest median incomes and were

lowest in the socio-economic index. While Idost of the white-majority

population held white collar jobs, the majority of Negroes and Mexican-

Americans occupied blue collar occupations. By far the lowest median

incomes, $4,543 and $4,164 based on 1960 census data, were in the cen-

sus tracts served by Casa Blanca and Irving schools, while the highest

mdian incomes were in the neighborhoods served by two of the "best"

elementary schools in town.
46

In the summer of 1965 the San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario labor

market area joined twenty-one other major labor areas in the nation ar;

a region of "persistent unemployment." The United States Department

of Labor had down-graded the area to one La which the number of workers

wus defined as exceeding the number of jobs at from six to nine percent.

The state average rate of unemployment in 1965 stood at 5.4 percent,

45
"Equal Opportunity in the Riverside Area," Section I, Rousing,

League of Women Voters of Riverside, January, 1966.

46
United States Census of Population and HousinG: 1960, San Bernar-OP. !..

dino, Riverside, and Ontario, California, Tract 135, Table P-1.
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while that of Riverside was 6.4 percent.
47

Although this reflects a less

than desirable picture for the labor force in general, owing for the

most part to a lack of industry in the area, the unemployment rates of

minorities were substantially greater -- about four times as great.

In housing, the conditions of minority rPc: dents were not as de-

sirable either. In 1960 the City Planning Department listed 9.3 percent

of the city's housing as substandard. By 1966 the percentage had in-

creased slightly to 9.7; in 1968 it was 10.08.
48

Geographically, the

two areas where minority residents were concentrated stood out in both

compilations. There the most recent figures were approximately five

and six times higher than the city average. In 1960 the average home in

Riverside was valued at $14,200. Those on the Eastside served by Lowell,

Irving, and Longfellow Schools averaged approximately $8,500; those serv-

ed largely by Casa Blanca School, about $8,300.
49

Similarly, in terms of the number of years completed in school,

irrespective of its quality, adults in the areas served by the Casa

Blanca, Irving and Lowell Schools had experienced fewer median years

47
This amounted to a reclassification from a "C" rating to a

rating. Report on Employment and Unemployment Rates -- Statistics,
California Department of Employment, Research and Statistics Depart-
ment, Technical Papers, Series S/LF, (Processed, 1968).

48
Riverside City Planning Department Survey, (Riverside: 1960, 1966,

1968); Riverside 1966: The View Ahead, by City Planners Livingston and
Blayney, (Riverside: 1966), Part II.

49
United States Census of Population and Housing: 1960, San Bernar-

dino, Riverside, and Ontario, California, Tract 135, Table 11-2.
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of education. Compared to a city average of 12.4 years, census tract 13,

roughly contiguous with the Casa Blanca attendance area, showed a medi-

an level of schooling of 8.1 years. In census tract 4, which included

large sections of the Lowell, Irving and Longfellow attendance areas on

the Eastside, the median level of formal education completed was 9.2

years.
50

It was not until the decade of the 1960s that the schools be-

came actively concerned about the socio-economic similarities and diff-

erences among children, and began to adopt programs intended to equalize

educational opportunities.

5
()United States Census of Population and Housing: 1960, San Bernar-

dino, Riverside, and Ontario, California, Tract 135, Table P-1.
,



CHAPTER III

A DEVELOPING CONSCIOUSNESS

Reflecting back over the Riverside School District's efforts to

improve the educational program for minority students between March,

1961 and September, 1965, Superintendent Bruce Miller voiced the senti-

ments of many when he acknowledged, "Every single one of us was mistaken

in thinking we were doing what we could."
1

The first half of the 1960s did.bear witness to a growing con-

sciousness of minority problems on the part of both the school district's

board and administration. Although some individuals possessed a much

deeper awareness of these problems than did others, for most it was a

case of growing slowly, and then realizing rather dramatically in 1965

that the situation was far graver than had been thought. Of course all

had become aware much earlier of the national civil rights movement and

of the Negro's struggle for equality.

The board and administration had not ignored the Negro's predica-

ment completely. Treatment of the two de facto segregated schools, Irving

and Casa Blanca, had improved in several tangible ways after 1950. The

structures themsclves had been improved markedly. Their instructional

material was comparable to that found anywhere in the school system. The

teachers apparently were competent and dedicated, although some parents

1
State, made to the author by Bruce Miller on May 17, 1965.
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and administrators have offered some reservations on this point.

Following the complete rebuilding of Irving School by 1956, the

only significant complaint advanced by an organized-minority group

during :he remainder of the decade concerned the district's policy of

hiring teachers. Cn January 19, 1959, William H. Davis, vice-president

of the local N.A.A.C.P. branch, charged that minority groups were dis-

criminated against in hiring, and that when hired, they tended to be

placed only in minority schools.
2

Six years later the N.A.A.C.P. com-

plained again, this time to the State F,pir Employment Practice Commiss-

3
ion. While recruiting enough minority teachers was and still remains

a problem, Riverside was not guilty of discriminatory hiring practices

between 1960 and 1965. The number of Negro teachers increased from ten

in 1958 to thirty-one in 1966. Minority teachers, like other teachers,

were assigned to schools without regard to the racial composition of

those schools.
4

Faculty integration and alleged job discrimination were not to be

the central issues affecting the relationship between minority groups

and the schools during the first half of the 1960s. The right of all

2 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, January 19, 1959.

3 A[udrey]. M. Sterling, Commissioner, Fair Employment Practice Com-
mission, Sacramento, California, to [Bruce] Miller, [Riverside, Califor-

nia], June 7, 1965, L.S.

4 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Cily. School Dis-
trict, (January 19, 1959); Racial and Ethnic Distribution of Enrollment,

California Department of Education, Bureau of Intergroup Relations,
(Sacramento: October 26, 1966).
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pupils to receive a high quality education in an integrated school was

the chief concern. For the first forty years of its history (1911-1951),

Lowell School was maintained as virtually an all white school. By the

fifties the board could no longer maintain it in this status. The neigh-

borhood around the school was changing significantly and rapidly. New

neighborhoods to the south and east were opened and served with new

schools. Together, these two factors pushed the minority enrollment up

at Lowell, from virtually nil at the end of World War II to approximate-

ly fifty percent by 1960.

By the 1960-61 term, the minority population residing in the

immediate area surrounding Lowell School had grown into a distinct major-

ity. Yet, because approximately two hundred majority-white pupils still

attended from an area south of the Tequesquite Arroyo, the ethnic compo-

sition of the school remained slightly more than fifty percent majority.

But 1960-61 was to be the last year of this arrangement. Bad the immediate

neighborhood surrounding Lowell beEn willing, it might have been nearly

the final year of the school itself.

The opening of Victoria School in 1955 and Emerson School in 1956

had cut into Lowell's enrollment of Caucasian pupils. The opening of

Alcott School in 1961 came close to evacuating Caucasian children from

Lowell. The actual number of majority group children would be reduced

as a result of that opening to approximately thirty-five, out of a

total projected enrollment of 356. The board and top level administra4-

tion were no longer attempting to implement a segregationist policy.

But neither were they willing to adopt a policy that umuld deliberately
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avoid segregation. Paramount among their concerns was to provide near-

by and easily accessible school facilities for new neighborhoods. The

fact that new neighborhoods were all white, -while older neighborhoods,

such as the one around Lowell School, were nearly all minority, was of

little concern. Thus, rathei: than pursuing an unwritten but well under-

stood policy of segregation, as had been followed in earlier years, the

new position was one of innocence and detachment. It was assumed by

1961 that gerrymandering school boundaries in order to preserve segre-

gation was wrong. At the same time, it was al.so assumed that setting

boundaries for the specific purpose of achieving integration was also

wrong, or at best, highly questionable.

Richard Purviance, principal of Lowell School, was aware of

what was developing so far as the racial and ethnic composition of Lowell

was concerned. As early as 1957, after learning ftom a friend in the

real estate business that the school district was seeking a site in what

developed as the Alcott area, Purviance expressed his feelings in favor

of maintaining Lowell as an integrated school to Lewis Wickens, then

director of elementary education. He also suggested that the school be

5

located to the south and east of the location finally chosen.

The Riverside City School District, like other districts in rapid-

ly growing areas, kept a Constant watch out for school sites in areas of

projected growth. Price and location were crucial considerations. Prior

5
Statement made to the author by Richard Purviance on July 10, 1968.
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to 19632 the ethnic and racial composition of neighborhoods was not.

Even had they been, the board could have justified the opening of AlcOtt

School at its present location on the basis of land available, cost and

feasibility. Besides, the main building at Lowell, completed in 1911,

was now the district's oldest structure still in service. While very

serviceable, and in some respects superior to the newer buildings, con-

6

sideration had been given to dbandoning it as a school.

On March 20, 1961, tne same day as the Lowell-Alcott boundary de-

cision was announced, Superintendent Bruce Miller was asked by 15,1.7ard

President Richard Hampson to "work out data for the Lowell district with

consideration given to closing this school ard dividing the district

7
between Irving and Emerson Schools." From the standpoint of the board'

and administration, this seemed like a course worthy of exploration.

Irving School was practically new and was already being operated with a

below capacity enrollment. Below capacity enrollments for fall, 1961,

were also being projected for other neighboring schools, including

Emerson, Longfellow, and Alcott.

Response to the board's action of March 20, 1961, was not quite

as one might have expected in light of subsequent developments, but quite

6 Richard Purviance, Principal of Lowell from 1956 to 1966, discussed

the structural qualities of the building with a city engineer and the

school district's business manager, Harry Young. Although the building

was of a heavy frame construction and had large airy rooms, it was in

need of rehabilitation. Harry Young was of the opinion that the school

was not worth the investment which would be required to bring it up to

standard.

7 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, March 20, 1961.
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anticipatable in light of the context. Hampson's proposal concerning

the closing of Lowell was reacted to swiftly and negatively. One meet-

ing of several parents in the Lowell neighborhood .;.as held later in the

same evening. A petition was circvlated asking the board not to close

Lowell. Larger meetings were scheduled. Then, on March 30, after con-

sulting with Hampson, Superintendent Miller announced that the board

had "no intention whatever of closing Lowell School." The reaction

opposing the closing came primarily from minority parents. For them

Lowell was still an integrated school with a distinguished past. At

the time it maintained a fairly close balance between majority and

minority pupils. Its closure would mean almost certain segregation

for their children at either Irving or Emerson, not to mention the In-

convenience.

Equalizing the loads of schools was an important consideration,

but one that the board and administration were-willing to back off from

temporarily in order to avert a confrontation with the Lowell community.

Instead, they agreed to louk forward to a master plan which would con-

sider the Lowell problem in the context of an overall study of projected

growth and the movement of people.

Superintendent Miller stated publicly that he believed there would

be no objection to the Tequesquite Arroyo as the southern boundary of

Lowell, separating it from Alcott, since the arroyo was a "natural divid-

8
ing line." His prediction was very wrong. On May 1, a petition drawn

8
Riverside Press, March 30, 1961.
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by a group of parents in the Lowell attendance area was presented to

the board objecting to precisely that. Their effort had recetved en-

couragement and even some direction from Lowell principal Richard

Purviance. His own efforts to influence the district's policy on the

Lowell boundary issue had not succeeded. He and concerned parents,

mostly Caucasians, felt that the only remaining chance to influence

policy rested in the hands of parents themselves.

The petition requested the board to restudy the boundaries of

Lowell School and all adjacent schools immediately. If the problems

were not obvious to the board, they were to the petitioners:

1. The Lowell School boundaries for next year have been set,
leaving less than 35 Cp.ucasian children to attend Lowell out of a
projected enrollment of 325 pupils.

2. This low ratio insures the fact that Lowell will become
virtually a segregated school.

3. Due to these facts, families of 12 of the above mentioned
children plan to enroll their children in private schools.

4. The aboVe mentioned group of citizens wants the neighbor-
hood to remain integrated and desires to maintain a balanced
ratio of integration.'

5. This group wants their children to have the privileges and
the responsibilities which go with the right to attend and be
fully educated in an integrated school.

6. This citizens''group thinks that it is unfair and not in
the American tradition to deny any racial or religious groups the
motivation and the superior program that inevitably go udth inte-
grated Riverside City schools. These citizens further believe
that the schools have a responsibility to their majority groups
to teach them to live in harmony udth Riverside's minority groups.

7. This citizen& group reminds the School roard and staff that
the public school traditionally has a responsibility for its resi-
dent community. Good schools assure leadership in making an out-
standing residential area. Poor schools detract from the desira-
bility of a residential area.
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8. Lowell School has been a model integrated school, a credit
not only to the city, its school officials, and the Lowell principal
and his staff, but also to the nation and a world in great need of
examples of how to live together. Our group is proud to be a part
of such a school, and those of t.s who are living in an integrated
neighborhood are morally proud of this fact. We sincerely ask the
Riverside School Board's aid in keeping the school the model that it
is, or providing _ts equivalent. This is necessary in order to keep
the adjacent area one in which we can all, regardless of race or
ethnic difference, take pride.

9. The low ratio of integration resulting from the district
boundaries precludes many families with grade school children from
moving into the district. Thus the boundary policy condemns the
area to eventual complete segregation.

10. Sociological studies proclaim that segregated residential
areas require a larger proportion of the tax dollar in proportion
to their tax contribution than do integrated areas. The assessed
valuation of the Lowell area is in fact dTclining. It is in the
interest of tax supported institutions to encourage integrated
residential areas to remain integrated in order to slow or stop
their declining valuations.9

,

After praising the work being -done at Lowell by the principal

and teachers, the petitioners suggested that an immediate restudy be

made, and "an acceptable, fair, and responsible solution be found and

placed in effect before the opening of school next fall, 1961." The

committee believed that the board and administration possessed the

"knowledge, wisdom, and moral courage to find and carry out a solution

to this problem which you know is legally and morally right." The

faith was premature.
,

No member of the board or administration voiced any opposition

to the proposal. In fact they agreed with it, but were unwilling to

9 ItProposal to Riverside School Board," a petition signed by twenty-
seven residents of the Lowell attendance area, and presented to the
Board of Education on May 1, 1961. Of the twenty-seven signers, seven
were Negro, four Mexican-American, and sixteen majority-white.
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take the kind of decisive, costly, and potentially controversial action

necessary to maintain Lowell as an integrated school. PrerAdent Hampson

noted that the problem went beyond the Board of Education into all in-

fluences of the community, while Superintendent Miller pointed to a host

of personnel problems, transportation problems, and boundary problems

which could not be solved by September. Both the board and administra-

tion indicated a willingness to give the matter full consideration and

offer some sort of solution, even if only a temporary one.

At the following board meeting of May 15, the proposal was again

considered. Dean Newell, principal spokesman for the Lowell grouptempha-

sised that a temporary solution to the Lowell boundary question needed

to be arrived at, as well as a long range solution to the entire problem

of integration. His appeal was limited to two requests: (1) a stay of

segregation for Lowell, and (2) the formation of a study committee to

consider the entire problem.
10

On a motion by Carolyn Diffenbaugh, sec-

onded by Arthur Littleworth, a committee to be composed of different

ethnic groups, city officials, board members, and scho6i personnel was

formed to look into these issues. Arthur Littleworth served as the com-

mittee's chairman. The Lowell Study Committee, as it became known, in-

cluded one member from each of the four families that had sparked.the

petition, and was thus amply representative of the earlier group's

thinking.

The long term value of the Lowell committee's work is hard to

determine. It was the first community study group to deal with the

10
Riverside Press, May 16, 1961; Confirmed in interview with Dean C.

Newell, August 8, 1968.
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many ramifications of integration, not in terms of Lowell alone, but in

terms of Riverside in general. The committee considered transporting

additional Caucasian children into Lowell, adjusting boundaries to in-

clude more Caucasian students, instituting a program for the gifted to

encourage attendance by pupils outside of Lowell's attendance area,

abolishing boundaries or opening corridor like areas around the school

so families could be given an opportunity to choose their own school,

and finally, the controlled dispersal of minority group pupils to other

Riverside schools.

In the end it was the last point that presented the greatest

appeal, even though the committee "recognized that the complete appli-

cation of this principle would, in effect, mean-the abandonment of

certain schools." Several variations of dispersal were studied. They

included: (a) the possibility of transporting all fourth, fifth, and

sixth grade pupils from Lowell to other Riverside schools where capac-

ity was available, (b) making the above plan applicable to Irving School

as well, and dividing the Lowell attendance area in such a way that

children in the three upper grades living within one mile of Emerson or

Alcott would walk to these respective schools, with the remaining upper

grade pupils being transported to other schools not adjacent to Lowell

where continued space was anticipated.

Whatever was attempted, the committee stressed the importance of

harmonious integration within the receiving school or schools and that

pupils leaving or being transported from Lowell to any other school be dis-

tributed evenly within all classes of a given grade level. The prevailing
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committee opinion was that bus transportation would be required to

accomplish dispersal, "although there were indications that parents may

be willing to assume this responsibility." Specific recommendations of

the Lowell Study Committee were two:

1. We feel that the best solution to the Lowell problem would
be one of controlled dispersal of the upper grades into as large a
number of Riverside schools as is feasible, and we recommend that
the Board of Education and the school administration implement such
a program for September, 1961.

2. We strongly urge formation of a city-wide committee for study
of the overall problem of integration in regard to schools, housing,
and recreation and recommend that the Board of Education whole-
heartedly support, and be represented on such a committee. Several
members of the Lowell Study Committee have expressed a willingness
to serve on such a committee.11

Three days later a one sentence minority report was written by

Frank Ellison recommending that the Board "implement the same program

as outlined in the first recommendation of the basic report for both

Irving and Casa Blanca School district by fall term, 1962." Although

the committee's recommendations made no mention of attempting to save

Lowell as an integrated school, they did advocate a more advanced policy

than the board and administration were willing to implement.

Arthur Littlewolch, member of the school board, and chairman of

the Lowell School Study Committee, presented the recommendations to the

11 '1

Report of the Committee Deliberations and Recommendations," from
the Lowell Study Committee to the Board of Education, Riverside City
School District, June 16, 1961. Members of the committee included
Afthur Littleworth (chairman), Mrs. Carolyn Diffenbaugh, and B. Rae
Sharp from the Board of Education, and the following members of the
community: Mrs. Richard S. Brill, Mrs. Hubert L. Cline, Francis G.
Ellison, Mrs. E. McCoy, Dean C. Newell, John Sotelo, and Jess Ybarra.
By racial and ethnic composition the group included two Negroes, two
Mexican-Americans, and six majority-whites.
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board, three members of which, including himself, had been on the com-

mittee. Following Littleworth's presentation and the presentation of the

minority report by Frank Ellison, the board ordered itself and the super-

intendent's office to react to both reports. Since a majority of the

board (Littleworth, Diffenbaugh, and Sharp) had already explored the prob-

lem in depth while serving as individual citizens on the committee, much

of their reaction could be anticipated. While favorably disposed, they

would await the superintendent's recommendation. The superintendent's

leadership would be crucial to the final decision.

In making his decision Superintendent Miller was influenced by

many factors including his staff's advice, the cost, the community's

support, and all other considerations that come under the rubric of fea-

sibility. Certainly the Lowell School Committee favored meaningful inte-

gration. The board was sympathetic and could have been persuaded to act,

but there was still no widespread vocal support for mandatory integration

within either the majority or the minority community. The committee had

not asked for a boundary adjustment, which, though it might have caused

some strain, the administration could have made. On June 28, Superinten-

12
dent Miller revealed his plan. Following board discussion of the plan

on July 3, the Press headlined its article covering the meeting, "Plan

Will Prevent Lowell Segregation." Such was not to be the case. Instead

the plan actually hastened total segregation.

12
Recommendations from the Su erintendent's Office Regarding Lowell

School Report, (Riverside City School District, Office of the Superin-

tendent, June 28, 1961).
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There had been some reaction against the Lowell committee's

recommendation of controlled dispersal. The same meeting that heard

the superintendent's alternative plan also heard Board President Hamp-

son read a letter from a "group of professional men" requesting that

the board not act upon the Lowell report until its next meeting. By

July 17, the board was ready to take action on the superintendent's

recommendations and adopted them almost exactly as presented. In

order to provide integration experiences for those pupils whose parents

desired them, a kind of open enrollment plan was adopted, applicable

onl.; to fifth and sixth graders attending Lowell. Parents would have

to provide their own transportation, register their children at Lowell

and have them remain at Lawell for up to a week until transfers could

be made to other schools in the district.

n the mind of the superintendent the plan was an attempt to

satisfy the need of elenentary school children to experience an inte-

grated education prior to entering junior high school. Prior to adopt-

ing the plan, the board nade it clear that "the principle of the neigh-

13
borhood school should be preserved." From a public relations stand-

point, the plan was reasonably pleasing to everyone. The principle of

the neighborhood school had most certainly been preserved. Then too,

an open enrollment plan was, afterall, a fairly progressive commitment

by 1961 standards. Taxpayers could complain of nothing, since the plan

cost virtually nothing. Dr. Ellis Darley, a signer of the original pe-

tition to save Lowell as an.integrated school, applauded the board for

13
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School

District, July 17, 1961.
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14
its action. The administration and board had proved themselves to

be the willing listeners and implementors of new ideas while at the

same time acting as conservators of funds and preservers of the neigh-

borhood school.

So far as realizing the central goal of the Lowell Study Commit-

tee -- integration for pupils of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades at

Lowell School -- the plan was a total failure. In August, Superintend-

ent Miller sent letters to parents of eighty-eight fifth and sixth grade

students asking their preference of elementary schools. Of the forty-

five from whom responses were received, parents of only eight children

indicated a preference for a school other than Lowell. During the first

week of school a follow-up check was made of the eight. Parents of

three children had changed their minds. Two other children had enrolled

in parochial schools, and one was still uudecided. Of the remaining

three children, two were transferred to Pachappa and the other to'Victo -

15
ria. Not a single Negro student transferred out of Lowell School during

the first two years of the policy. Not until 1963-64 did four Negro chil-

16
dren request and receive transfers out of Lowell.

14Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School Dis-
trict, July 17, 1961.

15 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside City School Dis-

trict, *September 18, 1961,

16 Figures supplied by Mrs. Edna Lockhart, Director of Child Welfare

and Attendance, Riverside Unified School District, as quoted in Natalie

Lippman, Integration in California: A Case Study of the Decision to End

SeRregation in the Riverside Unified School District, (Unpublished Senior

Honors Thesis, Political Science 195, University of California, River-

side, 1966). Information confirmed by Mrs. Lockhart in conversations
with the author, July 2, and August 14, 1968.
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It appears clear that history was not on the side of integra-.

tion in 1961, as indeed it had not been in 1952 when the decision was

nade to rebuild Irving School. While the national civil rights move-

ment had been gaining in momentum, it had not markedly affected the

relatively small local minority community to the point where integra-

tion was demanded, or even considered a realistic hope, The dominant

majority in the white community was by no means convinced that a de-

cisive integration policy wes either desirable or warranted. Even the

Riverside Press, probably the most influential progressive voice in

town, was somewhat reluctant to support major boundary revisions.

While accepting as proper the act of taking racial composition into

account for the purpose of avoiding segregation, it did.not believe

that factor should be the "primary consideration."
17

There was no strong commitment to integration within the top

level of the school administration in 1961. Superintendent Miller knew

that lasting integration could not be accomplished without bussing.
18

Neither he nor-his staff was of any mind to try that without strong

support from any group in the community.

The opening of Alcott School had transformed Lowell from an inte-

grated school into a segregated minority school, but as future events

unfolded, it promised to be the last time such action would be permitted.

17 Riverside Press, (editorial), May 3, 1961.

18
Statement made to the author by Bruce Miller on May 22, 1968.
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For one thing, during 1962 and 1963 the State Board of Education, the

California Legislature, and the California Supreme Court took some Lm-

portant steps to prevent segregation of this type. Even though the

Lowell-Alcbtt boundary decision was not arrived at with the deliberate

intention of segregating the races, it is doubtful that it could have

stood the test established by the California Supreme Court in the

Jackson case of 1963.

Dean Newell, a prime mover in challenging the Riverside Board of

Education on the Lowell-Alcott boundary issue, had explored the legal

ramifications of that issue with the California Department of Justice.

He had remained far from satisfied with the school district's token

solution to the segregation problem through a voluntary transfer policy.

However, since the school board had not intentionally created a segre-

gated school district, Deputy Attorney General Clara E. Kauffman ad-

vised Newell that no legal basis existed for pursuing the matter

19
further.

In October, 1962, soon after the State Board of Education's de-

cision requiring local school authorities to "exert all effort to avoid

and eliminate segregation of children on account of race or color," Super-

intendent Miller initiated a study on school boundaries and attendance

areas. By March, the district's policy an boundaries was amended to

permit "ethnic composition of the residents near the school, the student

19
D[ean]. C. Newell,'Riverside, California, to [Clara] Kauffman,

Deputy Attorney General, [Sacramento, California], September 28, 1961,

L.S.; C[laral.Kauffman, Sacramento, California, to [Dean C.] Newell,

[Riverside, California], November 29, 1961, L.S.
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body, and the adjacent schools and school areas" to be considered for

the purpose of avoiding de facto segregation.
20

In concrete terms, it

meant some relatively small adjustments in the boundaries of some ele-

mentary and secondary schools.

Four streets in a predominately minority area near Casa Blanca

were placed within the new George Washington School attendance area

when that school opened in March, 1963. By September, 1963, additional

blocks in the Casa Blanca area were designated optional territory, per-

mitting minority, as well as any majority pupils in the area, to attend

Washington if they preferred. In September, 1964, another boundary

change permitted pupils west of the Santa Fe tracks to attend Madison

Sehool. Prior to that time, Madison had almost no minority students,

although it was located only eight blocks from the all-minority Casa

Blanca School. While none of these decisions changed the basic segre-

gated nature of Casa Blanca, they did increase the minority percentage

attending Washington and Madison, and help reduce the class sizes at

Casa Blanca.

Finally, even the 1961 "Lowell School Policy" of open enrollment

was modified markedly. At the board,meeting of September 21, 1964, the

policy was expanded to include Casa Blanca and Irving, in addition to

Lowell, and was made applicable to all grade levels, instead of being

limited only to the fifth and sixth grades. The new policy was intended

20
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, March 18, 1963.
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to be "consistent with the goal of ultimately integrating the three

schools."
21

To be sure, there had been some change of attitude on the

part of both the administration and board after 1961.

Attempts by parents and the Lowell School principal to avert

the segregation of Lowell had been unsuccessful. The district's attempt

to provide fifth and sixth grade Lowell children with "integrated ex-

periences" through a voluntary open enrollment policy failed completely.

De facto segregation emerged as a more widespread problem than ever be-.

fore. Owing to a growing awareness of the problem through widespread

dissemination of news concerning new programs of compensatory education,

court decisions, state actions, civil rights activities, etc., de facto

segregation became recognized as a problem to be coped with -- or more

accurately in the beginning -- a problem worthy of a compensatory program.

Compensatory education, without integration, did not produce

significant results. It lasted as an official district program for two

years, was never funded adequately, and in a sense, was not even given a

chance to fail. The new programs that were implemented did touch the

minority pupils in the three de facto segregated schools. If the bene-

fit was minimal, at least this much was accomplished. The Lowell School

Policy to provide "integrated" experiences had not even touched its tar-

get group.

Ray Berry, then associate superintendent, believed that the compen-

satory education program held some promise for helping students improve

21
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, September 21, 1964.
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their academic skills, and may have even made some minimal progress in

that direction, but he acknowledged that the program was too limited

22
in scope and that it received inadequate financial support. One

principal of a de facto segregated school described the program as

"really more talk than compensatory." Nevertheless, for two years the

three de facto segregated schools were provided with some slight advan-

tages above and beyond the standard district program.

Casa Blanca and Irving had long been segregated schools. It was

Lowell that had passed through a change, from a school serving white

children almost exclusively, to an integrated school, and finally into

a completely racially imbalanced minority school, all inside of ten

years. The pattern of majority exit from the neighborhood and minority

entrance, already well established prior to the Lowell boundary question,

was accelerated. The composition of the neighborhood changed, and so

did the ethnic and racial balance of the school. As this happened and

the socio-economic well-being of the area declined, it became evident

that the instructional program at Lowell would also require some modi-

fication. The opening of Alcott School in 1961 resulted in the loss of

approximately 200 white pupils from Lowell and the transfer of several

faculty members as well. There was, however, no major dislocation of

staff, Most of the teachers remained, and the few who left were re-

placed by others equally as competent.
23

22
Statement made to the author by Ray Berry on January 26, 1967.

23
Statement made to the author by Richard Purviance, former principal

of Lowell School, on July 10, 1968.
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To say that compensatory education began on a very small scale

is true, of course, but does not imply that it was ever run on a grand

scale. It began on a very limited basis at Lowell in 1962. Mrs. Mary

Ellen Cline, one of the local white residents active in community affairs,

had suggested to Richard Purviance that the school begin something like

a "higher horizons" program about which she had read. During the first

two years, the pavts.of the program which required extra financial sup-

port, primarily field trips, were funded largely by the Lowell P.T.A.

Much of the program, both before and after it became a part of the dis-

trict compensatory education program, required little or nothing in the

way of extra expense. At Lowell, for example, adults from the minority

-community were brought in to discuss their occupations and professions.

Interest hours at the end of the school day, offering subjects as diverse

as chess and Negro history, had already been a part of the Lowell pro-

gram prior to discussion of "higher horizons."

The superintendent and board became involved with the issue of

compensatory education for the first time in the summer of 1963, as news

of court decisions and other events in the area of civil rights sparked

their interest. Their comthitment to the cause of providing equal edu-

cational opportunities grew as their realization of the problems in-

herent in segregated education increased. Although the compensatory

education program did not in itself contribute very much to equalizing

educational opportunity, it represented an early demonstration of the

board's growing concern for a serious problem. It also provided an
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opportunity for members of the superintendent's staff, particularly

the associate superintendent, to make contacts in the minority community.

The last factor, although not particularly important to minority leaders

pushing hard for integration in 1965, was important to the administration

and the board in that it helped reduce their sense of frustration and fu-

tility during that later predicament.

In July, 1963, Superintendent Miller invited Jesse Wall, a Negro

teacher at Ramona High School and president of the Riverside N.A.A.C.P.

chapter, to discuss with him the question of minority grievances against

the school district. Miller's central concern was: "Are we discrimi-

nating against Negroes without knowing it?."
24

In the course of their

discussion a series of Negro grievances were pointed out, some of which

were already known to the administration. Certainly Negroes were not

pleased with the manner in which the school system had handled the

Lowell boundary question in 1961. They resented the fact that the

schools were doing little to correct the relatively low academic achieve-

ment of minority students; they felt that school counseling was inade-

quate, and they thought the district could hire more minority teachers.
25

Subsequently, and all within the next month, Wall held additional

meetings with Arthur Littleworth, now president of the school board, and

Ray Berry, associate superintendent. All of the meetings were satisfac-

tory in the sense that the three individuals pledged to cooperate in the

solution of minority problems. The board president was understandably

.2

4
Statement made to the author by Bruce Miller on May 22, 1968.

25 Statement made tb the author by Jesse Wall.on January 19, 1967.
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interested in school-community relations and expressed a willingness

to discuss educational problems with members of the minority community.

It was on the occasion of this August meeting between Wall and Little-

worth that the board president accepted an offer to join the newly

26
forming Human Relations Council, an unofficial agency independent of

27
the city government.

From these initial meetings between Jesse Wall and school officials

during the smmer of 1963, there developed a series of both formal and in-

formal meetings involving from two people to much le::ger groups. The im-

portance of some seemed at the time to be historic in proportion, only to

lose their lustre in light of subsequent developments. One such meeting

occurred on September 16, 1963, shortly following the series of private

meetings held betweeu individuals in the school system and Jesse Wall.

It involved two school board members, the associate superintendent,

Wall, and three other individuals thought by Jesse Wall to be interested

leaders in the minority community.
28 Operating in his dual role as a

26 Progress to Date on the District's Compensatory Education Program,

Mimeo, (Riverside Unified School District,[1964]).

27 Dr. Donald Taylor, assistant to the superintendent, was active on

the council and represented Arthur Littleworth and the school district

at most of the meetings.

28 Organizational affiliations came to have no meaning in 1965 when

the integration drive began in earnest. Thus it is misleading to infer

a relationship between a person's membership activities in 1963 and his

leadership role in 1965. With this qualification in mind, those in

attendance at the September meeting were: Mrs. Alice Key, president of

VOICE (Victory Over Inequities, Civic and Economic),a local organization;

Robert Bland, member of the United Council of Clubs and the education

committee of the N.A.A C.P.; Etienne Caroline, a member of the Riverside

Police Department and the N.A.A.C.P.; Jesse Walt. teacher at Riverside's

Ramona High School and president of the local chapter of the N.A.A.C.P.;

Ray Berry, associate superintendent of schools; B. Rae Sharp, and Arthur

Littleworth, members of the school board.
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teacher in the district and local N.A.A.C.P. President, Wall was an

ideal person to bring people together.

Of the four Negro representatives at that meeting, only Robert

Bland would be a major force behind the Negro drive for full and com-

plete integtation two years later. Having received from a friend in

the school system some results ot standardized tests administered in

the district, Bland was able to point out with evidence more persua-

sive than bald assertions, that students in the three de facto segre-

gated schools had not performed as well as children in comparable

schools in the district. His conclusion was that children in the

de facto segregated schools had not received an opportunity tc learn

equal to that of children in other schools. In the wake of Bland's

comments, discussion developed on ways in which the schools could

help equalize opportunity. This in itself was somewhat significant,

since the schools had formerly held that the real issue wag housing,

with the school's responsibility being limited to providing "equal"

facilities in the various neighborhoods. All accounts indicate that

the meeting was congenial, harmonious and filled with understanding.

One could hardly have expected it to have been otherwise. On the issue

of integration; board mtmber B. Rae Sharp's account of what transpired

is highly informative:

It was pointed out that a complete desegregation of the schools,
which would result in putting the less qualified students out into
schools with higher standards, where competition with Caucasian
students might only build their individual sense of frustrations,
was not the ideal solution to the problem. They suggested that a
better solution might be.that of transferring the better-qualified
students, those who were capable of competing in a school with
higher scholastic standards, to one of the other elementary schools
in the district. They suggested that the three segregated schools

.
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be then treated as remedial schools, with assignment to these schools
of teacher3 who are especially qualified to encourage and motivate
the students to do a better job in school, with the thought that any
of such students who could show ability and willingness could then
be transferred to some other school in the district.

They suggested that some "sales program" might be developed to
bring about a motivation for better scholastics among those students
who presently find a lack of encouragement for such effort, either
in school or at home.

They pointed out that the general plans suggested would probably
require that the school district furnish transportation to those
students transferring to other elementary schools in the district,
to the extent that such transfers were made beyond the normal walk-
ing area, because in most families in the area, both parents work
and economic conditions are such that furnishing of transportation
by parents is often times an impossibility.29

The district did not encourage capable minority children to trans-

fer out of the de facto segregated schools, nor indeed did those minor-

ity representatives who attended the meeting pursue the idea furt..

The dominant view in the minority community revealed a feeling that the

likely result of such a policy would be the further deterioration

30
of educational standards at the de facto segregated schools.

Soon after the September 16 meeting, the district did take a num-

ber of other steps designed to improve the educational opportunity of

minority students. Furnishing transportation to students seeking trans-

fers out of the de facto segregated schools was not among them. Three

members of the minority community, including Robert Bland, served as

29
School Board Memo Raort on Conference Re: Segregated Schools, by

B. Rae Sharp, Mimeo, (Riverside Unified School District: September 16,
1963).

30
"School Board

newspaper serving
Wall, "Five Point

Proposals Under DiscusSion," VOICE, [Tabloid weekly
Eastside of Riverside), September 27, 1963; Jesse
Program Outlined," VOICE, October 11, 1963.
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panelists on a symposium held for district principals and other adminis-

trative staff. Its purpose was to focus attention on the problems of

segregated schools and the need for solving these problems. On October

7, Associate Superintendent Berry presented the board with a specific

set of "Proposals for Integration". Most of the proposed improvements

would require extra effort on the part of the staff, and a more flexible

and creative approach to instruction, but were not expensive.

It was proposed that the installation of libraries at Lowell and

Irving receive top priority in an existing plan of providing all elemen-

tary schools with libraries. Teacher aides from the Universify of Cali-

fornia, Riverside's teacher preparation program, could fill specific as-

signments in classrooms where the need was greatest. The inclusion of

Negro history and contributions in the material for all grades and

schools could be accelerated. Contacts and opportunities for children

to broaden their experiences through a "higher horizons" type program

could be undertaken. Finally, the schools could work directly with or-

ganized community groups to adjust attendance boundaries, improve the

counseling and guidance program, and promote "greater elementary level

integration on both a short and long-range basis." Specifically, this

referred to readjusting attendance areas on a long-term basis wherever

feasible, extending the Lowell policy to other grades and schools, and

the "initiation of a policy allawing children of appropriate ability and

achievement to attend classes in other schools where there is room."

Certainly the proposals were consistent with the feeling of minor-

ity spokesmen as expressed at their September meeting with school officials.
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The board indicated complete agreement that "Mr. Berry's five recommend-

31
ations be implemented immediately." All five proposals were imple-

mented, at least partially, and almost immediately. By January, 1964,

the libraries at Irving and Lowell opened for the circulation of books.

The utilization of teacher assistants from the university began Immedi-

ately, with twenty-one divided between Casa Blanca, Irving, and Lowell

Schools during the period from October, 1963, to January, 1964. Bound-

aries were adjusted in favor of integration in the case of elementary

and secondary schools whenever the opportunity ws presented. By the

following fall, 1964, the open enrollment policy was opened wide to in-

clude all grades and all three de facto segregated schools.

Conferences and consultations with community groups and indi-

viduals were held on matters pertaining to "higher horizons," boundary

questions, and the extension of the Lowell School policy. The "higher

horizons" program, essentially a program of field trips, ran on sparse

funding, with the school system's contribution being limited to pro-

viding transportation on several occasions. Begun prior to extensive

federal aid, parts of the program were sponsored by the Lowell P.T.A.,

the Eastside Cultural Fund, and by various donations of admission tick-

ets from theaters.

Other district actions indicated that a firm interest in compen-

satory education was developing. The two individuals most responsible

for the idea, Richard Purviance and Jesse Wall, were appointed to

31
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, October 7, 1963.
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coordinate the program. Beginning in the spring semester of the 1963-

64 term, Wall's teaching assignment at Ramona High School was reduced

to one-half time. By fall, 1964, Purviance was made "supervising prin-

cipal" at Lowell and Irving, with each school also having a teaching

12

principal. It was anticipated that these adjustments would enable

both men to give more attention to the development of the compensatory

education plan. Otherwise the new assignments were in addition to their

regular responsibilities. On several occasions one or both men spoke

before P.T.A. groups, school faculty meetings, and talked with individual

administrators concerning the program. Teachers were assigned to relieve

the teaching principals in these two schools and were chosen on the basis

of their ability to offer specialized help in remedial reading during the

half day when they were not in the classroom.

Additional aspects of the program included the assignment of over

a hundred voluntary tutors from the University of California, Riverside,

Tutorial Project to aid children with particular learning problems. A

self-help program for parents entitled "Help Your Child at School -- At

Home, in the Community" was held on four successive Sundays in January

and February, 1964, at the Community Settlement House on the Eastside.

In May of that year the attitudes of Negroes and Mexican-Americans to-

ward education were discussed at the district's conference for adminis-

trators and other participants.

Clearly the administration and board were becoming aware of the

special problems besetting students of the three de facto segregated

32 During 1964-1965 this same policy was applied to two other pairs
of small schools, Bryant-Grant and Lincoln-Highgrove.
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schools. The annual instructional reports of the associate superintend-

ent for 1963-64 and 1964-65 made extensive mention of problems inherent

in de facto segregation. Through the compensatory education program,

some principals, teachers, and minority parents were also becoming aware

of these problems. Changes made in the regular district program same-

times held particular advantages for students needing special assistance.

Each school, for example, instituted a staggered reading program in the

primary grades, permitting the teacher to render greater assistance to

pupils in the reading group without distractions from the rest of the

class. The timing of this particular program, beginning on October 6,

1964, coincided with the specialized activities in the compensatory

education program.

Most signs seemed to indicate that the little bit being done by

school officials to solve the problems of de facto segregation was being

appreciated. As usual, the Eastside community leaders supported the

district's bond election of November 5, 1963. Robert Bland reminded his

readers in VOICE, an Eastside weekly newspaper, that "we have within our

community three schools that are de facto segregated which has resulted

in lower academic levels at these schools," but that it would cost money

33
to solve the problem.

The compensatory education program seemed to be well received, or

at least it was being spared criticism by most individuals on the East-

side thought by school authorities to be the vocal leaders. On May 16,

1964,the Board of Education received an award for "outstanding service

33
VOICE, October 25, 1963.



to the community in acknowiedgment of and sincere efforts toward

resolution of the problem of de facto segregation in Riverside" from

the Riverside branch of the N.A.A.C.P. In May, 1964, after receiving

responses from Superintendent Bruce Miller and Board President Arthur

Littleworth that the schools would be represented in force at a Free-

dom Banquet, celebrating the tenth anniversary of the United States

Supreme Court's famous decision on school segregation, a VOICE account

concluded:

There has been an unusually gratifying rapport between Riverside's
School District administrators and the Negro Community since recog-
nition of the problems involved by de facto school segregation in
the local area was brought sharply into focus here, and a program
was initiated for effecting resolution of these prob1ems.34

Certainly, in terms of race relations, the 1963-64 school year

had been an outstanding one for the school district. It seemed that the

1964-65 year should be equally as good. No major expenses would be in-

curred, but progress would continue at a slow pace. Early in the term

a group of thirteen Mexican-American and Negro representatives met with

the board president and five administrators, including the superintend-

ent and associate superintendent, to discuss the district's compensatory

education program and make suggestions for impravement.
35

34
VOICE, May 15, 1964.

35
Those listed in attendance at that meeting included: Jess Ybarra,

Gay Caroline, Etienne Caroline, Jesse Carlos, Robert Bland, Bill Davis,
Jack Clark, Alice Key, Mrs. [Frances] Allen, J. Baker, and Donald Renfro
from the minority community; James Jordan and Jesse Wall were adminis-
trators in the school district, but also minority citizens; Bruce Miller,
Kenneth Farrer, Ray Berry, Donald Taylor, and Richard Purviance repre-
sented the administration.
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Neither the superintendent nor the board president recalled any

particular sense of dissatisfaction or urgency coming out of this or

other meetings held during the 1964-65 term. Several relevant points

were discussed, however. Of the twenty-three major points summarized

from the meeting by the Office of the Superintendent, six bore direct-

ly on the problem of segregation: "Do not let compensatory education

be a substitute for real integration. Continue program, but work on

de facto segregation also." "Aim toward closing Casa Blanca and plac-

ing students in adjacent schools." "Plan future schools in such a way

as to permit closing of Casa Blanca." "Seek funds from Office of Edu-

cation for desegregation." "Don't be too concerned with feelings of

the community in closing a school. There would not be much resistance

to closing Irvi.4 and Lawell, even if parents had to provide some trans-

portation." "Enlarge attendance area of Emerson to maintain racial

36
balance."

From time to time throughout the 1964-65 year, Richard Purviance,

still principal of Lowell, had occasion to discuss the problems of

de facto segregation and the limitations of both the special and regular

programs at Lowell with several minority parents, including Lowell PTA

President Donald Renfro. At one point Associate Superintendent Berry

net with some concerned minority parents from Lowell to discuss these

same problems, plus the district's practice of hiring minorities. Their

concern centered on an alleged slow rate of acting on promises together

36
summary of Representative Citizens' Meeting on Compensatory Edu-

cation, Mimeo, (Riverside Unified School District, Office of the Superin-
tendent, September 15, 1964).
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with complaints and suggestions concerning various facets of the Lowell

program. The reduction of class size at the de facto segregated schools,

though not a widely publicized goal of compensatory education, was a

goal communicated to minority leaders. It was also one that was not be-

ing realized to any appreciable extent prior to integration in 1965.
37

Dissatisfaction with the compensatory education program and the

board's failure to reduce class size was also expressed directly to the

board president in a private neeting with one Negro man. The primary

complaint concerning compensatory education was not with the board, but

rather had to do with how the program was being run. A failure to re-

duce class size, on the other hand, was seen more directly as a short-

coming of the board.

Once discussion began of what could, should, and would be done,

minority aspirations and hopes, followed shortly by disappointments and

even bitterness, developed at a far faster pace than the school system's

willingness and ability to institute the changes. On May 17, 1965,

Associate Superintendent Berry's "Supplemental Report on Instruction,

1964-65," was presented to the board but was not discussed. Noticeable

among the points made in the context of his brief discussion on improv-

ing educational programs for economically and educationally disadvantaged

youth, was the following statement:

37
In October, 1964, the ratio of pupils to teachers in regular classes

was 30.20 for Irving and 31.27 for Lowell. These compared favorably to
the district average of 31.82, but could hardly be considered a signifi-
cant improvement. Only at Casa Blanca was the ratio markedly lower, 26.88,
Enrollment Statistics, Monthly records, Department of Child Welfare and
Attendance, (Riverside Unified School District: October 9, 1964; May 21,
1965; October 8, 1965)..
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Considerable thought and effort should continue to be found, not
only on how to improve programs in de facto segregated schools, but
how to eliminate the schools themselves.38

The report, of which that statement was only a small part, was

not discussed immediately. As far as the board and superintendent were

concerned in the spring of 1965 the problem of providing all children

with a high quality education was real; it was one that the district

would continue to keep abreast of, and work toward, but not one that

demanded any inmediate and substantive corrective attention, certainly

not one that demanded an immediate policy of school desegregation.

Within three and a half months the minority leadership would demand

precisely that. It would be left for school officials to re-examine

their own commitment and test their own will.

38
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, May 17, 1965.



CHAPTER IV

CONFRONTATION

Two key factors led to a heated confrontation between Riverside

school officials and minority parents in September, 1965. One related

to a mounting disappointment over the ability of the compensatory edu-

cation program to resolve the inadequacies of segregated schooling.

The other pertained to a deep and direct hostility toward administra-

tion of the district's open enrollment policy. The spark to action re-

sulted from the latter, but once the protest began, all manner of

grievances toward the schools, some of long-standing, emerged to sus-

tain a short but very effective movement.

with no

I
Brown.

"For the last five years we have received nothing but promises

action," complained one man in a letter to Governor Edmund G.

The.local newspaper quoted another: "There is a ,strong determi-

1

nation in our community to have integrated schools. It is not a new

thing. It has been building up two or three years."
2

Thus, by Sep-

tember, 1965, it suddenly became plain that a serious discrepancy in

perception had been developing between school officials and minority

parents on the issue of the district's previous efforts. The board

and virtually the entire administration, with the possible exception of

the associate superintendent, felt assured that all was going well.

1 [Name withheld], Riverside, California, to Governor [Edmund G.]

Brown, [Sacramento, California], September 13, 1965, L.S.

2
Donald Renfro, as quoted in Riverside Press, September 10, 1965.
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True, Board President Littleworth had discussed some problems relating

to the compensatory education program and the large classes at Lowell

with a prominent Negro in the community, but he had not been impressed

by a feeling of general dissatisfaction toward the schools.
3

Although the September confrontation could not have been pre-

dicted more than a week in advance, even by those who forced it, a grow-

ing feeling of dissatisfaction had indeed been developing for several

years. In his appearance before the California State Board of Education

on January 12, 1966, Littleworth remarked: "Looking back on it now, I

can see that the entire situation was considerably more volatile from

1963 on than we had actually recognized."
4

In spite of a few minor boundary adjustments and the board's de-

cision of September 21, 1964, expanding the open enrollment policy to

include all grade levels within all three de facto segregated schools,

the issue of meaningful desegregation had simply not been faced. As late

as the winter of 1965, enrollment projections released by the Office of

the Superintendent foresaw the full utilization of Lowell, Irving and

Casa Blanca Schools through ihe 1967-68 term. While policy is not de-

termined by the district statistician, it is abundantly clear that no

plans had been laid to proceed with desegregation prior to September,

3 Statc=nt made to the author by Arthur L. Littleworth on July 10,
1968.

4 Statement made to the State Board of Educatio4 by Arthur L. Little-
worth, in transcript, Presentation Made la Bruce Miller, Superintendent
of Schools; Riverside Unified School District,, to the California State
Board of Education, January 12, 1966.
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The reality of segregation was.likewise crystal clear. During

the 1964-65 term, Casa Blanca enrolled one majority child out of a

total enrellment of 465. 133 Negroes and 330 Mexican-Americans consti-

tuted the remaining 99.8 percent. At Irving the record of segregation

was complete, 100 percent minority; 183 Negroes, 142 Mexican-Americans,

and one "other minority." Lowell still enrolled seven majority children,

along with 198 Negroes, 145 Mexican-Americans, and two "other minority,"

a total of 97.2 percent minority. Interestingly, in this last year prior

to the integration decision, Alcott School, since 1961 Lowell's neighbor-

ing elementary school to the south, enrolled 0.7 percent minority, the

lowest percentage among the twenty-seven elementary schools then in the

district. Six other elementary schools enrolled fewer than three per-
6

cent minority pupils.

Obviously, in spite of a growing awareness, some concern, and

little action, the Riverside Unified School District wus as segregated

on September 1, 1965 as it had been on September 1, 1961. In discuss-

ing the social and educational plight of minority children, Negro lead-

ers, both nationally and locally, had not always insisted upon immediate

integration. Increasingly, however, they became impatient with programs

5
Projections 1964-65 to 1967, Riverside Unified School District, Office

of the Smperintendent. It was foreseen that Casa Blanca's attendance
would grow from 457 in January, 1965, to 468 by October, 1967; Irving
attendance would also grow from 331 in January, 1965, to 342 by October,
1965 where it would remain; Lowell attendance would increase from 355 in
January, 1965, to 360 by October, 1965, but would not expand beyond that.

6
PuDil Enrollment by. Race 1964-1965, Riverside Unified School District,

(Riverside: 1965).



which they perceived as delusive and of dubious value.

In the last issue of VOICE, there appeared a report by Mrs.

Etienne Caroline, local president of the N.A.A.C.P., on her trip to the

fifty-fifth annual convention of that organization. While certainly

not one of the more militant civil rights leaders in Riverside, Mrs.

Caroline's article reflected a growing national attitude toward compen-

satory education, one that was also quite descriptive of the local

attitude as well:

We were reminded that desegregation is an integral part of good
education, that compensatory education and integrated education are
needed simultaneously. We must look closely at special programs,
i.e., higher horizons, etc. and reject them when they are used as
a substitute for desegregation, or are misused to perpetuate the
same old doctrine of separate but equal. Compensatory education
and integrated education should go hand in hand, but if we are
forced to make a choice, then we must choose integration.7

By the mid 1960s, one really did not have to be very cynical at

all to see that in some cities, compensatory education programs were

being used as a kind of tokenism to hold off meaningful integration.

Negro leaders had become aware of this. So had same political leaders.

In California, the McAteer Act of 1965 required that state funded com-

pensatory education programs not "sanction, perpetuate or promote the

racial or ethnic segregation of pupils in the public schools."

7
Gay Caroline, "We Have So Much To Do," VOICE, July 16, 1964.

8
Guidelines: Compensatory Education, California Department of Edu-

cation, (Sacramento: 1967), p. 16.
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The compensatory educatioa program in Riverside, having been

inadequately supported and operating in a city where integration was

possible, could hardly be called a booming success. After functioning

on a small scale for two years, some slight progress may have been made.

According to Associate Superintendent Ray Berry, the re'ative rankings

of the three segregated schools on standardized achievement tests had

not improved in comparison to other sCaools in the district, but aver-

age scores within the schools were on the rise. It was also his feel-

ing"that same teachers may have received additional stimulation as a

result of participating in a new program.
9

As it turned out, the

program accomplished little, but its little accomplishment was con-

sistent with the small investment and short duration of the program it-

self. The commitment and effort expended by Richard Purviance and Jesse

Wall, the two program coordinators most directly responsible for com-

pensatory education, were admirable under the conditions of minimal

support. At bottom, the charge of failure from the minority community

was mostly the result of their awareness that the school district was

capable of doing much more than it was attempting.

Very little in the program was actually objectionable. Rather,

it was simply inadequate to the task at hand. The overall pupil-teacher

ratio in the three sch-ools had been lowered very slightly, but still a

few classes had enrollments abave thirty-five. Soon after several minor-

ity parents at Lowell complained of this situation in the spring of 1965,

9 Statement made to the author by Ray' Berry on January 26, 1967.
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additional staff was added to correct it. Yet, due to the central prob-

lem of continued low achievement at the three de facto segregated schools,

much of that attempted simply could not have had an immediate impact.

Such thingsas in--service training sessions for teachers, the addition of

library facilities, pupil exchange visits with other elementary schools,

field trips, all intended to produce desirable change over a period of

time, were not likely to stimulate measurable improvement in pupil

achievement immediately. Other parts of the program may have had a more

immediate impact. The assignment of a half-time reading teacher at

each of the three schools was well received, except that the teacher

could work with only about twelve percent of the children enrolled.

Disappointment has been a fairly consistent reaction to compensa-

tory education programs in more than a-few communities. The feeling

hasn't been limited to the intended benefactors either: In Syracuse,

New York, for example, the board itself became increasingly concerned

that after three years of compensatory education, in spite of much ef-

fort and a large sum of money expended, evidence could not be found to

demonstrate "any significant or even measurable improvement in education-

10
al achievement."

In Riverside, it seems clear that the compensatory program was

conceived differently by the minority leadership and by the school

officials. The early restrained optimism of some parents, possibly

10
D. H. Jaquith, School Integration in Syracuse, New York, Prepared

for the National Conference on Equal Educational Opportunity in Ameri-
ca's Cities, Mimeo, (Washington: 1967), p. 3.
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the result of their discussions with school representatives concerning

the many and diverse plans being conceived and executed, gave way to

disappointment, cynicism, and even bitterness. Leaders had hoped for

more rapid progress, indeed a "crash program," to eliminate the educa-

tional disadvantages of Negroes apd Mexican-Americans. Integration had

remained a high priority objective for those who were to lead the boy-

cott of the schools in the fall of 1965, although their restraint in

pushing it was taken by school officials as a sign of satisfaction with

what was being done. Prior to the confrontation of September, 1965;

some key leaders in the minority community feared that compensatory

education would be used as a sdbstitute for integration. They feared,

for example, that the district's installation of library facilities in

the de facto segregated schools represented something of a commitment

to the continued operation of those schools.

Regardless of compensatory education's merits, or lack of same,

some distraught Negro parents were interested in a more immediate solu-

tion to the problem of securing better schooling for their children.

Their approach would be an intense and concentrated effort to force

action from the school board. School officials had not yet shown any

disposition to change the virtually totally segregated conditions at

Casa Blanca, Irving and Lowell. While having engaged in a few casual

discussions of the subject, they had no plans of facing the issue dur-

ing the 1965-66 term, nor did they anticipate a crisis developing over

the situation. But a crisis did develop.
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Unlike the opening of school in September, 1964, "one of the

smoothest openings" Superintendent Miller had ever experienced,
11

the beginning of school in September, 1965 would be hectic. At no

time in his long career had the superintendent been faced with such

a tense situation. Opportunities to have confronted parts of the

problem in earlier years, particularly in 1952 and 1961, had been

missed and could not be recaptured. The responses of the superintend-

ent and board in 1965 would be crucial.

Nineteen years earlier, while superintendent in the neighbor-

ing community of Ontario, Bruce Miller had faced a somewhat similar

problem of lesser magnitude. On that occasion he successfully resist-

ed pressure from majority citizens opposed to his proposal for ending

the segregation of Mexican-American children.
12

But local circum-

stances in Ontario during 1946 were much different from circumstances

in Riverside during 1965. In Riverside, it was minority parents, not

the administration, who initiated the campaign for integration.

General dissatisfaction with the schools sustained the integra-

tion drive, but a specific grievance on the part of several parents

initiated it. It was almost ironical in a way that the initial and

most bitter parental dissatisfaction was directed toward the district's

11
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, September 21, 1964.

12
Mary M. Peters, The Segregation of Mexican-American Children in the

Elementary Schools in California--Its Legal and Administrative Aspects.
(Unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1948).
pp. 89-93.
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transfer policy. While still the only means of escaping segregated

schools, the once heralded policy had been an almost total failure in

accomplishing its original purpose of providing minority children with

integrated experiences. Had perhaps twenty families who were seriously

interested in securing transfers, been able to secure them readily, and

to their satisfaction, the school integration showdown may have been de-

layed indefinitely. Virtually all transfers applied for had been grant-

ed, including all twenty-one formally requested during 1964-65. A de-

lay of up to three weeks, and the problem of negative interpersonal re-

lations between applicants and the school district administration, were

the more serious problems.

Plans for a confrontation between minority parents and the school

district were formulated shortly after the Donald Renfro family met with

what they considered to be resistance and delay in securing transfers

for their two children, Donald and Danice. Prior to September, 1965,

when the policy was modified, it had been necessary for parents wishing

to make a transfer to file a written request in the Office of Child

Welfare and Attendance, located downtown at the administration building;

indicate on the form provided their first three choices of schools, state

in writing the reason for the request, and wait up to a maximum of three

13
weeks before learning if the transfer had been granted. Since the

board policy stipulated that transfers were to be made on a space avail-

able basis, the attendance officer waited to determine how fall enroll-

ments were developing in the various schools before granting the trans-

fer. In the meantime, pupils were expected to be enrolled at their own

13
Statement made to the author by Mrs. Edna Lockhart, July 2, 1968.
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neighborhood school until receiving notification of transfer.

Having filed a "Request for an Out-of-Area Attendance Permit"

with the Director of Child Welfare and Attendance on August 24, 1965,

Mrs. Renfro returned on August 31 for a clarification of the policy.

The explanation she received, particularly the matter of waiting for

a settling down of enrollment, together with what she perceived as a

negative attitude on the part of the person she spoke with, stimulated

her to take further action. Shortly thereafter, her husband, Donald

Renfro, visited the same office to learn of the situation himself.

The prime concern of the Renfroes, as expressed on their appli-

cation for transfer, was simply that their children receive a first

rate education. Mrs. Renfro wrote that her children were being denied

the full benefit of education at Lowell, owing to a lower level of

instruction and easier grading system. It was, she belidVed, a slow

school.
14

On September 14, exactly three weeks after making applica-

tion, Mrs. Renfro's transfer request was granted to her third choice

school. By that time a literal crisis had mounted and nearly passed.

After an angry reaction to the transfer policy in late August

and early September, circumstances were so different as to render the

issue closed. As a kind of anti-climax,,Superintendent Miller discuss-

ed the problem before the board on September 13, and announced that the

policy would be changed. In the future, parents would apply to the

principal of the school in their attendance area, who in turn would make

14 H
Request for an Out-of-Area Attendance Permit," Mrs. Donald Renfro,

applicant, on file in the Office of Child Welfare and Attendance, River-
sice Unified School District.
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the necessary arrangements with principals of other schools where space

was available. Thus the necessity of parents coming to the central

office would be avoided, as would some of the delay.
15

Not only had the

transfer policy been ineffective, but the problems and ill will resulting

from it were substantial.

On Wednesday, September 1, Mrs. Donald Renfro, Mrs. Robert Bland,

and approximately three or four other Negro women, met to discuss their

grievances taward the schools, particularly as they related to the trans-

fer policy. Most had children in Riverside's segregated schools; one had

no children. All were friends and acquaintances who had discussed the

issue of segregated schools in the past and had demonstrated an interest

in the problem. None were active in the local civil rights organizations.

The most concrete decision coming out of this very informal get-together

on Wednesday was to hold a larger meeting on Friday, September 3, at

which time men would be invited to attend, and, it was hoped, a more con-

crete plan of action would be formulated.

Although the idea of presenting the board with a petition was

tentatively agreed to, the ladies realized that whatever course was fol-

lowed would,require a full community effort. Thus, they proceeded, in

a more or less random manner, to invite people to attend the Friday meet-

ing. The invitations were not quite random, however. Mrs. Sally Banks

15
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, September 13, 1965.
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invited Mayor Ben Lewis. Councilman Sotelo was also invited, but the

prime purpose was not to bring together influential political leaders;

it was to bring together minority citizens who, it was felt, could be

counted on to provide leadership. "Action people"'were included, while

those Negroes assumed to be anti-direct action, or organizational types,

were excluded. Some N.A.A.C.P. members were present as individuals, but

since this was being shaped as a movement of parents, organizational re-

presentation was deliberately avoided.
16

It was at this Friday meeting that the decision was reached to

circulate a petition calling for the closing of Lowell and Irving Schools,

and to push rapidly for complete integration of the school system. Old

and new grievances were aired. Tempers-flared. Militant comments were

followed by more moderate ones. Determination, followed by vacillation,

followed again by determination, was the order of the evening. Through

it all there arose a commitment to accomplish something tangible. In

spite of reservations expressed by some middle class Negroes, a petition

drive was agreed upon. The group felt that it could at least propose

integration to the community. If support appeared.adequate, the result

of their success, a signed petition, would be presented to the school

board on the following Tuesday, September 7. Thus, the petition effort

was both a means of communicating a feeling of discontent with segre-

gated schools to the mlnority community at large, and a process of

signature gathering for whatever impact it might have on the board.

16 Negro men and women whose previous behavior had led the organizers

to think of them as acting in a manner subservient to the white power

structure, i.e., "Uncle Toms" and "Handkerchief Heads," were not invited.
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The actual number of signatures attained on that three day

Labor Day weekend -- 396 -- was only moderately impressive. It did

represent, however, a substantial percentage of those parents actually

contacted. No particular effort was made to collect the signatures

of influential members in the community'. Rather, it was a grass roots

movement designed to determine actual community sentiment. As expected,

some parents were content, or at least reasonably comfortable, sending

their children to segregated neighborhood schools, and hesitated to

sign the petition. On balance, however, the indigenous community lead-

ers were able to muster a united front on behalf of their cause.

The petition itself was simple and direct, with no threats of

any kind stated or implied:

We, the undersigned parents of the Riverside school district,
do hereby petition the Riverside School Board to take affirmative
steps to improve the educational opportunities for minorities and
to eliminate segregation in city schools by closing Lowell and
Irving Schools and by reassigning these students to other schools
in the area which have previously had less than 10% minority group
students.17

By Monday night, September 6, the leaders of the petition drive

were armed with a small bundle of petitions, and their own determination,

as they prepared to confront the school board at 4:00 p.m. the following

day. With no more going for them, a good guess is that they would have

17
From a petition presented to the Board of Education of the River-

side Unified School District, signed by 396 persons, on September 3, 1965.
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won a "study" and a sympathetic expression of agreement with their

goals to end segregation.

As events developed, however, the petitioners had far more go-

ing for them, namely momentum and a historical setting as favorable as

if it had been written for a dramatic production. Shortly before 4:00

a.m. on Tuesday, September 7, 1965, a fire swept through the old build-

ing of Lowell School, laying waste to six classrooms and the auditorium,

thereby displacing 143 pupils who were scheduled to begin classes on

the follawing Monday. All evidence pointed to a clear case of arson.

Guesses by individuals in and out of city government as to who

started the fire have been diverse, and entirely speculative. Police

could think of only two persons to question seriously and both leads

proved totally unproductive. The detective investigating the case ad-

mitted having no reasonable leads, owing largely to the fact that in

crimes involving arson much of the evidence is burned too. Leaders of

the boycott movement, believing that the Negro community had beelL in-

filtrated by police, were hesitant to speculate about who had put the

match to Lowell School.

The question of who started the fire was not particularly rele-

vant to school authorities, and certainly not to the petitioners for

integration. The fact of the fire was relevant to all. Fear of "another

Watts," coupled with the fact that no could be drawn between the

fire and the petition, proved a stimulant to action. The inability of

any responsible official to link the fire with the petition helped check
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the possibility of a significant white backlash. Robert Bland summa-

rized the position of the petitioners when he stated:

No matter what we say C..lere is going to be some association
drawn between the fire and the petition. I don't expect to change

my recommendation on account of it. What was good for the children
before the fire is good after the fire. We still believe the two

segregated schools should be closed and the children enrolled in
other schools where they aren't segregated.18

Coming three and a half weeks after the devastating killing, burn-

ing, rioting, and looting in the Watts area of Los Angeles, and coincid-

ing with the Negro petition drive in Riverside, the fire made a great

impression on the school board and some city officials, particularly

the mayor. There is no question but that this unsolved case of arson

worked for the benefit of the school integration campaign materially,

psychologically, and politically. The literal destruction of six class-

rooms at Lowell left the board with several options. It could put the

entire school on double sessions after fencing off the ravaged area; it

could transport the 143 displaced upper grade students to other schools;

it could transport the primary grade children to other schools, or, with

considerable strain, it could even close the entire school immediately.

With the opening of school less than a week away, the last possibility

was not feasible. From the minority point of view, on the other hand,

the first possibility would demonstrate incredible callousness on the

part of the administration and board.

18 Riverside Press, September 7, 1965.

\
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The wheels of the school establishment began to crank slowly,

but assuradly, immediately after the fire, then faster but less assur-

edly as the week progressed. Bruce Miller, back in his office on Tues-

day after an August vacation, was informed of the fire by his secretary,

Betty Smith. He had returned to the office on Sunday to find on his

desk a brief memorandum from Associate Superintendent Ray Berry inform-

ing him that an Eastside petition movement was gaining momentum, and

the likelihood that a petition would be presented to the board on Tues-

day. Neither bit of news was particularly shocking at first, though

both aroused some concern. Like most veteran superintendents, he had

dealt with petitions and petitioners before. News of the fire, and a

later inspection of the site, did not shake him at first either. "I

knew that double sessions were still feasible."
19

Meanwhile, Arthur Littleworth, president of the Board of Edu-

cation and attorney at law by profession, was discussing a zoning

question before the Riverside City Council on Tuesday morning when he

learned of the fire from City Manager John Wentz. Earlier that morn-

ing he had received a call from Mayor Lewis informing him of the griev-

ances aired at the Friday night meeting on the Eastside. After conclud-

ing his presentation; Littleworth left the council chambers, and for all

intents and purposes, left his law practice for the next week. Together,

the board president, the superintendent, and other top level adminis-

trators planned their course of action for the afternoon meeting. They

19
Statement made to the author by Bruce Miller on May 22, 1968.
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also talked by telephone with city officials.

The first important recommendation from the superintendent to

the board was a wrong one. Lowell, he had decided, should be put on

double sessions as a "strictly temporary"'solution, while the adminis-

tration sought space in other schools. Pupils would be transferred with-

in the next few weeks, as soon as arrangements could be made to accommo-

date them. Miller's goal was to restore some certainty to an uncertain

situation. Instead, the double session proposal, more than anything

else, served to infuriate the petitioners and assure their continued

escalation of the crisis, specifically a decision to boycott the schools.

Meeting that Tuesday afternoon, September 7, the board received

petitions and listened to petitioners. Without further study, it was

not about to agree on the permanent transfer of all Lowell and Irving

pupils to other schools. It did agree to hold a special meeting on Mon7

day, September 13, to consider the requests further, and it accepted

the superintendent's recommendation to put Lowell on double sessions

temporarily. The meeting was obviously not pleasant for the-board, and

it was decidedly unpleasant for the administration. In less than two

hours most of the long standing minority grievances were thrown back at

the board for quick recall.

Since the board itself had undergone some marked changes since

1961, the discussion was more than heated; it was instructive as well.

Of the five members, only Arthur Littleworth and B. Rae Sharp had been
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a party to the Lowell-Alcott boundary decision four years earlier. Both

had also served on the Lowell Study Committee. They had been on the pro-

gressive side of all relevant issues, and although both had participated

in decisions now being attacked, neither considered himself a devotee of

the status quo. The board the "power structure" -- could thus listen

with no intense personal sense of guilt and only a minimal ego involve-

ment with old policies. None were racists by any reasonable standard.

Neither could any be considered an avant-garde liberal or an eager social

reformer. All were very white. All were sympathetic. All were willing

to listen, and, under suitable conditions, approve integration.

The petition was presented and the instruction began. Accusations,

some overstated, but almost all valid, were hurled. Segregated schools

offered inferior education.
20

The schools had gerrymandered school bound-

aries in order to segregate minority pupils. They had made exceptions

to their own rules, permitting children from the majority group to attend

majority schools, even when living in a minority district. Compensatory

education represented "separate but equal" education, but it was not

equal; it was a "paper tiger." The transfer policy was impractical for

most Negro families, and besides, most Negroes had trouble getting trans-

fers.

20 Some teachers at Lowell and Irving took this charge personally and

were offended by it. On some occasions it was asserted outright, or

strongly implied, that since the schools were inferior, the teachers

were inferior too. Such assertions were particularly invalid in the case

of Lowell School. There, half of the faculty held master's degrees, two

teachers were bilingual, one spoke three languages, two were considered

district-wide experts in the teaching of reading, and one.was an expert
in speech therapy. The entire faculty was well above the district

average in competence among elementary teachers.
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The meeting began with a kind of restrained bitterness. Before

it had ended, school officials were in a still more difficult position.

Even the mayor contributed something to the atmosphere, although his

remarks made little difference to the future unfolding of events. Having

attended the Friday night planning meeting at which time the decision to

petition the board was made, Mayor Ben Lewis remarked tad,: someone at

that meeting had gotten up and said, "if we don't get it, its burn, baby

burn." After laughter had greeted his remarks, he added, "...you're not

going to get it by burning ."21 A fire had indeed followed the Friday

night meting, thus assuring Negro indignation over what they inferred

to be the mayor's linking of the two events. Robert Bland's version of

22
what had been said at that Friday meeting was totally different.

This episode was not a fair indication of the mayor's sentiment.

Compared to a majority of the city councilmen, he appeared almost pro-
\

gressive. It was not to be the mayor's remarks, but rather the school

district's lack of immediate constructive action that stimulated the

protest group onward. Robert Bland, leading spokesman of the group,

charged that the double sessions at Lowell, rather than transferring the

21
Riverside Press, September 8, 1965.

22
According to Bland, after listening to the vacillations and dis-

agreements going on at that meeting, Don Harris stood up and said, "If
we don't stop postponing and discussing and postponing, people may get
so fed up that we'll start to hear things like 'burn, baby, burn' here
in Riverside." As quoted by Troy Duster, Desegregation in California;
A Combination of "Fear" and "Right." (Unpublished manuscript, University
of California, Berkeley: [1967]), p. 35, To be published in Raymond W.
Mack, ed., Our Children's Burden, (New York: Random House, 1968).
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children to other schools, would be "punishing the children for the

23
fire." Donald Renfro, another prime mover in the integration cam-

paign, accused the superintendent of planning to leave children out

in the rain. That evening, Bland, Renfro, concerned minority parents,

and others interested in pushing for integration, a total of approxi-

mately fifty persons in all, met at the Community Settlement House to

plan further action. Boycott plans were formally announced the follow-

ing morning:

At a meeting Tuesday night concerned parents decided that they
would not allow their children to return to segregated schools to
receive an inferior education this fall.

The parents felt that they were left with no other choice by
the school board's failure to meet the problem of segregated schools
and insistence that children continue to use the facilities of Lowell
School, which are half-burned out for an indefinite period of time.

Many of the parents who had previously gone along with the com-
pensatory education program expressed regret i.nd disillusion over
the realization that the program would have little or no effect on
their children and could at best only bring about gradual changes in
the future generations.

The feeling of most parents was that something must be done now
to improve educational opportunities for our children and that one
more day of segregated and inferior education is too much.

The parents further stated that this is not just a matter concern-
ing minority children. It is unfair to place white children in a

school that does not contain a cross section of the total community
when, after leaving school, they go into a world where eight out of

ten people are non-white. For this reason several Caucasian parents

have expressed intent to participate in the boycott.

At the boycott headquarters, 2470 Carlton Place, preparations are
being made to2rtablish freedom schools for the interim education of

the children.

23

24

Riverside Press, September 8, 1965.

Riverside Daily Enterprise, September 9, 1965.
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The threatened boycott touched a sensitive nerve at school head-

quarters. Early on Wednesday both the superintendent and board presi-

dent attempted to make contact with the boycott leaders, but without

success. It was clear that boycott organizers were not going to initiate

contacts with school officials. "We have no intention of going to them.

We have been talking to them three years and getting nowhere," remarked

25
Mrs. Renfro to a Press reporter. The Negro leadership, in their desire

to see the boycott plans through and apply maximum pressure on the board

to end segregation, was not particularly interested in talking the problem

through with either the administration or the board. Neither were they

completely hostile to the idea. Rather, they doubted that anything posi-

tive would result from such a meeting.

While holding to his idea of temporary double sessions at Lowell

through at least part of Wednesday morning, Miller, in concert with his

staff, particularly Associate Superintendent Ray Berry and Donald Taylor,

Assistant to the Superintendent, decided that at least some children could

be bussed out of Lowell on the opening day of school. Littleworth con-

curred, as did all of the other board members who were contacted through-

out the course of the day. The board had agreed to an important demand,

but too late to make an important immediate difference.

By Thursday afternoon a meeting was finally arranged between Little-

worth and the boycott leaders, having been set up by a Negro lady known

to both the board president and to Robert Bland. The meeting was held

on the patio of the Renfro residence, which at that time was also serving

25
Riverside Press, September 9, 1965.
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insistance by the police chief that Littleworth be accompanied by a

26
Negro plainclothes officer.

On this occasion Littleworth revealed his concession, which both

he and the administration felt was an important one. Kindergarten

through second grade at Lowell would be transported to other schools,

thereby eliminating the need for double sessions. His prhme purpose,

of course, was to try and convince Bland and Renfro to call off the

boycott. While Littleworth was talking to the men who could have done

much to affect this de-escalation, they implied to him that the movement

was out of their hands. To some extent they were right. A small but

loosely knit boycott committee had already been organized. Several indi-

viduals were already giving considerable voluntary support to the boy-

cott drive, and most certainly would have been disappointed by a "sell

out." For the most part, however, Bland, Renfro, and their wives, were

themselves key people. Although both men made it plain to Littleworth

that they planned to proceed with the boycott, they did invite him to

present his case to the community on the following night, Friday, Sep-

tember 10. This he reluctantly agreed to do. For his part, Littleworth

pointed out emphatically that no interference with the normal passing of

children and adults in front of the schools would be tolerated. Children

26
Detective Etienne Caroline, the same man who had earlier in Che year

complained to Littleworth about the compensatory education policy, accom-
panied Littleworth to this meeting. Boycott leaders could well suspect
that Caroline was there in the role of a bodygard and police officer, but
they could not be certain. He was also knawn to them as a man who was
upset with school policies.
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Lowell and Irving on the following Monday would

from harassment.

That Thursday evening the Human Relations Council met to discuss

the problem of segregated schools. Discussion was all it could do, and

the immediate problem was well beyond that stage. Since it held no

authority, the Council was impotent in 4 crisis situation. Prior to the

crisis it had been unable to deal effectively with the real problems of

human relations. As one member put it, "We were a talk group." Most of

the talk concerning the educational problems of minority students did

not even touch on the matter of segregation. Rather, the inadequacy of

school counseling, and problems resulting from homogeneous grouping

practices on the secondary level, were discussed at length.

The next really relevant public meeting was the one held at

Irving School on Friday evening. This was Arthur Littleworth's night to

meet the minority community on their own side of town. Significant ele-

ments of the Negro community had been aroused for a week, and by the

time of this meeting on September 10, a few Mexican-Americans living on

the Eastside were becoming interested also. The boycott leaders now

knew that they could not stop their drive with merely a Lowell School

solution. Irving and possibly even Casa Blanca would have to be includ-

ed in any acceptable plan offered by the board.

Jesse Wall, a former Negro teacher at Ramona High School, local

N.A.A.C.P. president, and "young man of the year," was now working full

time in the administration as director of intergroup education. His

contacts among all elements of the Negro community had remained good,
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but as his role with the "establishment" changed, so too did his relation-

ship with some members of the Eastside community. If he was not to be

trusted quite as much as before, he could still be of service to them as

a provider of information, and be respected as one who had not let profess-

ional success force him into the abandonment of his people. In part, how-

ever, the administration was hopeful that Wall could help head off a boy-

cott. On that score, while his contacts were much better, he was as help-

less as the rest of the administration. On Friday he advised Ray Berry

that the board president should not appear at Irving School that night

unless he was prepared to commit himself to integration for Lowell and

Irving area children, preferably by September, 1966. Things were too

tense on the Eastside for a calm discussion of ideas.

Meanwhile, the administration had already begun to study the feasi-

bility of integration. Littleworth wanted to promise nothing he could not

be sure of delivering. By Friday evening he could not deliver as much as

Jesse Wall knew it would take to call off the boycott, but he could offer

slightly more than he had been able to the day before. The atmosphere at

the meeting was tense, but it began peacefully enough. Littleworth made

his presentation and then fielded a few not very hostile questions. Chil-

dren in grades kindergarten through three at Lowell would be transported

by bus at district expense to seven schools with low minority enrollments.

There they would be integrated into established classes. The entire prob-

lem of segregation would be studied. No plans were being formulated to

replace the old Lowell building on its present site. On the contrary, it

would be logical to phase the remainder of the school out in future plans.

Any future move toward integration would include Irving and Casa Blanca.
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Soon the questions, assertions, and impassioned pleas grew more

and more hostile. Many speakers demanded complete integration immedi-

ately. One pointed out that Irving was a perfectly good school and could

well be shared by white students. Bussing had been used for purposes of

segregation prior to 1961. Now it could be used to aid integration. The

dominant sentiment that evening was clearly running in favor of a boycott

and against the board president. One impassioned critic charged: "You

cannot lose your momentum. He wants you to go home and feel they are go-

ing to do something when they are not going to do anything."

As the tempo of anger increased, Mrs. Josephine Stewart, who was

chairing the meeting, suggested to Littleworth that he leave; advice he

gladly followed. Later that same evening a second smaller meeting in-

volving about 200 persons affirmed the boycott plans. While no formal

vote was taken, one speaker asked how many would keep their children out

of the public schools on the following Monday. The response was over-

27
whelmingly in favor of such a course.

The second weekend of the crisis began very badly for the schooll_

officials. The Friday night meeting, from their point of view, had been

a disaster. The entire board had been invited to attend, but only Little-

worth was asked to speak. Largely as a result of fear and caution on the

part of the police chief, the two women board members were asked not to

attend. Possibly the most awesome sign of all was that Superintendent

Miller was advised not to attend. As the symbol of an intensely distrusted

27
Riverside Press September 11, 1965.
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school authority, he represented to some much of what was wrong with

the schools. Associate Superintendent Berry, on the other hand, possess-

ed much greater rapport with the minority community, partly the result of

personality factors, but also because of having worked more closely and

directly with Eastside parents over a period of several years.

While Littleworth and Berry represented the schools, Miller remain-

ed at home with hurt pride. Following the meeting, the two representatives

drove to Miller's home where together, all three, joined by Donald Taylor,

Miller's assistant, commiserated over the deteriorating situation. More

than that,they were fearful of violence. At about 11:00 p.m., Littleworth

called City Manager John Wentz and advised him that the matter was now a

city problem as well. A meeting between city and school o-ficials was

scheduled for Saturday morning, September 11. A few outsiders had been

spotted at Irving School on Friday night, and police reports had already

confirmed the presence of "outside agitators" in town. Four weeks earlier

Lt. Governor Glen Anderson had been criticized vigorously for alleged

slowness in ordering the '7ational Guard into Watts. Riverside officials

made certain that all law enforcement agencies were at least advised of

what was feared to be a potentially explosive situation. The precautions

taken amounted to an over-reaction on their part, but it WAS not particular-

ly conspicuous. Plainclothes officers were stationed around all schools

where a potentially volatile situation was thought to exist. In addition,

one plainclothes officer was assigned to each principal in these schools.

During the week of September 7 and the weekend that followed, meet-

ings were held after meetings, followed by more meetings. In addition to
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numerous personal contacts between administrators and board members,

between both school officials and city officials, and between school

officials and the boycott leaders, several group meetings were held in a

sometimes frantic attempt to avoid trouble on the opening day of school,

Monday, September 13. More importantly in the long run, much of the

hectic activity was being directed toward a long term solution that would

also have a viable short term beginning. On Friday morning, September 10,

the annual district teachers' meeting marking the beginning of a new school

year was turned over to the topic of desegregation. Both Littleworth and'

Miller participated. On the afternoon of the following day, after the

meeting with city officials in the morning, principals were gathered to-

gether, alerted to the poss4bility of disturbances at their schools, and

informed of what had been developing. Part of Sunday wus spent final-

izing plans with Lowell teachers concerning the opening of that school

on Tuesday, instead of Monday.

All the while, even after Littleworth's bleak experience at Irving,

school authorities continued to seek ways of heading off the boycott. A

serious losr, in reimbursed state revenue would result from a protracted

drop in school attendance, but more critical was the thought of violence

aad continued bitterness between the schools and an important segment of

the community. Apart from.all manner of discussions among and between

local parties in the dispute, was the active involvement of the California

State Department of Education.

Bruce Miller was not at home on Sunday evening when State Superin-

tendent of Public Iadtruction Max Rafferty telephoned him, but he was
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Miller that he had a problem in Riverside, a fact of life Miller had

been growing steadily aware of on his own. More valuable, the state

superintendent offered to render all the support he could from the State

Department's Office of Compensatory Education, and to process rapidly

Riverside's requests for funds available through federal programs.

Telephone conversations between Wilson Riles, then Chief in the

Bureau oi Intergroup Relations, and Superintendent Miller, led to the

assignment in Riverside on Monday, September 13, of Theodore Neff, Con-

sultant in Intergroup Relations. The feeling of state officials, from

Max Rafferty on down, was that a serious confrontation should be avoid-

ed if at all possible. Disagreements should be settled in as amicable

a way as possible. Obviously, no opinion within the schools was at

odds with such thinking.

The Office of Compensatory Education, out of which both Riles

and Neff worked, was strongly opposed to boycotts. The state's way was

to solve problems through discussions. By Sunday, September 12, the

local superintendent and board were deep believers in that too. Accord-

ing to Riles, later appointed Assistant Superintendent of Public In-

struction in charge of the Office of Compensatory Education, State Super-

intendent Rafferty, and those under him in the Office'of Compensatory

Education, believed that, (1) white parents should not be required to

bus their children into a ghetto, (2) every child should be permitted

to attend aay school in the district, and (3) if a local district decid-

ed to integrate its schools, and bussing was required, costs of that
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28
transportation should be met by the district. Everything in the

eventual Riverside solution would be basically consistent with that

policy, even if only coincidentally consistent with it. The hand of

the state, although helpful to a limited extent, was not a heavy one.

State influence, apart from state law, was minimal and not an important

factor in the eventual decision to integrate the schools.

Wilson Riles had first become aware of the situation in Riverside.

on Sunday, September 12, when he received a call from a Negro lady visit-

ing in Riverside. In addition to this conversation, and his conversations

with Miller that same day, Riles talked by telephone with one of the boy-

cott leaders who explained in greater detail what was occurring. It was

clear to Riles from these conversations that the Negro community complete-

ly mistrusted the sincerity of school officials. The school district in-

tended to do nothing, the boycott leader told Riles. In the course of

that conversation Riles asked pointedly if there was anyone in the adminis-

tration "you trust." "Ray Berry," was the reply.

Without a positive program, even Ray Berry was h'Ilpless to avert

a boycott, but-he met with Bland and Renfro anyway. Berry explained that

the board needed additional time to prepare a comprehensive integration

plan. Boycott leaders wanted a definite date, and a definite plan, includ-

ing as a very minimum, the immediate integration of grades kindergarten

through threr at Lowell (which Littleworth had already promised), plus

kindergarten and first grades at Irving. By this time the boycott move-

ment had gained enough momencum to assure itself of at least a one day stand.

28 Statement made to the author by Wilson Riles on june 15, 1967.
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Monday marked the beginning -- and end -- of a peaceful boycott,

and an important school board meeting that afternoon at 4:00. The boy-

cott, as well as registration at the city schools, was carried on with-

out any notable incidents. Robert Bland and Donald Renfro had not the

slightest confidence that meaningful integration would occur without maxi-

mum and effective pressure on the school board. Their most effective

weapon, it was thought, wyuld be to boycott the schools.

The threat of a school boycott did prove to be effective pressure,

but it also served to demonstrate a deep distrust of school officials,

and concern for the educational futures of minority children. It would

have been embarrassing to boycott leaders if their movement had failed

prior to its Monday beginning. So far as pressure was concerned, the

actual holding of boycott classes on Monday probably was not necessary.

Two days prior to the Monday boycott and board meeting, Ray Berry had re-

vealed to Bland and Renfro wthat the board proposal would be. The adminis-

tration and board did not alter their plans after seeing the boycott

classes in session, but they certainly had made some alterations in the

process of trying to head off those classes from meeting in the first place.

The actual number of pupils attending the Freedom Schools, as

they were called, was approxtmately 200 to 250. This was a respectable

enough attendance for a project conceived only five days before the start

of classes. Meanwhile,the peaceful enrollment at Lowell and Irving was

cut in half. Many other students simply did not attend any school that

daY. Freedom School students werc transported to five different locations,

churches and other halis, for their classeii. Volunteer faculty on hand
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included a couple of college teachers, graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents, and other volunteers. The program, though fun for many chil-

dren, was of very diverse quality. It would be silly, however, to assess.

a program's quality on the basis of its first and only day as an organ-

ized entity. It would be even a little silly to attempt to assess quality

at all. Freedom Schools after all, were not established to replace the

public schools, only to open same of their doors a bit wider.

The "Parents Boycott for Better Education," as the movement was

called in some notices, was indeed ... Jovement led by parents.
29

Early

fears that "outside agitators" would capture the movement never material-

ized. Virtually all of the direction and most of the work for the boy-

cott came from Eastside parents. It began when they put the movement

together and ended when they decided to call it quits. On the Monday of

classes, other volunteers, mainly college students. did most of the actual

work. The parents' main work was done prior to the day of classes. The

N.A.A.C.P. was totally removed fran the project As an organization, go

was C.O.R.E., although a few of its members rendered active service.

Floyd Thweat, brother-in-law o2 Robert Bland, and local president of

C.O.R.E., was very active in the project, and also served to stimulate

action from others.

There was also a different kind of boycott which developed that

same Monday, one that coincided with, but was not a part of, the Freedom

School movement. Fifty-four minority children, mostly Negroes living in

29
A copy of the application form used by the boycott group is found

in Appendix G of text.
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the Casa Blanca attendance area, suddenly appeared at Washington School

in what amounted to a sit-in. The immediate incident was resolved quick-

ly and equitably when the children were permitted to remain. Additional

teachers and classrooms were brought in to relieve overcrowding.

Meetings, first to head off the main boycott, and then to stop it,

were rapidly reaching a point of diminishing returns. The problem wasn't

that the two sides did not understand each other's position. It was

simply that the boycott leaders held little confidence that the board

would keep its commitment, even if it made one.

Littleworth met with Renfro and others in the boycott movement

late Sunday evening. Theodore Neff, the state consultant, discussed the

problems at hand with both district officials and boycott leaders on

Monday, September 14. Neither he nor district officials knew of any

way to end the boycott. It simply was not in their hands. Neff's recom-

mendations to the superintendent and board president were two: (1) All

events should not deter the district from making a study to determine if

a policy change is legal and desirable; (2) in relation to plans and

procedures, they should make no promises they could not fulfill.
30

Miller and Littleworth were already favorably disposed to have the hoard

come up with a major policy change, and for a week now they had beea

careful not to overpromise.

At about 2:45 p.m. Neff, together with Jesse Wall, Jesse Ybarra,

Director of the Community Settlement House on the Eastside, and some of

4/.../

30
Statement made to the author by Theodore Neff on June 15, 1967.
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the less active Negro leaders, met with the boycott leaders. Neff point-

ed out to the boycott group that it was obvious they had the board's

attention, and advised them to go to the board meeting that afternoon and

see if anything had happened to meet their demands, a course of action

they were already disposed to take. The special board meeting that after-

noon gave the board an opportunity to voice publicly its canmitment to

integration and to tell what initial steps it was taking to achieve it.

The chief leaders of the boycott already knew all of this and were not

impressed, but some others in the movement were.

The stated purposes of the afternoon board meeting were to hear a

report from the superintendent concerning the week's events, and then

consider the petition to close Lowell and Irving, which had been present-

ed six days earlier. Superintendent Miller explained the administration's

latest plan, which was immediately ratified by the board. Approximately

239 Lowell students in kindergarten through third grades wuld be trans-

ported to seven other elementary schools. The entire facility there would

be phased out in a maximum of three years. After the superintendent's

announcements, Littleworth introduced open discussion of the petition with

the following statement of policy:

The Riverside Unified School District from the Board of Education
through the staff is committed to the full and total integration of
the schools in the district.31

Miller then pointed to a few practical problems relating to space

and transportation which needed to be solved prior to full implementation

31
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, September 13, 1965.
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of this goal, but he indicated that they could be taken care of in a

comparatively short time. It was then that he suggested that kinder-

garten children at Irving could also be transferred immediately. As

planned, this too was approved by the board during the course of the

meeting.

William Conde, speaking for protesting parents, presented a spe-

cific list of demands to the board. All,except for the last, "that the

district be totally desegregated by September, 1966," were essentially

agreed to by Littleworth. Neither he nor anyone, he felt, could state

with absolute assurance that the final demand could be met, primarily

because at that early date he had been advised by the administnation

that r3t enough classroams could be found by September, 1966. What pro-

testing minority parents did not know, and most would not have believed

it if they had been told, was that Littleworth and the administration

wanted integration as badly as anyone by that time.

Parents, however, with memories of previous "promises" still vivid,

pushed for a more precise commitment, with specific dates for action indi-

cated. This the Liard was still unwilling to make without further study.

The many questions and charges had all been aired before, this time with

a little less passion. A couple of Negroes attempted to make a case for

cross-bussing, involving the transportation of Caucasian children into

Irving School. The principal boycott leaders themselves were not at all

interested in pushing this idea. They felt, and with precise accuracy,

that Littleworth considered it unthinkable. Nothing could have done more

to arouse white counter-pressures than an active consideration of this
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idea. Riverside, after all, was not known for its liberal social and

political views.

The meeting concluded when board member Margaret Heers moved that

the superintendent's office be instructed to prepare a comprehensive plan

for further desegregatiolpand that the plan be reported not later than the

second meeting ha October. Since Friday, Littleworth had been making

known to boycott leaders the need for a thirty day period to prepare such

a plan.

Activities at the board meeting in the afternoon acted as a kind

of preliminary evert to the important business of that evening. The ear-

lier meeting had been spirited, but not nearly as spirited as the meeting

of minority activists, parents, and concerned observers that followed.

The board's apparent reasonableness, and the initial steps it had taken

toward desegregation, helped to produce a marked split in the thinking

of those who had wirked in the Freedom School program. At bottom, one

group included those who had faith in the board; the other, those who

held little faith. Among those who were in favor of calling off the boy-

cott, two very different reasons were advanced. About half felt that the

board was acting in good faith, and that in thirty days they would, with-

out any additional pressure, come up with an acceptable proposal for inte-

gration. The other half were not particularly impressed with the bene-

ficence of the board, but felt that it would not be feasible to continue.

The boycott leadership was clearly not optimistic concerning the

board's noble intentions, but the feasibility argument, coupled with an

opportunity to withdraw pressure and still appear victorious, proved
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very compelling. Many of the Freedom School teachers and staff were

student volunteers who themselves would be returning to college campuses

within a week. Also, the temporary facilities offered by the several

churches were far from adequate. Support of the Freedom School by minor-

ity parents had been impressive enough for a one day stand, but there was

growing evidence that it could not be sustained.

In spite of all these apparent difficulties, a small group, includ-

ing Robert Bland, Donald Renfro, Floyd Thweat, and several others who con-

stituted a large part of the leadership, felt that the acceptability of
,

the board's final integration plan would be in direct proportion to the

amount of pressure that could be sustained. Even they could see, however,

that a serious division was present in their own ranks, and that it simply

would not be feasible to continue.
32

If continued, a fiasco would very

likely result. The boycott was called off. It had served its maximum

purpose.

Negro parents, upset with school problems, and acting as individuals

or as small groups of neighbors, had seemingly succeeded in their confron-

tation with the school board. They needed leadership and were able to find

it within their own ranks. It did not come from influential civil rights

organizations or from powerful personalities inside or outside of the com-

munity. But even indigenous leaders have problems. Because of the histori-

cal subserviant relationship of Negroes to whites, Negro leaders have ex-

perienced some unique problems in relating with their followers. As Robert

Bland put it, "If the minority group ever becomes suspicious that a member

32
Statement made to Robert Wilde by Robert Bland on March 1, 1967.



is being taken in by the power structure, he is finished as a 'leader'."
33

In Riverside, some middle class Negroes, suspected of having been

"taken in by the power structure" found themselves left outside of the

action. It was feared by those in control of the boycott, most of whom

were middle class, that the others would not have wanted to press on aL

hard. They would possibly have settled for a petition, a resolution, an

appearance before the board, or some other "more respectable" course.

Through a different channel, including one meeting held long into the

night with a white former principal at Irving School, they were able to

communicate their own recommendations to the superintendent and board.

Like those more militant in expression, they too were very bitter about

segregated schools. It hurt them to be thought of as "Uncle Toms," but

they were still somewhat embarrassed about what they considered to be

the crass behavior of those more militant in expression.

Not even the boycott leaders'had demonstrated what could be call-

ed "militant" behavior in terms of what militancy has come tc mean on the

national scene. They were militant only in terms of minority behavior ex-

pressed within the local context in 1965. There was a fire, but it could

not be linked to the petition and boycott drive as part of any master plan

of pressure. Violence was feared by school and city authorities, but this

fear was the product of their own suspicions and apprehensions. None had

been threatened by the protesting parents, or those who assisted them. A

grand total of one picket, a middle-aged man carrying a sign "Boycott,

33
Leonard Kreidt, The Lesson of Riverside, News Release number 497,

EOncational News Service, July 15, 1966, p. 10.



Don't Burn" appeared outside of Irving School. Even the strongest lan-

guage used at the meetings expressed nothing more mdlitant than a de-

termination to see the boycott through.

Without the petition-fire-boycott sequence, it is clear that the

board would not have acted as soon as it did. Integration, if it had

proceeded at all, would have been Iar slower. Superintendent Miller

34

called the fire a great "catalyst" to action. One of his closest assoc-

iates in the administration acknowledged that "the fire made integration

possible," while "the Freedom Schools anh the loud meetings helped."

Another intimate associate, when asked to evaluate what difference the

fire made, responded even more succinctly: 'Total." It had, afterall,

displaced children in need of classrooms, led to the recovery of damages

from fire insurance coverage, thereby permitting the money to be used for

construction elsewhere, provided a good reason for closing a school that

the board had considered closing in 1961, and helped to stimulate the

board to active consideration of an integration plan.

The Riverside Board of Education did not commit itself to a compre-

hensive integration plan because it was intimidated into doing so, but

rather because it believed strongly that integration was the right approach.

The petition-fire-boycott sequence, however, helped immeasurably to make

them believers. From here on the superintendent and board would have to

lead. Pressure rarely remains the tool of only one segment in the popu-

lstion.

34
Statement made to the author by Bruce Miller on May 22, 1968.



CHAPTER V

TOTAL INTEGRATION

Upon returning to Sacramento after his experience in Riverside

on September 13, State Department of Education Consultant Theodore

Neff, filed his "Report of Assignment and Travel" with only one comment:

"Rough!" That day and those immediately preceding it, had been rough,

but uot violent. A temporary first step toward integration had been

made effective immediately. It now remained for the board to come up

with a complete plan to match its commitment.

As incredible as it appeared to some distraught Negro parents,

the board had not become aware of the serious discontent over segrega-

gated education until September, 1965. "We as a board had no inkling

that this was coming up and we were really taken by surprise."
1

Some-

thing had been needed to stimulate their awareness, and with that they

were amply provided during the second week in September.

The board was not alone in its state of unawareness. The adminis-

tration was equally surprised by the suddenness of the crisis. While the

problems surrounding segregated education were clearly visible, and inte-

gration had been discussed informally by the administration prior to

September, 1965, the crisis atmosphere was clearly the key factor in

stimulating action. Given the absence of a burning commitment to inte-

gration as the best means of equalizing educational opportunity, it is

1 Statement made to the author by Mrs. Margaret Heers on July 18, 1967.

14.
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completely understandable how both the board and administration could

feel that their fledgling compensatory education program was off to a

good start. After all, only the year previous they had won a commenda-

tory citation from the N.A.A.C.P. for their initial efforts at meeting

problems caused by segregation.

Prior to the crisis there had been no substantial stimulation to

push integration. The established civil rights organizations had taken

no action; ad hoc groups had not been formed; marches, petitions, and

exhortations to action had simply not taken place in the minority communi-

ty. In the course of a week, a few parents, supported by many more, had

successfully won the attention of the board. After Monday, September 13,

things would be different. The board had been sensitive and responsive

to the petition of minority parents, but school policy cannot be determin-

ed solely by responding to petitions. The factor of board leadership is

also crucial in meeting public responsibility. Now the board president

and superintendent would lead; first by attempting to sell integration,

and then by working to make it succeed.

Pressure had been an important factor in stimulating the board to

consider actively the merits of integration, and had predated their an-

nounced commitment to it on September 13. A final integration plan was

not adopted, however,' until October 25, six weeks after the original

commitment had been made public. If the board had been unduly suscept-

ible to pressure, it never would have approved that plan. Consistent

with an attitude common among school boards that have adopted strong

integration plans, the Riverside board believed that it had an obligation
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to help correct the schools' part in sustaining segregation.
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The Riverside Board of Education was, and still remains, a

homogeneous body. Ideological splits among members have not hampered

its functioning. During the week following the Lowell School fire, all

members were kept apprised of developments through communication with

their president and the school administration. In planning his announce-

ment of a limited bussing program on September 13, the president encounter-

ed no opposition from the other members. They appeared to accept his

leadership, and more importantly, they agreed with the principle and prac-

tice of integration. As a "middle of the road" board on most social and

educational issues, the members had not been disposed to move very far

ahead of the community they served. Their obvious willingness to espouse

integration put them at least somewhat ahead on that issue. Had the dis-

position of the board been either more divided or more reluctant toward

integration, the product of their efforts would obviously have been far

different.

Even boards well disposed toward integration are, to a considerable

extent, at the mercy of conditions. No board wants to overcrowd its

schools, help split its community, see bond elections fail, and perhaps,

as can happen in some states, face a recall election itself. Fear of such

harsh possibilities has doubtlessly acted as a moditier of moral commitment

2
See Robert T. Stout, School Desegregation Progress in Eight Cities, Pre-

pared for the National Conference on Equal Educational Opportunity in Ameri-
ca's Cities, (Washington, D.C.: November 16, 1967), pp. 9-10.

3
The Chicago suburb of South Holland, Illinois, provides the setting for

a contrasting, but equally poignant, example of a school board asserting its
"leadership" in the direction of preserving segregation.
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more than once. Fortunately for the cause of school integration in

Rtverside, both the material and psychological conditions were right, al-

though the board was prepared to extend its commitment of district re-

sources further than was ultimately required. The necessity of housing

stiAdents displaced by the Lowell School fire meant that integration could

be started almost immediately, and with a minimum number of questions

asked by the white public. A most important material condition was the

availability of space at other schools. In most schools, overcrowded

conditions did not exist.

In this regard the board was fortunate, maybe even lucky. Apart

from the issue of segregation, it had been considering the question of_

increasing the size of elementary schools for two years. A bond election

passed in November, 1963, provided for the expansion of six elementary

schools. During the following year a size-of-school-committee, author-

ized by the board, suggested that schools could be larger than they were.
4

During the 1964-65 term, the twenty-seven elementary schools ranged in

enrollments from 234 to 985. None of the de facto segregated schools

5
were amcng the largest, thus helping.t,, make integration feasible.

Not all of the good fortune was a matter of complete chance.

Neither the board nor the administration were aware that space could be

found until they sought it, found some, and took the necessary steps to

4 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School
District, May 4, 1964.

5 In 1964-65, 465 students were enrolled at Casa Blanca, 355 at Lowell,

and 326 at Irving. Pupil Enrollment by. Race, 1964-1965, Ditto, Riverside

Unified School District, (Riverside: 1964).
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provide the remainder of what was requiTed. Timing and conditions were

right, but men were responsible for both. Fortunately, the men eupower-

ed to make the decisions were also, at least to some extent, the same

ones who served as the masters and architects of conditions. Had the

board vacillated before the public, appeared distraught, indulged in senti-

mental rhetoric over the inherent Americanism of de facto seg/egated

neighborhood schools, complained of rising costs, or otherwise had en-

gaged in self-pity or indecision, the community reaction could have been

far different.

It would be deceptive to suggest that the entire school adminis-

tration was waiting in eager anticipation for the day when it could for-

mulate and implement a school integration plan. In fact, a lack of sen-

sitivity to minorities had characterized some key offices of the adminis-

tration for many years. Up to and including the week of September 5,

some officials in these cffices continued to voice serious questions con-

cerning the wisdom of integration. A few were opposed to the idea out-

right, but said little.

All of the debate, such as it was, remained inside the organi-

zation, and was decidedly subdued. It was not deep enough or bitter

enough to cause internal disharmoLy or stimulate a purge of staff. Once

the superintendent declared his position, the rest of the administration

supplied information, and in very tangible ways worked hard to come up

with a complete and workable plan. No signs of disagreement were appar-

ent in the functioning of the organization. All worked fast and effi-

ciently. Fortunately, the two people with whom Superintendent Miller
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worked closest, on both a personal and a professional basis, Associate

Superintendent Ray Berry, and Assistant to the Superintendent Donald

Taylor, were also the ones within the administration who had demonstrat-

ed the strongest convictions in support of integration.

Three key groups had a hand in formulating the,Proposed Master

Plan for School Integration'which was presented to the board for consid-

eration on October 18: the administration, an "Advisory Committee for

Integrated Schools," and the board itself. Both the advisory committee

and the board helped to determine the direction of the plan, but as ex-

pected, the administration did most of the work. It was clear from what

'had already developed by September 13, that the closing of Lowell School

and extensive pupil transportation would con-titute major elements in

the plan. Not so clear was, whether Irvins wuld remain open for chil-

dren whose parents preferred having them attend a nearby school; whether

white children would be bussed into Irving; how soon Casa Blanca would be

integrated; or indeed, how soon full integration would begin at Lowell.

Of all these issues, only the one dealing with Casa Blanca proved

really troubling. Just by being sensitive to community thinking, the

superintendent and his staff knew that the board would not require white

children to be bussed into Irving. They were also fairly certain that

the advisory committee and board would accept a clean break with segre-

gation, specifically the closing of Irving as an elementary school. On

the last point, there was some slight doubt at first. Nevertheless,

working with these assumptions, Superintendent Miller mobilized the

administration for a full scale assault on the problem of completing a
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full integration proposal by October 18.

The two central administrative decisions to be faced in this

situation fell under the general categories of arrangements, programs,

and costs. Donald Taylor was asked to estimate what the district would

need in the way of school housing. Controller Walter Parks was asked

to submit figures on the costs of housing and transportation. Harry

Young, assistant superintendent for business, submitted a detailed -lro-

posal for the disposition of the Lowell School insurance money and the

relocation of portable classrooms. Paul Lockhart, director of trans-

portation, made all necessary arrangements for additional school busses

as required. Richard Robbins, assistant superintendent for pupil per-

sonnel services, and Associate Superintendent Ray Berry were requested

to show how the district could maintain its "same high quality of edu-

cation or services," and also indicate what new in the way of aides, tu-

tars, reading specialists, counselors, and other personnel would be re-

quired to insure the success of integration.
6

The old compensatory edu-

cation program was not totally scrapped. It now became "transition educa-

tion," and the district's efforts to procure federal funds was stepped up.

After receiving all of this information, the superintendent would be

able to determine somewhat better how fast and how boldly integration could

proceed. He was obviously hoping that the program could be shown not to be

inordinately costly, that the district would not be flooded with portable

classrooms, and that overcrowding would not result. Fortunately, the an-

swers that came back showed no marked difficulties in any of these areas.

6 Memo [from Superintendent Bruce Miller] to Richard Robbins and Ray
Berry, Riverside Unified School District, (Riverside: September, 1965).
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By September 27, a skeleton outline of the desegregation "plan had'

been prepared. It indicated a somewhat slower pace than the one finally

adopted. Lowell would be closed by September, 1966. The once "natural

boundary" dividing Lowell from Alcott would be crossed, and the Alcott

attendance area expanded to include some blocks north of the arroyo, a

total of approximately 100 additLonal pupils. The remaining students at

Lowell would be dispersed to other schools with low minority enrollments.

Preliminary plans called for full integration at Irving by September,

1967, but only the first three grades would be included in September, 1966.

Casa Blanca integration would proceed even more cautiously, beginning with

boundary adjustments leading to che absorption of most Casa Blanca terri-

tory into the attendance areas of Madison, Washington, and Hawthorne

schools during the 1966-67 and 1967.-68 terms. Finally, in September, 1968,

the school would be closed. A fourth school, Emerson, although its minor-

ity enrollment was only fifty-five percent, and had not been a target

school of the minority petitioners, also received attention. In September,

1966, approximately 100 of its minority pupils would be transferred to

Highland and Hyatt Schools. Final plans would call for earlier or more

complete integration at all schools, with the exception of Lowell. During

the month it worked on the integration plan, the administration explored --

and rejected -- many variations of the proposal finally settled on. One,

for example, considered closing Casa Blanca in the fall of 1966, the

same time eventually decided upon for the closing of Lowell And Irving.

Closing schools and transporting students had woiked well in White

Plains, New York, and although Riverside had three schools to close, not

one, it held promise of working well there too. The superintendent was
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now in full charge of preparing the district's integration plan. In

the five weeks before October 18, he and his staff were able to amass

considerable evidence proving the feasibility of the basic plan. Left

unresolved was the issue of how soon all of this should be accomplished.

By the first week in October, after receiving additional information

from his staff and sanction from the advisory committee, Superintendent

Miller was able to accelerate the dates of integration: spring, 1966,

for a reduction of minority enrollment at Emerson: fall, 1966, for the

closing of Lowell and Irving. Casa Blanca still remained a problem.

Community opposition to the closing of Casa Blanca was almost unanimous

at first, and the issue remained unresolved until spring, 1966.

The administration was writing the plan, but the board and its

advisory committee for integrated schools constituted the all important

sanctioning bodies. A plan without support from these two groups would

end in no plan at all. The advisory committee, a group of thirteen citi-

zens representing a broad cross section of local opinion, was authorized

by the board on September 20. Three of the most active Negro advocates

of integration were on the committee, as were several Mexican-Americans.

The board also succeeded in appointing several individuals believed to be

7
n conservatives."

Unlike some committees and commissions in other cities that have

7 Members of the Advisory Committee for Integrated Schools were: Percy

Baugh, M.D., Robert Bland, Mrs. Richard Boylan, Jr., Jesse Carlos, William

H. Davis, Augustine A. Flores, Mr,. Matt Frost, Truman Johnson, Mrs. Patri-

cia Kennington, Joseph Palaia, Donald E. Renfro, Mrs. Belen Reyes, and

Richard Roa.
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actually developed and written plans themselves, need for early action

in Riverside limited the local advisory committee's role to providing

consent and suggesting ideas. In a way, its deliberations were anti-

climactic to the earlier confrontation between minority parents and the

board. Yet it was assumed by the board and administration that the

final integration plan would contain nothing unacceptable to a majority

of the advisory group. Before undertaking their assignment, the commit-

tee was furnished with some clear guidelines. (1) Complete inteFration,

kindergarten through high school, was a commitment of the district. (2)

Firm dates needed to be established for integration of the schools. (3)

Integration would require more than physical desegregation, and the board

welcomed committee suggestions as to the means for accomplishing this.

Specifically, the advisory committee was asked to considur, (1)

whether integration should be mandated in total, or whether some freedom

of choice would be permissible; (2) how integration cou1.1 best be realized

through transportation, boundary changes, or program changes; (3) how the

new programs could best be financed (e.g., federal, state, local or foun-

dation); (4) the need for information, understanding and support from the

community; and (5) the best ultimate use of school plants (Irving, Casa

Blanca, Lincoln).
8

The thirteen committee members, along with Board President Arthur

Littleworth, Board Members Evelyn Kendrick and Margaret Heers,

8 Suggested Guidelines and Suggested Considerations Prepared by the mem-

bers of the Advisory Committee for Integrated Schools, Riverside Unified
School District, Office of the Superintendent, (Riverside: September 30,

1965); Lincoln School was not a de facto segregated institution. Rebuilt in

1923 on the site of the first school in Riverside (1870), it was located

on the northwest side of the old downtown area. In 1966, it was closed for

lack of sufficient enrollment and "in the interest of safety."
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Superintendent Miller and Associate Superintendent Ray Berry met four

times. All on the committee turned out to favor integration, identified

with the plan they were reacting to, and became determined to see it

adopted. Some discussions bore witness to the overall problem of segre-

gated education, and turned into examinations of the neighborhood school

co=ept. Others involved consideration of the instructional, guidance,

and testing programs of the schools. Questions on how the de facto

segregated schools could be utilized most effectively after being closed

as elementary schools were discussed. Some urged that they be kept open

as community centers, head start locations, and centers for summer pro-

grams. Minority-group members, in particular, were interested in seeing

the district eliminate the practice of ability grouping in the secondary

schools. All in all, the meetings amounted to a series of rather loose-

jointed discussions in which everyone participated. As pieces of the

integration plan fell into place, the advisory committee accepted them

and recommended modifications, primarily in connection with accelerating

"the rate of integration.

Several directions in which school officials were moving command

special interest. Both the board and administration were opposed to trans-

porting white children into the formerly segregated Irving School, even

though the facility was in excellent condition. Their reasoning was

based on a feeling that the majority community would not accept sudh a

policy. Attempting it might jeopardize the entire plan. Littleworth was

particularly firm in resisting serious consideration of the idea. As

it turned out, although the issue came up, no one on the board or the
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9

citizens'committee felt disposed to push for cross-bussing. Even the

Negroes who had advocated early integration could see that for Riverside,

in 1965, it was not an issue worth pushing.

Cross-bussing could stimulate white resentment, but the questions

of location, cost, space, and number of children involved, all helped to

make the tdea seem not very feasible. Had the enrollment balance between

minority schools and majority schools been more nearly equal, and facili-

ties elsewhere severely limited, it is still only remotely conceivable

that some kind of cross-bussing plan would have been considered. The

idea of utilizing school busses for implementing the integration of minor-

ity children into predominately white schools, on the other hand, was

accepted easily by all on the board and the citizens'committee. School

busses had been common to Riverside streets for many years. Furnishing

children with a school bus ride could hardly be viewed as a bold new de-

parture, although utilizing busses for purposes of integration would in-

crease the expense somewhat.

By October 18, a prokosed Master Plan for School Integration was

presented to the board by Superintendent Miller for discussion. The ad-

ministration, board,and advisory cammittee had all made their contribue.

tions to the final document. Its heart, a "Proposed Plan for Integration,"

was'all spelled out on a single page.
10

As expected, it called for the

9 Apart from the situation in Riverside, cross-bussing had been demand-

ed by Negroes in Syracuse, New York. According to one observer, that,

more than anything else, killed complete integration there; D.H. Jaquith,

School Integration in Syracuse, New York, Prepared for the National Confer-

ence on Equal Educational Opportunity in America's Cities, Mimeo, (Washing-

ton, D.C.: 1967).

10 See Appendix J of text.
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closing of Lowell and Irving schools by September, 1966. The Irving

facility, however, would remain open for special programs such as head

start classes, a special reading clinic, adult education, and others.

Approximately 126 pupils at Emerson, a school with a fifty-five percent

minority enrollment at the time, would be transported to Highland and

Hyatt schools, thereby reducing Emerson's racial imbalance.

The complicated problem of integration at Casa Blanca was han-

dled more gingerly. A citizens' committee on Casa Blanca would be

formed to study the problem and make a recommendation by May 1, 1966.

Nevertheless, the plan itself declared that some concrete steps were to

be taken for the reduction of segregation there by September, 1966.

Boundary changes, resulting in a one-third reduction in the number of

students attending Casa Blanca, were to be made by September, 1966, un-

less the committee could propose a better plan. If the committee's pro-

posal for 1966-67 failed to cover the entire community, beginning that

year, transportation would be provided at district expense to students

whose parents preferred they attend an integrated school.

Transitional education, an adaptation of compensatory education

to an integrated setting, was also a part of the plan. Tutorial help,

remedial reading classes, improved counseling procedures, and various

kinds of vocational retraining programs were all to have their place.

The administration declared its intent to submit applications for appro-

priate federal funds to help defray the costs of all special programs.

Moreover, if adopted, the plan would commit the district to the

continued prevention of segregation. School boundaries would be changed
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and "other adjustments" made to insure that segregated schools would

not develop in the future. The proposal to reassign over a hundred

minority children from Emerson to Hyatt and Highland seemed to render

this part of the statement especially credible. The remainder of the

larger document covered such matters as the legal obligation of school

districts to desegregate, a review of the limited research on school

integration, an analysis of classrooms that would be needed, and an

estimate of how much implementation of the plan would cost.
11

In all, 565 pupils would be transferred by September, 1966.

This would be in addition to those relocated in September, 1965, as a

direct result of the Lowell fire and the demands of minority parents.

Nineteen additional classrooms would be needed, four of which were al-

ready available at the schools to be designated "receiving schools."

Nine would be portables already owned by the district which could be

moved to'the receiving schools. Six would have to be built. After

the classroom.shifting was completed, no receiving school was expected

to have fewer than 8.5 nor more than 17.8 percent minority students.

The capital outlay involved in new classrooms was estimated at

approximately $200,000,almost all of which could be made up by the re-

cavery of $159,000 from the Lowell fire, plus the revenue received frmn

the sale of the Lowell site.
12

Bus transportation called for in the

11
.pro:. Master Plan for School Integration, Riverside Unified School

District, Office of the Superintendent, (Riverside: October 18, 1963).

12
On November 7, 1966.the board sold the Lowell Elementary School prop-

erty to the St. James Church of God in Christ for $36,200; Minutes of the
Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School District, November 7,

1966; The eventual cost of moving four classrooms from Lowell to neighbor-

ing Alcott was $56,600, Minutes, May 16, 1966.
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plan would cost an estimated $45,700 during 1966-67, but approximately

$35,000 could be saved from reduced operational expenses coming as a

direct result of integration. According to the Proposed Master Plan

for School Integration, the net operating cost to the district would be

$10,000 to $11,000 per year.13

The drama surrounding the meeting on October 18 was substantial.

Some Negroes active in their community, and remembering the fate of

earlier integration proposals at the hands of the board, were far from

convinced that the proposal would be approved. A few were even cynical.

A mdmeographed leaflet distributed on the Eastside a few days in advance

of the meeting was titled "School Board Bends to White Pressure." Among

the comments contained on it were the following: "Here we go again!

Do you realize that the St.:hool Board has no intention of acting on the

desegregation of schools on October 18 as promised?" "Do not let the

KKK control our school board! Act now!"

The fear of inaction stemmed from statements by the board presi-

dent that the plan would be presented and discussed at the meeting of

October 18, but would not be acted on until the following week. When

informed of this decision at their last meeting, several members of the

Advisory Committee on Integratw: Schools became quite hostile. They had

13 In February, 1968, the administration estimated the current cost of
.transportation for school integration at $45,000, based on the fact that
an equivalent of seven "Ousses were used for this purpose at.a cost of

$6,500 each. The total cost of pupil transportation in 1967-68, includ-
ing all regular pupils, special education, and integration, was $280,000.

Of that amount, about $70,000 was reimbursed by the state, while the en-
tire expense for integration, $45,000, was reimbursed by the Federal
Government under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
Progress Report. on Integration, Mimeo, Riverside Unified School District,
Office of the Superintendent, February, 1968, p. 2.
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put time into the proposals were committed to it, and wanted it accept-

ed by the board. The basis for the skepticism was a mounting white

pressure in the city to either kill the proposal or delay a decision on

it. Over the past month, members of the superintendent's staff and two

board members, including the president, had appeared before anti-integra-

tion groups to explain what was developing. None had given the slightest

indication of reversing their cammitment to integration. Nevertheless,

knawledge of these appearances, mounting white pressure, and a delay of

one week in approving the plan, all added up to suspicion that integration

itself was in jeopardy.

Cynicism as to what the board might really do was justified on

the basis of what earlier boards had failed to do. It was not justified

on the basis of anything the present board had done or failed to do

since September 13. All five members desired strongly to see the inte-

gration plan adopted at the earliest possible time. They had participat-

ed in the plan's formulation and had been committed to it for at least

two weeks. The earliest possible time, however, was thought by the board

president to be one week after the proposal was heard, thereby permit-

ting enough time for a full airing of all views -- but not so much as to

allow the opposition a chance to nount a broadly based counterforce

against integration.

After the plan was presented to the board in the company of sev-

eral hundred interested onlookers at Magnolia School on October 18, Super-

intendent Miller made a strong personal appeal for its adoption.
14

Since

14
See Appendix H of text.
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coming to Riverside fourteen years earlier, Miller had never been known

to permit losing recommendations to reach the board. The integration

proposal was not going to be a loser either.

Doubtlessly owing to the fact that their children would not be

affected very directly by the integration decision, most white parents

were not particularly distressed with the proposal. For them, the

principle of the neighborhood school was still intact. Even those who

did object to integration remained guarded in their remarks. It was,

after all, not considered proper to voice racist remarks in 1965. But

there was some reaction, and by Riverside standards it was moderately

intense. Some messages were sent to the board, and some small public

meetings were held between September 7, and October 18. Then, during

the week between October 18 and 25, the activity quickened considerably.

The plan was known, and the last week for attempting to influence the

decision had arrived.

For an hour and a half on October 18, approximately 500 persons

listened to nearly thirty speakers make their views known. About half

made remarks which could be inferred as favorable; the other half voiced

negative comments. Most statements were less passionate than at earlier

meetings. Organizational support for integration was quite impressive,

some of it having been announced even prior to the meeting. Resolutions

favoring integration were received from the Riverside Chapter of the

American G. I. Forum, University District Democratic Club, and the Junior

Chamber of Commerce of Riverside. The president of the last organization

later qualified his original indication of support when he wrote that it
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was "not intended in any way to endorse a specific time schedule or the

mechanics of an integration plan to be put into effect by the Riverside

15
Board of Education." While no formal votes were taken of the member-

ship, the executive committees or chief executive officers of the River-

side Human Relations Council, Riverside Teachers Association, and School

Employees Local No. 7239, AFL-CIO, also endorsed the principle of complete

integration. Several smaller organizations also sent letters of encourage-

ment.

All in all, the board and administration received about two and a

half times as many letters opposed to integration as in favor of it, al-

though there were fewer than a hundred all told. Those who voiced com-

plaints aimed their criticisms in several different directions. The

costs of the program, though minimal, did help spark some opposition, in-

cluding the only paid advertisement against integration. That same ad-

vertisement, "Do You 1;lant to Preserve Neighborhood Schools," also raised

the aVesome threat of "bussing your children from your neighborhood

16
school." Concern about overcrowded conditions and declining education-

al standards were also heard with some frequency. Only a few of the let- .

ters were clearly of the hate or racist variety, although some were very

emotional in tone.

Most parent opposition to the proposed plan was centralized in

what was known as the Alcott School area, an Area of upper-middle class

15
R[alph] Gomma, President of the Riverside Junior Chamber of Commerce,

to Board of Education; Riverside Unified School District, (Riverside:

October, 1965]).

16 Riverside 2.a.j2y. Enterprise October 15, 1965.
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homes south of the Tequesquite Arroyo, and approximately one and a half

miles from the burned out Lowell School. The superintendent's plan call-

ed fOr a boundary adjustment which would add approximately 100 minority

pupils to the school, one that at the time had the second lowest minority

percentage in the district, 2.7 percent, but also the second highest pupil-

17
teacher ratio, 31.7 to 1. A large number of parents in this area re-

sented what they considered an infringement of their right to affluence.

In a letter to Superintendent Miller, one husband and wife put it this way:

We would not allow our children to be bussed to other schools.
Nor do we agree with the idea of changing boundary lines. It is
unfair to those of us who, at great personal sacrifice, have built
our homes near the schools we preferred and pay taxes accordingly.

Board President Littleworth was himself a resident of this neigh-

borhood, but held a conception of freedom and democracy different from

that expressed above. At a meeting of parents unsympathetic to inte-

gration on October 5, he acknowledged that "certainly the schools can't

begin to solve all the problems of minority groups in the country, but

18
they can do more than they have, and I think they should do more."

On October 21, two representatives from the administration met

with Alcott parents to discuss the integration issue. According to

the Alcott principal, a man whose own convictions concerning-integra-

tion were unknown, and publicly unstated, parents on that occasion were

irritated over the following points:

17
Elementary Class.Averages, 1965-66, Riverside Unified School Dis-

trict, Office of the Superintendent, (Riverside: September, 1965).

18
Riverside Press, October 6, 1965.
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(1) Transportation of Lowell-Irving students. Both the costs

and the philosophy came under strong attack.
.(2) Overall added costs of such a move. Mention of federal and

state compensation funds met with a rather angry reception.

(3) Fear of overcrowding Alcott classrooms, playgrounds and cafe-
teria -- especially prior to the opening of the Shaker Heights School.

(4) Action being planned too hastily and without enough study.

. (5) Action being planned under duress and responding to pressure
from minority groups.

(6) Action being planned without a proper survey of, or regard for,
the feelings of the minority community. (1 heard the word "railroad"

several times.)
(7) Fear of a greater percentage of minority students in future

years.
(8) The discontinuance or removal of good buildings (Lowell-Irving)

and the cost of replacing or removing them.19

Opposition was expressed in phone calls, visits to the administra-

tion, small meetings, such as the one at Alcott, letters, and finally pe-

titions. It would not be accurate to suggest that opposition to integra-

tion ran deep. All indications are that it did not. On the other hand,

it was probably fairly widespread. The week between October 18, and Oc-

tober 25, saw the circulation of two petitions opposed to the superinten-

dent's proposed Master Plan for School Integration. One, signed by 1105

persons, was circulated district wide, with the largest concentration

of signatures coming from the Alcott attendance area. It stated that the

proposed plan was "presently unacceptable," that it called for too rapid

action, and demanded that the board postpone action for a minimum of one

year, until "a more comprehensive plan can be presented to the electorate,

thereby eliminating gross errors at educational and ifinancial expense."

A second petition was even more blunt and demanding. It called

for no bussing of children outside their neighborhoods, no closing of

19 Memo [from Kenneth Wood] to Bruce Miller, (Riverside: October 22,

1965).

Illn011MAMI.M....rometwormopm.p.
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currently adequate school facilities, and demanded that "the Board of

Education table any action on the Proposed Master Plan for School Inte

.gration until a detailed factual study of accommodations and finances

can be made and presented to the electorate of the Riverside Unified

School District." 544 people signed that one, making a total of 1649

anti-integration signatures collected inside of one week.
20

A few pro-integration petitions were circulated among the white

residents. One gained 145 signatutes, and another 63. Almbst all of

these were from the Highland Elementary School attendance area, a school

serving a substantial portion of the university community. Counting

petition signatures is obviously not an accurate way to measure

popular support, but it appears certain that if the board had chosen to

decide this particular educational and moral issue on the basis of a

show of hands, they would have balked at appraving the superintendent's

integration proposal. As things developed, the petition activity had

no impact whatsoever upon the board's decision. As one member stated

it accurately and simply, "We weren't going by the number of signatures;

we were just trying to do what we thought was best."
21

It appears that at the time the board made its final commitment

on October 25, it did so with no public opposition from civic and busi-

ness leaders, but with little public support either. Mayor Ben Lewis

20
The texts of all petitions received by the board are reproduced

in Appendix I. The ones referred to here are numbered 2 and 3.

21
Statement made to the author by Mrs. Margaret Heers on July 18,

1967.
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declared support for integration and urged public support for the

board's plan, but his lead was not followed by the city count'l. On

October 19, the council shunned a resolution supporting the school

board introduced by Councilman John Sotelo from the Eastside. In the

council's view this was a school board problem, not theirs. Council-

man John Bergin was quoted by the local newspaper as not feeling that

"all this bussing is in the best interest of the city," but neither he

22
nor any other member went out of his way to oppose integration. The

Riverside Civic League took no stand, while the business community, like

the community at large, held divided opinions but made no public comment.

One influential voice of public opinion, the Press-Enterprise

Company, publishers of The Press and Dia Enterprise, did become involv-

ed. Both papers published editorials supporting school integraLion and

criticizing the city council for failure to support it.
23

Their run of

feature stories and handling of news coverage, dating at least as far

back as 1962, reflected a sensitivity to minority problems in general

and to the issue of segregated schools in particular.

At 5:00 g.m. on Monday, October.25,'Ray Lapia, president of KACE,

a Riverside radio station, broadcast an., editorial supporting school

integration in Riverside. "Sadly,".he remarked, "some parents in.the

Alcott sahool district, to which Negro children will be sent, are pro-

testing." Indeed they were, along with others, and at that very hour.

22
Riverside Press, October, 20, 1965.

23
Strang editorial rebuke of the city council's failure to confront

the problems of minorities appeared in the Press on September 21, 1965.

Other editorials on various facets of race relations appeared frequently
in the pages of both newspapers during the first eight years of the 1960s.
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Again, but for the last time, nearly 500 persons filed into the Magnolia

School Auditorium to hear support and protest directed toward the Propos-

ed Master Plan for School Integration. This time the spokesmen against

the plan were decidedly more numerous than those favoring it. Speaker

after speaker, all claiming not to be opponents of integration, objected

to costs, overcrowding, and the same general objections heard a week

earlier.

The board, of course, had made its commitment to integration

public on September 13. Three of its members had attended the advisory

committee meetings. All had discussed parts of the proposal with the

administration and with each other, either in person or by telephone.

Each knew how he was going to vote weeks before. Yet only the members

and the administration were completely confident about the outcome.

The meeting appeared dramatic to those who watched it and participated

in it. Two outright racist statements early in the meeting appeared to

enbarrass those who claimed opposition solely on grounds of cost and

overcrowding at the.schools. Delay was their only request, but.deIay,

Said the board president, was "not warranted by the facts." Each mem-

ber made his own short statement affirming-the "rightness" of the admin-

istration's plan. The vote favoring integration was unanimous. The

inevitable decision was Teceived quietly by almost everyone. A few were

very pleased, even proud. A few others remained angry. But most.were

just accepting. The board had permitted all to be heard, but had not

abdicated its responsibility for making a decision.
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Riverside Unified School District

August 1967 - left to right: Dr.

superintendent, Mr. B. Rae Sharp,
Kendrick, clerk, Mrs. Mai, ret B.
president.

- Board of Education: January 1965 -
Vernon M. Stern, Mr. Bruce Miller,
Vi-.-President, Mrs. Evelyn H.
Heers, Mr. Arthur L. Littleworth,
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Tbe superintendent, once cautious and but weakly committed to de-

cisive school integration, had skillfully coordinated the formulation

of a most acceptable plan. The board never needed to -vote on whether or

not integration was desirable. That much could be taken for granted.

Same members had, early in the discussions, questioned the wisdom of a

compulsory bussing program. The practical evidence amassed by the super-

intendent and his staff, coupled with their recommendation,pravided the

little persuasion necessary to find it acceptable.

While the superintendent coordinated the shaping of the plan,

with ample assistance from his closest colleagues, the board president

provided most of the public leadership. After September 10, he was

determined to provide Riverside with a complete and workable integration

plan, and to do it without developing a deep split in the community.

Functionally this meant that the board would have to promise no more

than it could deliver, declare a firm position favoring integration early,

allow time for public discussion of the issue -- but not too much time,

participate in community discussions of the issue, and finally adopt a

clear and conclusive plan.

The critical stage of the integration controversy ended on October

25, with adoption of the Master Plan for School Intesration. One impor-

tant question remained open, however, even in the master plan. It con-

cerned the fate of Casa Blanca School. Even prior to making its integra-

tion decision known, the board learned that nO one person or group could

speak for Negroes, or Caucasians, or Mexican-Americans.

To be sure, not every Negro favored the closing of Lowell and
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Irving schools, although it is likely that sentiment, favoring the clos-

ing of Lowell was more nearly unanimous than that for closing Irving.

Even though they were segregated institutions, their closure meant that

parents and children wiDuld be subjected to some inconvenience and would

have to make some marked personal adjustments. Thus,.many Negro and

Mexican-American parents on the Eastside viewed the school closings with

mixed emotions. It took a considerable effort by the school principals

and teachers to convince some parents that integration was indeed in

their children's best interest. The Irving principal reported having

"dozens of conferences" with parents who were not at all convinced that

their children should be transferred to other schools. Some even ex-

pressed resentment toward the Negro leadership for pushing integration

on the community.

Parents wondered why the bussing couldn't be shared by the

Caucasian youngsters. Many feared that 'dieir children would be sent to

different schools, thus splitting their family. In case of illness they

were cqncerned about how children would get home, particularly if the

mother had no car oi couldn't drive. Fears were expressed about what

would happen to the children once they were placed in classes with stiff

competition. These and other concerns would have to be met during the

1965-66 term. Personal anxieties about how integration would affect

their own children were expressed, but no public expression of dissatis-

faction was registered. Once the mechanics of implementation were.de-

termined and set in operation, integration would proceed with general

acceptance on the Eastside.

...=.41MMINIVOI.100.5..m.m.....10110110.10.011
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For the most part, Mexican-Americans on the Eastside became lit-

tle involved with the integration controversy. Publicly, they neither

favored it nor opposed it. Some regretted the closing of Irving School.

An even fewer number, not residents of the Irving attendance area, tried

to convince the reluctant residents that integration was really in their

best interest. It all made very little immediate difference. The clos-

ing of Lowall and Irving would affect all who lived in the area, and

this included almost as many Mexican-Americans as Negroes.

The situation in Casa Blanca was much different. There, a real

problem developed in winning support for integration among Mexican-

Americans in a community already possessing a clear cultural identity.

With a very few notable exceptions, this community was united in its

opposition to integration. In October, two petitions stating such oppo-

sition were circulated. Together they produced signatures representing

190 adults, mostly the parents of at least 300 children attending Casa

24
Blanca School. Since only 370 students were enrolled at the school,

the pr!titions provided a comparatively accurate indication of sentiment.

It had already become clear to the administration that they could not

ignore this development.

A history of segregation, produced and enforced by subcultural

preference from within and discrimination fram without, had clearly estab-

lished that the predominant majority of Mexican-American residents in the

Casa Branca area would function apart from the mainstream of the larger

24"See Appendix I, numbers 6 and 7. Most of the signers indicated the
number of children they had in attendance at Casa Blanca School along-
side of their signatures.
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society. Yet, by the 1960s there were some signs that the community

was gradually assuming a greater identification with the dominant

culture, although this was not occurring anywhere nearly as rapidly

as the more aggressive Mexican-American spokesmen desired. The

retirement of Casa Blanca School's first principal, after forty-one

years of dedicated service, provided an opportunity for the new principal

to redirect the orientation of the school somewhat. Like the first, he

too was able to relate well with the community, but did so with the

realization that the school no longer needed to care for the people in

quite the same paternalistic way as it had done in earlier years.

The two years immediately preceding the integration decision

witnessed some improvements in the instructional program at Casa Blanca.

Residents of the community retained their overall level of satisfaction

with-the school. The new principal, while modifying his role from that

of the former principal, was still looked to as a kind of community

spokesman, at least in school natters. He was proud of what had been

accomplished under his leadership and held high expectations for the

future. As talk began to mount about closing Casa Blanca, and as par-

ents made it increasingly clear that they wanted the school to remain

open, the new principal assumed the uncomfortable role of Casa Blanca's

defender against the onslaughts of rapid integration imposed from out-

side the community. He personally favored integration, but preferred

a more gradual assimilation of the Casa Blanca attendance area into

those of its three neighboring schools. Like many who were residents

in the community, he too resented the influence of a few vigorously pro-

integration Mexican-Americans who appeared at public meetings claiming
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to represent the views of Casa Blanca residents.

Some Casa Blanca parents first became concerned over what inte-

gration could mean to their community school after receiving a letter

from Superintendent Bruce Miller. In his letter to "Casa Blanca School

Parents," September 16, 1965, the superintendent advised parents that

Associate Superintendent Ray Berry would explain in detail the impli-

cations of the district's integration commitment to them at a forth-

coming PTA meeting. The letter continued:

In addition to what Mr. Berry will tell you, I want you to know
that Mr. Arthur Littleworth, president of the board, the members of
my own staff and many others are working to assure equal educational
opportunities for all children. A general plan to be presented to
the Board of Education on October 18, will take the Casa Blanca
School into full consideration. Further, the board announced at.its
last meeting that opportunities made wvailable for Lowell and Irving
must include Casa Blanca.

As Miller, Berry, and Littleworth all learned early, talk of

ftequal educational opportunities" did not elicit the same response among

Mexican-Americans in the content confines of the barrio as it had among

discontented Negroes on the Eastside. Some articulate Negroes had re-

sented the segregated education their children were receiving at Lowell

School. Most Mexican-Americans in Casa Blanca, on the other hand, held

their segregated school in high regard and viewed it as an important

community entity. Once it became clear to school officials that a few

strongly pro-integration Mexican-American leaders living outside of Casa

Blanca were not representing the true feelings of the people, the adminis-

tration made its decision to work closely with both the pro-integrationists

and the Casa Blanca residents. The approach amounted to a firm and steady,
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Unlike the small group of diligent Negroes who sparked the orig-

inal protest movement, strong personalities were not to have a great

impact on the eventual integration of Casa Blanca students. There were,

of course, some Mexican-American "leaders" who favored integration and

who helped in the drive to achieve it. Their role was largely limited

to providing needed support for a direction in which the administration

was already disposed to move.

Ailgustine "Teen" Flores was a former student at Casa Blanca

School, but had long since removed himself from that immediate communi-

ty. He was now a successful businessman, civic leader, and active in

national Mexican-American affairs. Although a Mexican-American whose

name was well recognized in the community, he was not held in particular-

ly high regard by Casa Blanca residents. In ally case, the people there

hardly looked upon him as their spokesman. Richard Roa was somewhat slow-

er in declaring his support for integration, but he was a resident of

Casa Blanca, had served on the Advisory Committee for Integrated Schools,

and soon emerged as an important voice. Joe Aguilar was the most ada-

mant and earliest advocate of integration, but his manner was abrasive to

many who resented his reminders of their disadvantaged condition brouglit

on through long years of cultural isolation.

Early in November, a forty-member "Casa Blanca Study Committee"

was formed for the purpose of recommending, by May 1, 1966, a specific

plan on how best to integrate Casa Blanca. The committee was a balanced
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25
one, dominated neither by Casa Blanca residents nor vocal nonresidents.

Complete integration was a given fact and was clearly off limits to fur-

ther discussion. Some kind of first step toward integration would have

to be proposed for implementation by fall, 1966. Ostensibly the commiv-

tees task was to devise a plan. In fact, it was to approve one. The

personal leadership of the superintendent proved most significant to the

work of this committee, as he personally chaired the meetings and success-

fully communicated a concern for Casa Blanca children.

Between Navember 19, 1965, and May 12, 1966, the Casa Blanca Study

Committee held five meetings. One of its basic purposes Was to study rel-

evant:infotmation as a basis for making a decision. Particularly during

the first three months, the members were supplied with information and

discussed all manner of problems relating to pupil achievement in segre-

gated schools, college prospects for students attending Casa Blanca, inte-

gration practices elsewhere, language barriers, parental responsibility,

school testing programs, ways integration would benefit Casa Blanca chil-

dren, discrimination by- majority pupils, transition to junior high school,

ability grouping, socialization of children and many more.

A central point In all of this activity was for the committee to

gain a feeling for how segregation and segregated education affects

25
Among the forty members were Flores, Roa, and Aguilar. Others in-

cluded three teachers and the principal at Casa Blanca School, several
other teachers, several known advocates of integration, representatives
from P.T.A. groups at neighboring elementary schools, and representatives
of the Casa Blanca community itself. The meetings were also attended and
participated in by Armando Rodriguez, Bureau of Intergroup Relations, State
Department of Edueation. A list of committee members is found in Appendix K
of text.
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achievement. Casa Blanca's relative disadvantage was not hard to docu-

ment. An analysis of test results taken for Casa Blanca School, and

released by the office of the superintendent in December, 1965, especial-

ly for the benef# of the Casa Blanca committee, revealed that the median

"total readiness" score of first grade students at Casa Blanca ranked

twenty-third out of the twenty-seven elementary schools in Riverside. On

the Lorge-Thorndike Nonverbal Test of Ability, designed to measure ab-

stract reasoning ability, second grade pupils at Casa Blanca ranked last

among the twenty-seven schools.

The results were little different on other measures. Median scores

for Casa Blanca fell in the lower quartile when ranked with other elemen-

tary schools in Riverside. The analysis also revealed that "at every

grade level except the sixth, the test scores show consistent increases

over the last three years, with the increase tending to be significantly

greater within the last two years." This period of time coincided with

the district's push in compensatory education, and possibly could have

been more than coincidental. For one thing, class size at Casa Blanca,

unlike that at Lowell and Irving, had been considerably lower than the

district average.
26

Other statistics revealed that the dropout rate from high school

among students who attended sixth grade at Casa Blanca in 1957 was vir-

tually the same as the number who graduated from Ramona High School on

26 In October, 1964, the pupil-teacher ratio for regular classes at
Casa Blanca was 26.88 to 1, compared to a district average of 31.82 to 1.
From then until the school was closed in 1967, the ratio became increasing-
ly more favorable.
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schedule in 1963'. Of the forty-two pupils who completed sixth grade at

Casa Blanca in 1959,and for whom records were still available in 1966,

thirty-one, or 73.83 percent graduated from Ramona in 1965. Only nine-

teen percent of the students of record had dropped out of school. Pre-

sumably there would be both dropouts and graduates of other high schools

among the twenty-one for whom records were unavailable. Of the thirty-

one who graduated from high school, fifty-eight percent enrolled as

college freshmen in the fall of 1965, compared to about eighty-six per-

cent for the entire 1965 graduating class at Ramona.

At the February meeting, following three meetings of general dis-

cussion, attention turned rather sharply to the question of implementing

integration at Casa Blanca. It ended with several members, including

Augustine Flores as the most vigorous, imploring school officials to

take decisive and affirmative action immediately. Several parents sought,

and received, assurance that children would not be harmed through inade-

quate planning or hasty action. The concensus, however, appeared to be

that the superintendent should conclude the study and present a firm plan.

This he was delighted to do. Accordingly, on March 2, 1966, Superinten-

dent Miller presented his plan, observing that "everybody seems to be for

integration." The plan called for transporting approximately 180 chil-

dren from certain block' areas to other schools. This would leave approx-

27
imately 250 childien at Casa Blanca during the 1966-67 term. The school

itself would be closed after the 1966-67 term, with the remainder of the

27
See Appendix E of text.
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Casa Blanca children transported to other schools. Complete integra-

tion would be assured by September, 1967.

By a demonstrated interest in their welfare, and by an apparent

willingness to be influenced by their suggestions, the superintendent

had accomplished much toward winning the respect of the Casa Blanca

Study Committee, but not necessarily the Casa Blanca community at large.

A five-month study involving fewer than thirty residents could help win

community acceptance of integration, but it could not convert an entire

community. Nevertheless, and without a hitch, the Casa Blanca Study

Committee approved the plan unanimously. Their final action was two

months ahead of, schedule, but almost no one was camplaining. Integra-

tion had been'out of the public eye for several months, and no one was

complaining about that either, least of all.the board who was preparing

for a tax override election on June 7. While out of public view, the

important and sometimes tedious planning of details preparatory to

general integration was still going on.



CHAPTER VI

PREPARATIONS AND PROGRAMS

By the time the Casa Blanca Study Committee had finished its

work in March, 1966, a considerable start toward integration had al-

ready been made. Some students in the Lowell, Irving, and Emerson

attendance areas were already attending classes elsewhere. The early

and unexpected transfers in September, 1965, the integration of approx-

imately one hundred Emerson children into Hyatt and Highland schools

in February, and the anticipated reassignment of approximately 900

children in the fall, 1966, required considerable planning and prepar-

ation.

Several important concerns still faced the administration. In-

tegration would have to apply within classes, not merely within schools.

Portable classrooms would have to be moved, and additional ones con-

structed. Bus routes and schedules needed to be determined. Conferences

with teachers, principals and parents were considered very necessaiy. A

few new programs, including the use of tutors and aidee)would be explain-

ed to those concerned. Plans had to be formulated for the use or dispo-

sition of facilities no longer to be used as elementary schools; they

hardly could be left standing idle before the eyes of taxpayers-as memori-

als of inefficiency. Not to be forgotten either was that the de facto

segregated schools still had instructional programs to maintain and im-

prove .upon through the remainder of the year.
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Administrators and teachers learned much about transferring large

numbers of students by meals of school busses during that first year,

1965-66. On September 13, the board declared its intention to integrate

Riverside's schools. Two days later, approximately 264 kindergarten and

primary grade children moved from their Lowell and Irving classes into

classes at ten different schools. With only a couple of days of plan-

ning, the arrangements in several cases turned out to be far from optimum.

Families obviously were split, as likely could be expected from any trans-

fer plan maae according to grade levels. In an extreme case, one family

reportedly had each of their seven chilaren attending a different school

1
within the district. Families with three children, each in a different

elementary school, were not quite so unusual.

Even with the limitations imposed by hasty action, the school

year progressed with a minimum of friction. Although instant integration

created a few problems, it was assumed that with careful planning, mDst

could be avoided in the future. The first integration action permitting

advance planning was that involving the movement of ninety-five Emerson

children in February, 1966. Preparation began early in November, and

continued up through the day the reassignment of pupils was effected.

It was apparent to both administrators and teachers that ninety-five

students could not be sent to other schools in the same way that ninety-

five desks or tables could be maved. A brief in-service education pro-

gram was developed to help acquaint the teachers at Emerson, Hyatt,

1
Donald N. Taylor, written text of remarks made before the National

Conference on Equal Educational Opportunity in America's Cities, sponsored

by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C., November 16, 1967.
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and Highland schools with some problems related to inter-group education.

Soon the program took on an immediate and personal significance for Emer-

son teachers as they prepared to visit the families of all children sched-

uled to be transferred.

Ray Berry, associate superintendent, and Jesse Wall, director of

intergroup education, met with the minority parents involved to explain

the move's importance. This was not something immediately apparent to

all families, first because Emerson was a nearby school, and secondly be-

cause, as yet, its minority enrollment was still under sixty percent.

To most Negro parents, it simply did not appear as a racially inbalanced

school. Most, however, concurred with the plan, but a few remained un-

convinced. Robert Bland, leader of the boycott movement, also attended

the meeting and indicated his support for integration. As the date for

the transfers approadhed, staffs at Highland and Hyatt, two schools lo-

cated nearest to the University of California, Riverside campus, met

with Berry and Wall to discuss integration and the role teachers would

play in it. Shortly thereafter, parents and children visited their new

schools. Each principal received the parents and arranged for other

meetings with P.T.A. representatives and room mothers. The school pro-

gram was explained, tours of classrooms and other facilities were con-

ducted, and in the fine tradition of parent-teacher gatherings, refresh-

ments were served. Within a day or two entering children received

similar hospitality, but with their principal hosts being the local Hyatt

and Highland children. Each incoming pupil met his new teacher, checked

out the supplies he would need, and was assigned to a desk.
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Beyond question, the district had chosen a good neighborhood in

which to begin integration. In order to achieve racial balance in the

classrooms it was necessary for some white children to be switched to

other rooms at midyear. On this, the white parents were most coopera-

tive. Also, on the very day the former Emerson children Were due to

arrive, February 1, the district was faced with a school bus drivers'

strike.
2

Parents from both the Emerson and Highland-Hyatt areas worked

out car pool arrangements to move the children anyway. Three and a half

months earlier, the Highland area had been the only one in Riverside to

muster a concentrated effort in support of integration.
3

Four months

after integration began at Highland and Hyatt, the areas furnished the

two highest affirmative vote percentages among twenty-seven school areas

in the district voting on a tax-override question.

Indications are that school officials were quite pleased with the

events leading up to the successful reduction in minority enrollment at"

Emerson, and with good reason. They had demonstrated both tact and good

judgment.. Having had three months to plan the reassignment of pupils,

the administration was able to avert separating elementary age children

of the same family. The Emerson plan amounted to a modified geographi-

cal arrangement, but with some attention given to the space available at

Hyatt and Highland. It cailed for Highland to take all first grade

pupils, plus children of all grades from four streets in the Emerson

2
The strike was not against the Riverside Unified School District,but

against the Riverside Bus Company, with whom the district had contracted
for bus service.

3
A copy of the petition favoring integration submitted to thewboard

from the Highland area is found in Appendix I of text, number 4.
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attendance area. Hyatt would receive all fifth and sixth graders, plus

all children from two streets. Reassignments were then made prior to

making the plan operative so that children from the same family could

attend the same school. About five families were opposed to having their

children removed from Emerson at all. After conversations with the di-

rector of intergroup education and the associate superintendent, most

were convinced that the district had the best interest of their children

in mind, or at least they were persuaded to comply with the decision.

The reassignment of some Emerson children to Hyatt and Highland

schools was an improvement over the scramble to find space that immedi-

ately followed the boycott. With careful planning the main part of the

integration plan, scheduled for implementation in the fall, 1966, could

be worked out without separating children from their close neighbors.

Dividing the existing Lowell-Irving and Casa Blanca attendance areas in-

to smaller geographical areas, and assigning all elementary age children

in each smaller area to a single school, would be the means.

Although additional children were assigned to existing schools, an

increase in class load was not expected to result. One reason was that

during the 1965-66 term, the class sizes at the three de facto segregated

schools were disproportionately low, averaging about twenty-one to twenty-

five pupils per class. After integration, class sizes throughout the dis-

trict would be higher than this, averaging about thirty. Yet the average

for the district was ex'pected to improve, as thirty teachers formerly

assigned to Lowell, Irving, and Casa Blanca were themselves disbursed

throughout the system. Available permanent classrooms could be used, some



existing portable classrooms moved, and six new portables built to ac-

commodate the students being reassigned to new schools in the fall of

1966. During the months of figuring out how students would be reassign-

ed in order to facilitate integration, those who worked on the arrange-

ments kept in mind that costs should not deviate markedly from what was

estimated publicly in October.

Costs and available facilities may be assumed to weigh heavily in

any school system's plans, be they with regard to integration or anything

else. But Riverside's Master Plan for School Integration was not intend-

ed as a treatise on school plant efficiency or cost cutting; it was a

_plan to bring about integrated schools. This would be done as efficient-

ly as possible, but could not be accomplished merely by sending former

Irving, Lowell, and Casa Blanca students to the nearest predominantly

white school with available space.

The closing of two schools after the 1965-66 term, and the re-

duction of enrollment at a third by more than forty percent, meant that

places would have to be found for about 900 Negro and Mexican-American

students. Not included in this total were nearly 120 minority pupils who

would again attend Highland and Hyatt, continuing a policy initiated in

February, and 334 students, mostly white, who would be leaving Lincoln

School, a downtown school being closed for lack of enrollment and inade-

quate safety conditions.

Several teachers, principals, and other administrators had a hand

in formulating the plan to become effective in the fall, 1966. Associate

§uperintendent Ray Berry kept close,watch over many facets of it. The
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actual logistics of figuring out where the students would go was handled

by the superintendent's assistant, Donald Taylor, after receiving infor:-

mation provided by Many sources.

During the 1965-66 term, 16.7 percent of the total district enroll-

ment was minority students. Initially, each elementary school with a

minority percentage lower than this was designated as a potential re-

ceiving school. Space available was not a criterion. Only three schools

with fewer than 16.7 percent minority children were not included among

the receiving schools. Highland and Hyatt, although still only thirteen

percent minority, were already receiving schools for' children from the

Emerson area. Mountain View's minority percentage stood at 8.3 during

4
1965-66, and showed evidence of increasing. The main reason for its

exclusion, however, was that its enrollment was already at the one

thousand level, the theoretical maximum for any elementary 'School.

Excluding Hyatt, Highland, and Mountain View, eleven schools re-

mained. All were designated as receiving schools after rough estimates

were made as to the number of pupils each would accommodate. To a

large extent, that number was based on how many children would be re-

quired to bring each school's minority percentage close to the district

average.

After having prepared a list of eleven schools, and indicating an

approximate number of students appropriate for each to receive, the

4
Mountain View's percentage of minority students did increase; to

12.6 percent in 1966-67, and to 15.3 percent in 1967-68. See Appendix

B of text.
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next task was to match children to schools by block areas. This was done

by locating the homes of pupils on a map, and then dividing them, block

by block, into groups approximating a number already determined as appro-

priate for each receiving school. In effect, where formerly one geographical

area was divided into two school attendance areas, that same geographical

5

area was now being divided into twelve attendance areas. The boundaries,

while subject to change as are any school boundaries, were intended to be

permanent. With the exception of children who formerly attended LoWell,

but who recently had become a part of an expanded Alcott neighborhood,

students would no longer be attending "neighborhood" schools, but they

still would be attendini school with neighbors. In terms of actual dis-

tance, the furthest any student was transported to school was seven miles.

The average distance was slightly over half that.

Obviously it would make little sense for the district to expend

this much work on the mechanics of integration, only to see the effort

lost on the classroom level. Accordingly, each principal worked to as-

sure that every class within his school was represented by roughly the

same percentage of minority students as was present in the entire school.

Principals were advised well in advance concerning the number and grade

levels of the pupils they would'be receiving. They cat:tre thus able to

assign students to classes and make some adjustments in class loads

prior to the opening day of school.

Reassigning nine hundred pupils from de facto segregated schools

5 Pachappa School served two of the twelve geographical divisions.
See map on p. 162 of text.
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to other schools with low minority enrollments provided the district

with a formidable one-time challenge. Related administrative problems,

such as coordinating bus schedules to numbers of children, routes travel-

ed, and school schedules, as well as arranging for the transfer and con-

struction of portable classrooms, were vital support functions. Taken

together, all of these efforts assured Riverside of desegregated schools,

but not necessarily of integrated ones.

The most substantive responsibility was a human one. It is rela-

tively easier to order a portable classroom set up, schedule a bus, or

even reassign a child to a different school, than it is to be assured

that the child, his parents, and the larger community will benefit from

the newly initiated policy. In Riverside, even as the mechanics of in-

tegration were being worked on by some administrators, others, along

with teachers and parents, were working to assure its success. This

meant that staff, parents, and children would need, first of all, to

grasp the importance of what was being attempted, and secondly, be able

to relate to each other constructively.

It became apparent to the administration soon after beginning

plans for reducing the minority enrollment at Emerson, that parents gen-

erally were not well informed of the school board's new integration pol-

icy. The specter of unwilling children being sent by unwilling parents

to a more distant school that might not welcome them presented a most

unpleasant thought. ,None of the elementary principals and very few of

the elementary teachers were believed by the central administration to

be racists. On the other hand, it soon became obvious that many were
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not ready for thd transition in terms of their own knowledge, attitudes,

and sensitivities. A relevant academic question is whether or not those

who lack these essential characteristics can ever acquire them, and if

they can, to what extent?

Teachers and principals occupied by far the most critical roles

in meeting the challenges of integration. The central administration

was able to make a few changes in principal assignments, one or two of

which were undertaken with the probable success of integration as a

primary factor considered. Generally, however, making changes in per-

sonnel was not a realistic option, nor even one that was required. Help-

ing all staff members to comprehend the critical nature of their posi-

tions, and act accordingly, was a realistic option, and the one that

was chosen. Even secretaries were briefed concerning their communica-

tion skills with minority parents and children. Bus drivers were not

briefed during the first year of integration, but the importance of

their role in Riverside's plan demanded that they be included in 1967.

Irwin Katz and other social psychologists have pointed to the

quality of interpersonal relations as a particularly vital element in

the educational success of minority children. For children who have

lived in an environment where little hope is held for academic achieVe-

ment, integration would seem to offer hope, but only where an atmos-

phere of genuine respect and acceptance prevails. Otherwise, an actual

loss could occur. The resulting responses of anger and humiliation

following a perceived rejection by teachers or other students would
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6

likely inhibit learning. Assuming this to be true, it would be diffi-

cult to overemphasize the crucial role played by teachers in assuring

the success of integration.

No one can ever be completely confident about how much in-service

education is called for in order to cope with a particular situation.

In 1966, Riverside had nearly a thousand teachers, and a total certifi-

cated staff of well over eleven hundred. Within that group were indi-

viduals whose knowledge and sensitivity were probably adequate to deal

effectively in any situation. Others were doubtlessly ill-prepared by

reason of inadequate knowledge, negative attitudes toward minorities,

or personality traits. The superintendent and some of his staff, par-

ticularly the director of intergroup education and the associate super-

intendent, felt that a distinct need existed for providing teachers with

opportunities to familiarize themselves with minority feelings and atti-

tudes. Some teachers, in the course of their family lives, teacher pre-

paration, .and professional experience had never related to Negroes or

Mexican-Americans. Some had little experience in dealing with children

with a history of low achievement. Others felt insecure in dealing with

minority parents.

During the 1965-66 and 1966-67 terms, several principals invited

the director of intergroup education to their schools to discuss integra-

tion with teachers. In addition, three.broader efforts were made

6
Irwin Katz, "Review of Evidence Relating to Effects of Desegregation

on the Intellectual Performance of Negroes," American Psychologist, 19
(June, 1964) 381-399; Paper presented at the National Conference on
Equal Educational Opportunity in America's Cities, November 16-18, 1967.
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through the initiative of the central administration. All-were in

addition to the regular fare of in-service education courses offered

each year. The first began in November, 1965, shortly after the inte-

gration decision was announced. Approximately 150 persons, including

teachers and members of the community attended. The program was

structured along more or less traditional lines, meaning that many

listened to constructive presentations, but relatively few participated.

Its purpose was to encourage better intergroup relations, but no attempt

7

was ever made to measure the extent to which it succeeded. In all prob-

gbility, the effect was minimal at best.

By summer, 1966, funds from the California State Department of

Education were made available to the Riverside Unified School District

and the University of California, Riverside, for a joint study on many

facets of integration in the local community. One of the early sub-

projects generated from it was an in-service institute directed by Thomas

P. Carter of the university, and Jesse Wall from the school district.

This time, eighty-two persons were involved, including seventy-one teach-

ers. Like the first in-service attempt, the institute involved lectures,

but it also utilized smaller seminar groups, each with a somewhat dif-

ferent approach, thereby permitting a more direct exchange of ideas and

feelings. The central goals of the summer program were to "sensitize

the teachers" to (1) the concept of culture, (2) human and cultural evo-

lution, (3) the "profound influences" culture has in determining human

7
Mabel C. Purl, Workshops on Education in Transition: An Experiment

in Viewing the School's Changing Role in a Community,(Riverside: Riverside

Unified School District, Department of Research and Evaluation, 1968),

pp. 1-2.
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personality and behavior, (4) the concepts of caste and subculture as

they exist in the modern world, (5) the role played by the school in

transmitting the "general culture," and (6) the theoretical and practi-

cal aspects of problems involved in cross-cultural schooling. The pro-

ject's final report clearly was not optimistic in tone. The critical

question involving the extent to which teacher behavior toward minor-

ity, or "culturally different," children could be changed was left beg-

ging. Informal follow-up contacts suggested that participants became

more eager to teach, and gained intellectual understanding of culture

and cultural diversity through the programs, but that these gains were,

in many cases, lost in a school environment incapable of nurturing

them.
8

Aside from discussions in faculty meetings and other one-time in-

service events, these two programs represented the extent of the school

system's efforts at in-service education prior to the major integration

move in September, 1966. During 1967, however, a more encompassing and

innovative attempt was made, one that gained considerable interest and

stimulated considerable comment throughout the district. "Education in

Transitionv" it was called. Financial support came from a grant to the

school district under the Civil Rights Act, Title IV, Section 405. Much

of the jargon was familiar; "sensitivity" was still the goal, but the

approach was much more conducive to developing that precious asset than

the earlier programs had been.

8 Thomas P. Carter, Edward J. Casavantes, and C. Ray Fowler, Final

.RAport and Evaluation of the Riverside In-Service Institute, -(Riverside:

Riverside School Study, December, 1967), pp. 2 and 17.
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"Education in Transition" was a series of four seminars held in

April, May, August, and November, 1967. It was undertaken at the re-

quest of Associate Superintendent Ray Berry, with the assistance of Eva

Schindler-Rainman and Angus G. S. MacLeod, specialists in group dynamics

and sensitivity training from Los Angeles. It was felt by this time that

an opportunity for administrators and teachers to look closely at the im-

plications of integration was needed. The purpose of the series was to .

open channels of communication, to talk, listen to, and "feel" the prob-

lems of integration. Apart from format, an essential difference between

this program and earlier ones was that community members, parents, teach-

ers, counselors, psychologists, and administrators all participated --

implying by participation that they did more than occupy a chair.

Prior to beginning the series, the coordinator made several assump-

tions, including a kind of modern day assumption of original sin, or at

least present guilt, it being that for integration to work, a change in

behavior and attitude on the part of the participants would be necesSary.

It was also assumed that in order to learn about, become open to, and

communicate with persons different from one's self, one must "meet, talk,

9
eat, be with, and feel these people." The program design included, (1)

an "input series" involving the dispensing of information about the

community's history, developments taking place in American education, a

look at change and how resistance to change can be diminished; (2) small

9
Eva Schindler-RainMan, Education in Transition, Unpublished manu-

script, (Riverside: Riverside Unified School District, [19671), p. 2.
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group meetings, each with a trainer who helped explore participant feel-

ings, not only about integration, but about themselves and each other,

primarily as they related to the school system; (3) interest groups,

such as the need for Negro and Mexican-American history in the schools;

(4) an opportunity for the interest groups to become task forces that

would continue to meet and implement some of the ideas they had worked

out in the seminars.

The associate superintendent participated in each series of semi-

nars, although not full time. This support was considere.d extremely

important in helping the participants express their feelin3s and reduce

their sense of futility in the venture. On the contrary, they came to

feel that changes really could be made. Part of the plan, which develop-

ed after the first seminar, was that the associate superintendent would

attend the closing session of eaflh remaining seminar to hear, accept,

and respond to suggestions. Another change made after the first session

was to decrease the general session, or "input" time, and increase time

for small group discussions.

Opening up communication had been the goal, and at least while

the sessions mere in progress, there had been much of it. Not only was

the program more innovative than earlier programs, but the evaluation

procedures were more sophisticated and the results of that evaluation

more conclusive. According to the district's research director, "long

range increases in positive attitude taward the school district seems

to be at hand." Approximately one third of the participants were parents,

and the grievances they raised undoubtedly left some impression on those
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who were school employees.
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The Riverside school district was clearly attempting to improve

its communication with the minority community, a noble goal, even if

school integration had not been the justification for the program.

During the 1965-66 term, at the start of partial integration, teachers

in the receiving schools and sending schools were expending a consider-

ably greater effort on human relations than was usual. Almost all

Emerson teachers visited in homes preparatory to the reassignment of

pupils to Highland and Hyatt. Most proved to be concerned and helpful

as they explained integration, quieted fears, and reassured parents. A

few grumbled, and one became adamant in his opposition toward making

house calls.

Even as some former Lowell and Irving childr.1 were being trans-

ported by bus to different schools, and Emerson teachers were preparing

for a partial exodus of Negro pupils from that school, plans were under-

way for the larger integration effort beginning in the fall of 1966.

Teachers would continue to be involved, but only a few would make calls

on homes. A new Home-School Program, founded under Title I of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act, and coming under the general super-

vision of the director of intergroup education, would supply the needed

personnel to cover most of that responsibility.

During the winter and spring of 1966,eleven "community aides"

visited each of the parents whose children were to be transferred that

10
Mabel C. Purl, Workshops on Education in Transition, p. 5.
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fall. In some cases three or four calls were required to explain the

reason for the moves, school standards of conduci, attendance regula-

tions, and offer other more specific help upon request. Aides also

arranged block meetings in homes where parents could gather and express

themselves on issues related to the schools. In all, something over

1500 home visits were made during the first five months of the program.

The aides themselves were nonprofessionals; all were members of ethnic

and racial minorities. Most had backgrounds very similar to those in

the community they were assisting. A few had some education beyond high

school, but then too, some had not completed high school. Formal educa-

tion simply was not a criterion for service. An ability to assist their

neighbors and communicate information concerning the district's program

was a criterion.

The Home-School Program involved far more than community education

aides, although probably they were its most unique feature. School social

workers follawed through on problems discovered by the aides and attempted

to coordinate activities of the program with those of the pupil personnel

services division. A school psychologist and a vocational counselor were

also part of the program, the latter limiting his efforts to the level of

secondary education.

Early in June, 1966, supervisors of the Home-School project, Bea-

trice Pavitt, Ester Velez, and Ernest Robles, contacted each elementary

principal of the receiving schools concerning arrangements for parent

and child visitations to the schools. Each principal then set up an ori-

entation program at his school very similar to the ones conducted at
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Highland and Hyatt schools in February. Community aides contacted all

parents individually and facilitated their attendance at the meetings.

Most of the orientation programs featured a child visitation program

in the morning, followed by a parent visitation and orientation meet-

ing in the evening. In almost- all cases parents were provided with an

opportunity to meet with teachers, the principal, and P.T.A. workers,

as well as to acquaint themselves with facilities at the school.

During the first year of integration, the district found taat

its success in communicating with parents was enhanced by the work of

community aides. A few principals preferred to make contacts person-

ally, but most welcomed this additional and apparently worthwhile serv-

ice. Working out of a central location, rather than out of a school it-

self, the aides were able to maintain close contacts between both the

school and the homes. On numerous occasions they provided school staffs

with relevant information concerning a child's background, made transla-

tions for parents and teachers during parent-teacher conferences, and

provided transportation of parents to school and other community agencies

capable of rendering them specific assistance; for example, securing eye

glasses or other medical aid for their children. The overriding concern

was to assure that lines of communication remained open, this by interpret-

ing to both parents and school the point of view of the other. Indications

are that they have succeeded in this task.

Between fall, 1965, and fall, 1967, oVer a thousand Negro and Mex-7

ican-American children, most from low income families, found themselves

in new schools. What social and educational effects would be wrought
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upon them by this change Could not be known for sure, although the

slight evidence available seemed to promisc desirable outcomes. Neither

was it known for sure what impact their presence would have upon other

children in the school, or upon the educational program of the school

itself. An ongoing research project would be formed in an attempt to

measure and explain the impact of integration on both majority and minor-

ity children, but school personnel would have to make any modifications

in the schools' program themselves.

For the most part, principals interviewed during the summer of

1967 rvported that their instructional programs had not changed radical-

11
ly, and that the impact of integration on their schools was minimal.

Many acknowledged, however, that while little was done by way of adding

new programs, both they and their teachers were forced to take a closer

look at what was presently being attempted. The arrival of additional

students, many of whom had records of low academic achievement, virtual-

ly forced the entire school system to become more flexible. At least in

this respect, it appeared that all children would benefit from integra-

tion.

In some schools the flexibility was undertaken informally and

without significant changes in the structure. One principal reported,

for example, that two fourth grade boys, both of whom were essentially

11 Interviews with all twenty-four elementary principals were conducted
by the author from a list'of questions prepared by Jane R. Mercer, Harry
Singer, and the author in conjunction with the Riverside School Study,
purposes of which are discussed in chapter seven.



non-readers, wtre accepted into a low third grade reading group. After

the reading instruction, they returned to their regular class. The

number of cases where this was attempted was too small for the principal

to claim a "cross-age," or "cross-grade" reading program. For the most

part, teachers were expected to deal with an expanding range of pupil

differences on their own, subject to assistance in the most critical

cases from special state and federally funded district projects.

Some flexibility had been built into the system itself, and was

not strictly dependent upon the innovative capacity of principals and

teachers. By far the most notable program, initiated prior to integra-

tion, and applicable at all elementary schools since 1965, was the

flexible reading program. Believing that children in the primary grades,

first through third, would benefit from small group instruction, half of

each class met for reading instruction in a heterogeneously grouped

situation at 9:00 a.m. The other half arrived at 10:00 a.m., and stud-

ied reading after the morning group had been dismissed in the afternoon.

In the case of the reading periods for both groups, the program obvious-

ly succeeded in reducing class size by fifty percent, enough,it was

hoped, to make a significant difference. An experimental study made by

Irving H. Balow, professor of education at the University of California,

Riverside, indicated that children who had been in the program for two

or more years experienced significantly higher scores on a reading achieve-

ment test than did other children. Those entering the program in the

third grade, on the other hand, benefited little from it. Also significant
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was the finding that the program was beneficial at all levels of apti-

12
tude.

Integration did not produce change; it just made it imperative

that the schools get on with the job of dealing effectively with indi-

vidual differences. Many ideas on how to meet student differences had

been discussed and tried years in advance of integration, but somehow

they had not appeared quite as relevant. Neither team teaching nor-

various "nongraded" plans were ideas new to the 1960s. Certainly none

were unique to Riverside. In Riverside, nine elementary schools began

various kinds of team approaches the year prior to general integration.

A local mavement toward nongraded programs has paralleled the integra-

tion 'program somewhat more closely, although it too has not been neces-

sarily attributable to integration.

A couple of elementary schools in the community were led to ini-

tiate programs somewhat unique. One principal believed that the critical

element in instituting change was for teachers to become personally con-

vinced that change was warranted. Once this had taken place, he felt

that innovation would follow. At this particulaY school, all children

were tested to help the staff determine the skills and weaknesses chil-

dren had in reading. Each child was then placed in 'a group emphasizing

the particular area in which he needed to improve. This activity occu-

pied approximately twenty minutes out of the reading period. The flexi-

ble reading program was expanded to include all six grades, part of the

12
Irving H. Balaw, Initial Evaluation of the Stag ered Session Reading

Program, Unpublished manuscript, (Riverside: University of California,
Department of Education).
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children coming early, part an hour later, with attention to reading

given at the beginning or ending of each day, depending on the student's

schedule. Grade level distinctions were eliminated between third and

fourth, and between fifth and sixth grades. Six different teachers were

involved with the program, permitting children to be assigned one of six

different skill groups. Since pupils were not grouped into fast, average,

or slow classes according to total reading ability, the stigma of group-

ing was reduced. For example, a sixth grade student reading at grade

level might be weak in comprehension, and be assigned to that particu-

lar skill group. At no time would all of the Negro or all of the white

children find themselves in the same group, ems helping to avert one of

the critical problems facing desegregated school systems -- resegregation

through grouping practices.
13

At the Emerson school, out of which nearly a hundred Negro chil-

dren had been transferred in February, 1966, an experimental social stud-

ies program was being developed for kindergarten and first grade classes.

Conceived by Frederick and Marjorie Gearing, the program became known as

a "3rd culture" approach to the study of people. In this case the third

culture was that of the American Indians, but virtually any culture from

14
another place or time could serve as well. The first two cultures were

13 This particular program was instituted by David Tew, principal of

Bryant Elementary School, Riverside, California.

14
Frederick Gearing was associate professor of anthropology at the

University of California, Riverside, while Marjorie Gearing was a teacher

at Emerson School. See Frederick 0. Gearing, From Desegregation to Inte-

gration, a final report of the initial phase of the Emerson experiment

(September, 1965 - July, 1968), (Riverside: Riverside Unified School Dis-

trict, July 22, 1968).
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represented by Negro and white students sitting together in the same

classroom; a setting which virtually demanded that they come to terms

with each other. Emerson, with a thirty-six percent Negro enrollment,

even after the exodus of February, provided an ideal setting for a

program intended to stimulate cross cultural understanding.

It may be assumed that once basic decisions are made, the really

important job of making integration work rests with teachers, children,

and parents. Administrators and school boards are still obligated, how-

ever,to promote conditions which will enhance the likelihood of success.

The timing of Riverside's decision to integrate its schools coincided

almost perfectly with the development and funding of numerous federal and

state programs in the area of compensatory education. By January, 1967,

the district was already involved with twenty-three such projects, and

was still busy writing proposals for continuing grants and new programs.

Responsibility for this activity came under the authority of Richard C.

Robbins, assistant superintendent in charge of pupil personnel services,

t the procurement of fuuds was pursued actively, iLdeed even aggress-

ively, by Superintendent Bruce Miller as well.

In the securing of government projects, there can be little question

as to the district's success. Soon there was a local Head Start program,

a Neighborhood Youth Corp program, and other projects ranging from im-

proving counseling practices under the National Defense Education Act to

instituting a program in ornamental horticulture under the Vocational

Education Act. All prograMs were put to good use. Several, including

the Home-School Program referred to earlier, were particularly relevant

to elementary school integration, but the central thrust was directed
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toward alleviating reading disabilities. Nowhere in the curriculum,

it was felt, would the pol.ential for reversing learning handicaps be

better than in an effective reading program.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

has been criticized by some for encouraging programs suitable to dis-

advantaged children apart from advantaged children, thus helping to

perpetuate segregation.
15

Even if one accepts the charge, it should be

remembered that integrated scho61 systems -- indeed virtually all school

systems taking the trouble to prepare a proposal -- have been allotted

funds under provisions of the act. In Riverside, Title I funds were

used for financing the Home-School Program, and a program designed to

IIcompensate for deficiency in language development" among children

from low-income families. The project provided well-equipped reading

rooms and well-preparsd teachers in eight elementary schools, plus all

junior and senior high schools. The elementary schools selected were

those with the highest concentration of low-income families. Children

needing help, but whose schools were not equipped with centers, were

transported to one of the eight locations having them. In all, approx-

imately four hundred children were included in the program, with each

child experiencing a forty minute period of individualized instruction,

four days a week.

The maximum load pei day for special elementary reading room

15 The Use of Social Research in Federal Domestic Programs, by Thomas
F. Pettigrew, House Committee on Government Operations, Research and
Technical Programs Subcommittee, 90th Cong., 1st sess., (Washington:
G.P.O., 1967), pp. 265-266.
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teachers was fifty pupils, divided into sections of not more than ten

pupils each. Results of the district evaluation released in July, 1967,

revealed that the average increase in reading ability for students partic-

ipating was approximately one,..half of a year. Since that figure repre-

sented the average improvement of many pupils, it was evident that some

made significant gains, while others failed to achieve, or may even have

regressed. "For some children," the report concluded, "one year of

special individualized instruction is probably not sufficient to enable

them to be successful readers."
16

This and other programs undoubtedly served worthwhile purposes

beyond their stated intent. For example, in the project mentioned

above, the eight elementary reading rooms were staffed by Neighbor-

hood Youth Corps aides when available, who assisted as clerks, tutors,

and performers of some monitorial duties. All were from low-income

homes; all were either high school drop outs, or were attending school

part time. Some returned to school after the experience, and most.im-

portantly, virtually all related well with the younger children.

Children with more serious reading disabilities were referred

to the district's new learning center, a project funded under Title III

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Space for this center,

consisting of six classrooms and support facilities, WAS provided at

16
Mabel C. Purl, Compensating for Early Environmental Factors That

Have Caused Deficiencies in Languae Development and Student Adjustment,

-Mimeo, (Riverside: Riverside Unified School District, Department of

Research and Evaluation, July, 1967), p. 4.
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the recently closed Irving Elementary School. Program objectives were

to: (1) provide ren.edial instruction to small groups of children with

severe reading disabilities and related audio, oral, visual, and motor

deficiencies which may affect receptivity to learning; (2) function as

an exemplary model in demonstrating the use of new and innovative meth-

ods and materials for the remediation of gross reading deficiencies,

and of the correlated functions of visual perception, auditory discrimi-

nation, eye-motor coordination and/or communicative expression; (3)

train professional personnel in the theory, method, and use of mater-

ials for such remediation. The program soon gained a certificated staff

of six teachers, a psychologist, a speeel and hearing pathologist, a

nurse, and a director. Children with long histories of failure, who

had exhibited little response to usual methods of teaching, were now

found to experience significant progress in basic reading skills. In

fact, according to the project evaluation i'eleased in July, 1967, "all

17

Learning Center classes made significant gains in all reading areas."

The extent to which these programs benefit anybody, but more

specifically, the extent to which they contribute to a lessening in the

relative academic disadvantage of many minority children, will not be

known for some time. What can be determined is that the school adminis-

tration has attempted to maximize the potential and efficiency of the

projects. In March, 1968; for example, it was able to secure a mid-

year approval for additional specialist reading teachers under the

17
Mabel C. Purl, Evaluation of, Learning Center Program, Mimeo

(Riversid: Riverside Unified School District, Department of Research

and Evaluation, July, 1967), p. 32.
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California Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act of 1965.
18

This permitted

the freeing of nearly $25,000 of Title I funds for other purposes. One

of the other purposes was to set up a program at three elementary and

three junior high schools for the teaching of English as a second

language during the summer of 1968. A total of 288 Mexican-American

children identified as eligible, and mast in need of greatly improved

fluency and skill in English usage, constituted the target group. Other

plans called for instituting a program with similar goals during the

regular school year.

Most programs cost a considerable amount of money, but at least

two cost nothing at all. Volunteer aides, mostly parents, donated their

services to the learning center and several elementary schools. They

were able to assist with small group projects, offer pupils individual

assistance, and perform certain clerical functions. University of Cali-

fornia, Riverside, tutors from the tutorial project pravided assistance

to pupils needing help in reading, arithmetic and other subjects. Most

of the children receiving this help since 1965 have been Negroes and

Mexican-Americans from Emerson, Hyatt, Highland, and Longfellow schools.

Certainly not all programs devised to improve the academic skills

of integrated pupils have yielded maximum results. As of 1968, it

appeared that.the school administration was demonstrating a firm resolve

to continue the tasks at hand by coordinating several significant pro-

grams from the central office, while at the same time encouraging more

18
California Education Code,(1967), 404-415, Ch. 2.5 [Added in 1965,

Ch. 1233]; The Miller-Unruh Act provided financial incentives to school
districts for employing teachers trained in the teaching of reading, en-
couraging their training, and stimulating the establishment and mainten-

ance of school libraries.
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and more in the way of experimentation and innovation from teachers

and principals. In a sense the administration was challenging teachers

and principals to accept additional responsibility for pedagogical di-

rection. At a time following integration, when no one could be assured

that one instructional approach would produce results superior to anoth-

er approach, the decentralization plan appeared particularly well suited.

It remains to be seen what educators in the several schools will be able

to produce with their newly found freedom.

New vistas in pedagogy are important, be they large federally

funded projects, or small innovations instituted at a single elementary

school. Their importance rests not only in what people can accomplish

with them, but in their capacity to serve as examples of meaningful

change. But they can also be delusive, especially if they detract at-

tention and resources away from where the real test of school integra-

tion is taking place. That place is the classroom. It is there where

most of the children are. It is there where motivation for constructive

learning will or will not be supplied. It is there where positive

social relationships have a chance for initial development. It is there

where the conflicts are, and there too where they stand to be resolved

or intensified.



CHAPTER VII

COMMUNITY REACTION AND EVALUATION

The relative success of school integration can be evaluated on

several levels; social, political, and educational. One might choose

to determine what impact the policy had on the community at large.

School officials outside of Riverside would be interested in learning

the fate of the board, administration, and teachers. Most importantly,

it would be appropriate to conduct a full evaluation of the new policy's

effect on the children themselves.

A complete evaluation can obviously not be made on any of these

levels after the passing of only two years. The long range Impact on

the community, for example, will not be known until children who have

attended integrated schools begin to engage actively in the affairs of

that community. Society, however, rarely awaits full evaluations before

choosing its next course of action. Racial integration in the public

schools will doubtlessly be either a functional reality or a discarded

dream long before psychologists, sociologists, and historians complete

their final analyses of its multiple effects.

A few preliminary observations may be drawn from the events that

have succeeded the initial phase of Riverside's school integration pro-

gram, begun in 1965. Probably the most apparent one is that the.commu-

nity itself has changed very little. School integration neither ushered

in the millennium nor brought dark days. There are some indications

that middle class Negroes with sound credit have come to experience less
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discrimimation in the purchase of housing than they did in 1965. Most

neighborhoods in the city have been found to include at least one Negro

1
family. Still, the basic problems of unemployment, poor housing, and

even discrimination in the sale and rental of housing, are not really

very close to solution. The long range visible impact of school inte-

gration on the community has yet to be demonstrated.

On the other hand, it is somewhat easier to reach tentative con-

clusions concerning how much difference integration has made to the

-school board and school administration. Seemingly, the positive impact

outweighed the negative. While remaining a continuing concern following

the board's momentous decision of October 25, 1965, integration did not

prove to be an issue that would plague the administration and board in

the years immediately following. Financial woes unrelated to integration,

a controversy over a state textbook, and challenges involving the right

of one high school student to wear a beard, and another to refrain from

attending physical education classes, proved more troubling to the board

than integration.

Only one case related in any way to elementary school integration

reached the press. That involved a Negro mother who had been charged

with striking a white principal. The principal filed legal charges after

the incident on May 19, 1967, and the controversy remained in the news on

and off until December 6, when :he charge was dropped. In the course of

that conflict, Robert Bland, leader of tile petition and boycott campaign

1 Riverside Press, May 8, 1968.

'



two years earlier, addressed the board and requested removal of the

principal. His effort was comparatively subdued. In the end, the

superintendent and the board handled the incident in a way intended to

preserve morale among teachers and principals, and at the same time,

preserve favorable relations with the minority community. Aside from

those immediately involved, the legal charges against the parent, and

the subsequent request that the principal be removed, generated litt].-

heat. Bland himself said that the charges of poor cooperation against

the principal were "not connected with the integration program. They

could come about at any school."
2

This, and several other minor incidents occurring during the 1966-

67 and 1967-68 school years, helped to assure that the school integration

issue would not be totally forgotten, and that some teachers would feel

less secure than in former years. However, even teachers appeared more

concerned about the things they have been interested in historically:

improved salaries, smaller classes, and support from the administration.

The larger community voiced some concern about the impact of integration,

particularly as it related to educational standards in the schools, pupil

discipline, and costs. The idea of transporting minority children several

miles by bus, while at the same time closing three schools, aroused some

feeling. Nevertheless, very little was said publicly.

Only a very small number of parents went out of their way to com-

plain. Those who did usually waited until an opportunity presented

2 Riverside Press, September 12, 1967; Mrs. Louise George, the parent,

and Frank Gibson, principal of George Washingtop 81ementary School, were

the central figures in the controversy.
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itself to visit with the principal on P.T.A. night, or on some other con-

venient occasion. Very few went out of their way to complain. On the

whole there appeared to be only slight public resentment or reaction to

integration, which may or may not have reflected the true underlying atti-

tude. As expected, the administration made statements to the effect that

integration was going well, which apparently it was. In any event it was

clearly not going badly, at least from the point of view of community ac-

ceptance. One of the parents who had led the petition drive to delay or

reject integration remarked, "I still object a little as a taxpayer to

pay for bussing, but if it's going to have good results, I can't feel too

3

bad about it."

In terms of the integration program's impact on the careers of

the superintendent, his staff, and the school board, the effects were

positive. Board president Arthur Littleworth was one of three recip-

ients of the Riverside Civic League's award as an "Outstanding Citizen"

for 1966. By its pioneering action in 1965, the local board won favor-

able recognition from the State Board of Education and the State Commis-

sion on Equal Opportunities in Education. In supporting a nomination

made by the Riverside Teachers Association for an award to the River-

side board, State Superintendent of Public Instruction Max Rafferty

wrote, "I know of no school board in the United States which has done

more on its own initiattve,to solve the problems of ethnic imbalance in

4
its schools." In May, 1966, the Department of Classroom Teachers of

3 Riverside Press-Enterprise, October 16, 1966.

4
Riverside Press, February 2, 1966.
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the National Education Association presented the district with an award

of "distinctive merit," for its efforts in the area of school integra-

5

tion.

From all appearances, the administration suffered no ill effects

from its commitment to integrate the schools. On June 30, 1968, Superin-

tendent Bruce Miller retired a happy man, after thirty-eight years as a

school administrator. His last several years had been challenging, but

they were also his most distinguished and rewarding years. The new super-

intendent, E. Raymond Berry, had worked closely with Miller, the board,

and minority leaders since coming to Riverside in 1960. He had been

closely identified with the integration program, was one of its earliest

advocates, and certainly his career had been anything but harmed by it.

After a heated week in September, 1965, the situation in River-

side normalized rapidly. In September, 1966, when integration took hold

throughout the system, the boarc president received not so much as a sin-

gle call or letter.
6

The decision on October 25, the year previous, %ad

apparently been accepted as a final and irreversible one. A fear, be-

lieved to be common among administrators and board members nationally,

that integration will lead inevitably to disarray within the school system,

has not been substantiated by the experience in Riverside. Indications

are, on the other hand, that the politically moderate to conservative city

5 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School
District, May 16, 1966.

6
Statement made to the author by Arthur L. Littleworth on July 10,

1968.
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accepted its school board's decision quietly and with a minimum of

malice.

In some cammunities, desegregation, or even serious discussion of

it, provides an opportunity for local citizens either to engage in a

highly divisive debate, or to express a strong T -al commitment to a

cause. Riverside's experience reveals neither. Rather, Riverside ap-

pears as a community that was led peacefully and effectively into a pol-

icy about which few were enthusiastic and a few were bitter. Three

opportunities were made available between June 7, 1966, and May 29, 1967,

for the citizens to vote against integration, at least indirectly, if

they so chose. "'Iwo were tax override questions, the other was a school

board election.

The first election concerned the board's request to raise the

basic property rate from $2.85 to $3.35 per hundred dollars of assessed

valuation. School authorities claimed that the proposed tax increase

would have been required in the same amount even had integration not be-

come a part of district policy. Considering that the direct costs of

integration were absorbing about .003 of the operating budget, there

would be little reason to doubt this claim. At the polls on June 7, the

issue lost miserably; forty-two percent favoring the increase and fifty-

eight percent opposing it. Integration was clearly a major contributing

factor to the defeat, but it was probably not the leading factor. A re-

bellion against higher property taxes, regardless of their nature, and

a feeling that the schools were already being adequately supported, were

probably more important reasons.
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A questionnaire sent to members of a citizen's advisory commit-

tee in early 1967, seeking to determine if a second tax election was

warranted, also inquired into the chief causes for the 1966 defeat.

The largest number of responses, thirty-four, blamed the loss on high

taxes; thirty mentioned a general lack of community understanding; thir-

teen suggested dissatisfaction with some phase of the program, and ten

7

indicated that integration was a factor. Superintendent Miller, and

those in the administration closest to him, believed that integration

weighed heavily in the negative vote. An analysis of the vote, however,

indicates that other factors were important also.

The tax override won majorities in only fov- elementary school

areas, Highland, sixty-one percent; Hyatt, fifty-nine percent; Victoria,

fifty-four percent; Irving, fifty-two percent. Highland and Hyatt were

two schools most recently and directly affected by integration, but as

areas adjoining the University of California, Riverside, they included

a population whose views ca some social issues varied from those of the

community at large. The Victoria area included mostly upper-middle

class families with a strong record of supporting the schools. Voters in

Che Irving area, whose children would be integrated into other schools,

supported the tax, but those in the Lowell and Casa Blanca areas, also to

be directly affectedsturned it down with affirmative votes of forty-eight

percent and thirty-eight percent respectively. The Alcott area, center

of the best organized anti-integration campaign less than a year earlier,

4

7 "Citizens' Committee Report," Riverside.Schools in Action, 4 (March,

1967), p.
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produced a forty-four percent vote in favor of the tax override, two

percentage points better than the district wide total, but less than

normally would be expected from a new upper-middle class residential

area with school age children.

The heaviest negative vote, seventy-one percent opposing the tax,

came in the Arlington Heights citrus area, located in the southern cor-

ner of the district, and served by Harrison Elementary School. Of all

the schools in the system, none stood to be affected less by integration

than Harrison. The next two areas of weakest support, Fremont and High-

grove, with favorable votes of thirty and thirty-one percent respectively,

had long standing grievances against the district, ones which were relat-

ed to integration in only the most remote way.8 There, on the north side

of town, residents had expected a new elementary school to be built with

funds made available by a 1963 bond election. When anticipated growth

failed to develop in that area, the district shied away from any such

plans, thereby necessitating that some students in the area be bussed from

their homes to the old Lincoln School, located in the downtown area. This

was a tolerable, if not desirable, situation until Fremont and Highgrove

schools were expanded. Their expansion permitted all north side residents

to attend one of these two schools, except that now they would be without

bus transportation, owing to the much shorter distances involved.

The failure of a tax election reflected some obvious dissatisfac-

tion withthe schools and the rising cost of their support. Riverside's

8 "Results of June 7, 1966 Tax Override Election," on file with the
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School Dis-
trict, (1966).
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electorate had demonstrated a consistently strong record of supporting

schools. They had approved the last fifty cent increase in the tax rate

9
with a fairly narrow 53.88 percent affirmative vote on May 7, 1963.

Three years later the affirmative vote decreased by nearly twelve percent.

There is reason to believe that the economic aspects of integra-

tion, particularly the very modest cost of transportation, and the closing

of three schools, may have contributed to the local taxpayers' rebellion.

Yet the loss of a tax rate inclease election in California during the

1965-66 term could hardly be considered unusual, even without integration

as an issue. Among unified school districts in the state, fifty-two tax

increase elections were held that year. Twenty-eight of them failed.
10

In June, 1967, the Jurupa School District, immediately adjacent to the

northwest boundary of the Riverside district, defeated a tax override

by a vote of nearly two to one. Integration was not the slightest of

issues there.

If voters held strongly negative feelings toward the Riverside

Unified School District, they had an opportunity in the fall of 1966 to

9 Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School
District, Kay 14, 1963; The results of all bond elections held in the
school district are listed in Appendix F of the text. Between 1962-63
and 1964-65, approximately one-fourih of the tax override elections held
in California failed. During this same period, more than one-third of
the bond elections failed; California, Department of Education, Office
of Evaluation and Research, School District Bond Elections la School
Year, 1960-61 Through 1964-65, ([Sacramento: 1965]); In California, bond
elections require a two-thirds vote for passage, while tax elections re-
quire a simple majority.

10
California, Department of Education, Office of Evaluation and Re-

search, Elections for Assumption of Bonded Indebtedness-of Component
Districts, 1965-66. ([Sacramento: 1966]).
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remove either the board president, Arthur L. Littleworth, or the board

clerk, Mrs. Evelyn Kendrick. They were being challenged by a single

candidate, Raymond P. Horspool. Both incumbents were strong supporters

of integration, although the president's views on the subject were bet-

ter known in the community. Both ran on their records, and bOth called

particular attention to their role in the school integration decision.

Their opponent did not attack the concept of integration, but he did

attempt to capitalize on the issue. Before an audience of Young Repub-

licans on October 20, he claimed that voters opposed integration be-

cause of the cost. As an assessment of conditions, the statement was

at least partially accurate, but offered as a part of a campaign speech,

it was hardly to be taken as a detached observation. On October 25, at

a Civic League candidates' night,.the Horspool position was clarified

when he suggested that integration achieved by means of bussing did not

provide the most efficient use of tax money.

Integration quite clearly could have been a campaign issue had

the voters been interested in letting it become one. They were not. If

some residents were less than completely supportive of integration, they

certainly were not aroused sufficiently to remove a board member. Both

incumbents won handily, Littleworth picking up almost exactly twice as

nany votes as Horspool, with Mrs. Kendrick's margin of victory only slight-

ly less. The challenger had lost convincingly at every one of 110 polling

places in the district.
11

11 Riverside County totals for the election were: Littleworth, 27,672;

Kendrick, 26,682; and Horspool, 13,839; "Statement of All Votes Cast at

the Special Consolidated Election Held November 8, 1966 in the Riverside

Unified School District in Riverside County, State of California," (River-

side: November 28, 1966, Donald D. Sullivan, County Clerk).
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A second try at passing a tax override, this time a sixty cent

increase, succeeded by a very narrdw margin on May 23, 1967. Although

the vote total increased from a 42 percent affirmative vote in 1966, to

50.7 percent in 1967, the campaign opposed to the increase was at least

as intense. Integration was again not a publicized issue. Organized

opposition from a "Committee for Better Education" did not even mention

integration in its campaign. Several quarter page advertisements and a

full page advertisement in the local newspaper complained of high sal-

aries for administrators, t:io many administrators, high taxes, and the

administration's inability to control vandalism, demonstrations, and

extortion.
12

Several other minor issues were raised publicly, but in-

tegration was not among them.

The administration and school board threatened cutbacks in the

school's program as their major issue for attracting favorable votes.

Basically, the question carried by a wide margin in all precincts sur-

rounding the University of California, Riverside, including an affirm-

ative vote upwards of ninety percent in on,1 precinct. It lost in all

of the older sections on the west side of the central city area. As

expected, it also lost by wide margins in the Fremont-Highgrove area on

the north side, and in the Arlington Heights area on the south side.

The predominantly minority Eastside supported the tax strongly, as did

the entire eastern part of the district between Highgrove on the north

and Harrison on the south.

Unlike the earlier election, most of the Arlington section of the

12,
Paid political advertisement, Riverside Press, May 22, 1967.
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city, including the attendance areas of jackson, Adams, Jefferson,

Madison, and Monroe schools, favored the tax measure by a narrow margin,

although where it lost, it lost by relatively convincing margins. Pre-

cincts inckuding all or part of the Alcott attendance area posted be-

tween 55.1 and 60.7 percent majorities, indicating that any residual

feeling against integration was not strong enough to stimulate voting

against school taxes. Precincts which included the area of the former

Lowell and Irving schools produced 60.7 to 72.7 percent majorities in

favor of the tax increase.

One of the more interesting aspects of this election was the dra-

matic change in the Casa Blanca vote. In 1966, Casa Blanca had voted

overwhelmingly against the tax measure (thirty-eight percent in favor),

with a total of 505 votes cast. By 1967, it appeared that many persons

formerly disposed to vote "no" simply stayed away. Only 231 votes were

cast from the two precincts embracing Casa Blanca and parts of the Wash-

ington attendance area adjacent to it. However, not only was the vote

turn out lighter than in 1966, it ran 72.3 percent in favo.: of the tax

override. Several possible conclusions can be drawn from this. The most

apparent is that in 1966, the Mexican-Americans in Casa Blanca were, in

a quiet way, expressing their displeasure over the closing of Casa Blanca

School. It would also seem that the 1967 vhte represented an expression
%

of approval with the district's integration policy on the part of those

Mexican-Americans and Negroes who believed in integration. Conjecture

might also suggest that those who still opposed the closing of Casa Blanca

were becoming resolved to the fact of its closing, and were not motivated

to strike another retaliatory blow at the school district.
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As a matter of fairly safe conjecture, it would appear that the

integration issue helped enlarge the "yes" vote in the predominantly

minority and university communities. It was in these precincts that

13
the vote was most favorable. On the other hand, and with some excep-

tions, it appears that most of the strong opposition was centered in

those areas of the city having relatively few children attending public

schools. This is consistent with national voting patterns, and demon-

strates virtually no relationship to parent backlash against school in-

tegration. It would be reasonably safe to conclude that most negative

votes in Riverside's 1967 tax election were cast against higher taxes,

not against integration. As far as community acceptance of integration

was concerned, the board and administration had little to worry about.

In agreeing to integrate the schools, and by taking concrete steps

in that direction, the board members assumed a definite public tesponsi-

bility. They were attempting to improve the educational opportunity of

minority children, but the larger implication of their action was that

small stcps were taken toward the restructuring of community relationships.

The existing structure was one of separation; their goal was integration.

Both the administration and board realized that their responsibility re-

quired a most careful analysis of just what would develop as a result of

their new policy. The means for accomplishing this was to be a full-scale

13 The total vote in the 1967 tax override election was 9,845 for and

9,601 opposed. The highest affirmative votes came in precinct 17 (High-

land); 279:97; precinct 19 (Hyatt), 302:76; precinct 20 (Highland-
Longfellow), 205:22; precinct 25 (Emerson), 148:47; precinct 54 (Victoria),
188:85; precinct 55 (Victoria-Washington), 199:72; precinct 59 (Washington-

Casa Blanca), 78:16; precinct 96 (Jackson), 177:82; "School Election Pre-

cincts and Attendance Areas for Tax Override, May 23, 1967," [Office of

the Superintendent, Riverside Unified School District].
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evaluation of local school integration, particularly as it related to

children.

On February 7, 1966, the board approved a research plan, which

they entered into jointly with the University of California, Riverside.

The Riverside School Study, as the project became known, was launched

formally at that time. The obvious opportunity for potentially sign'fi-

cant research on integration became immediately apparent to six faculty

members in the departments of psychology, sociology, education, and

anthropology at the university. As a joint study, the project directors

also included the school district's associate superintendent, research

14
director, and director of intergroup education.

Although no school district funds were involved, the venture was

able to secure adequate financial assistance from several other sources.

In November, 1965, soon after the board made its decision to integrate

the schools, Harold Gerard, a university social psychologist, began to

explore not only research possibilities with the school district, but

sources of financial support as well. During that month, two foundations

14
Some changes have developed in the membership and institutional

affiliations of the study's original executive committee as it was con-
stituted early in 1966. As of August, 1968, voting primary investigators
from the Riverside Unified School District included E. Raymond Berry,
superintendent of schools, Mabel Purl, director of research, Jesse Wall,
director of intergroup education, and Ernest Robles, a former elementary
principal. Representatives from the university included Harold B. Gerard,
professor of psychology, Frederick 0. Gearing, associate professor of
anthropology, Harry Singer, associate professor of education, Jane R. Mercer,
associate professor of sociolugy, and Irving G. Hendrick, assistant pro-
fessor of education. Thomas P. Carter, University of Texas, El Paso;
Norman Miller, University of Minnesota; and James A. Green, U.C.L.A; all
of whom were former staff members at the University of California, River-
side, and involved with early stages of the project, have remained as non-
voting primary investigators.
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were approached, ones the Rockefeller Foundation, made an initial.award

of $15,000, and a beginning was at hand. A grant of $25,000 from the

Regents of the University of California, and an additional $10,000 from

Rockefeller Foundation helped markedly to launch the early collection

of data. Largely as a result of inquiries originated by Thomas P. Carter

of the University's education department, the California State Depart-

ment of Education was approached formally for support. It has been the'

substantial and continuing support of the state department, as adminis-

trators of funds made available through the state McAteer Act, that has

sustained a major portion of the opr!ration thus far. In all, $641,979

was made available from this source between the spring of 1966, and

August 30, 1968. A large grant-to the university from the U.S. Public

Health Service, intended primarily for the psychological aspects of the

study headed by Gerard, together with continued state support, and other

smaller grants, will place the total cost of the research effort at

$1,450,702 by the end of the 1968-69 fiscal year.

The intent of those who joined together to form the Riverside

School Study was to make a large, longitudinal study of the growth and

development of normal children in an increasingly 4ntegrated setting.

More specific, the prime purpose was to study the short and long term

effects of desegregation and eventual integration on the academic achieve-

ment, level of aspiration, achievement motivation, peer group adjustment,

and emotional adjustment of both minority children being desegregated

in the fall of 1966, and children already attending the receiving schools.

Two other avenues of university involvement were extended, although these

were not as closely related to the basic research activity. One included
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the development and evaluation of a special "third culture" curriculum

for use with kindergarten and first grade children in racially integrated

classes at Emerson Elementary School. The other involved the development

and evaluation of an in-service training program for teachers who were

to be assigned racially mixed classes.

All children attending Lowell, Irving, and Casa Blanca schools

during the 1965-66 term were included in the study, as were those who in

September, 1965, were transferred out of kindergarten through third grades

at Lowell, and out of kindergarten at Irving in order to attend integra-

ted schools a year before general integration. A random sample of 698

white children, drawn from the eleven receiving schools, was also includ-

ed. Since the basic research design was longitudinal, intending to meas-

ure behavioral and attitudinal change over time, it was absolutely essen-

tial that a pre-measure be made of children, their families, and teachers

during the spring and summer of 1966. "After" measures were first taken

in the spring and summer of 1967, with plans calling for others to be

made at regular intervals thereafter. Altogether 1777 children partici-

pated in the study, including roughly forty-one percent white, thirty-six

percent 14%xican-American, and thirty-two percent Negro.

Data have been acquired through a wide variety of means, including

tests, teacher ratings of students, teacher self-ratings, teacher inter-

views, principal interviews, child interviews, parent interviews, school

records on the child, and direct observation. After analysis, the seem-

ingly limitless wealth of information is expected to yield insights into

relationships between the environmental ings of the school and home,
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on one hand, and the child's social, emotional, academic, and attitude

development on the other.

An acknowledged weakness of the design is the absence of a con-

trol group, thus making it more difficult to isolate the extent to which

changes in children's behavior are the result of integration. Neverthe-

less, it was felt that by selecting children who will have experienced

similar amounts of desegregation, but at different points in time, ft

would be possible to estimate the amount of change resulting from the

inl.egration experience and the amount attributable to changes in the

larger environmental context. A second problem, and one which has been

completely unavoidable, concerns attrition. A gradual erosion in the

size of the sample group has occurred, and promises to continue for as

long as the study is in operation. This limitation was considered in the

beginning, and the original sample size increased to account for it.

Still, however, tha smallness of the minority sample at some schools

severely limits the number of comparisons that can be made between schools.

There is one other problem from a strictly experimental point of

view, whiCh is a virtue in almost every other sense. Although the study

is expected to continue for at least six years, and hopefully longer, the

schools are not continuing with their 1966 curriculum and instructional

approaches just to avoid confounding the research. Both personnel and

programs are changing. In the case of at least a few elementary schools

in Riverside, that change promises to be quite dramatic.

Limitations not withstanding, the study promises to reveal much

information concerning both the anticipated and unanticipated consequences
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of integration. It is expected that the findings will point the way to

needed adjustments in the school's program. Informal feedback of find-

ings have been made periodically to both the schools and the community,

even though a full statistical analysis has not always been possfble.

For example, on September 2, 1966, during the first summer of data col-

lection, and even before the last parent interview had been completed,

Professor Jane R. Mercer forwarded to the school district's associate

superintendent a list of twenty-one concerns expressed by white, Negro,

and Mexican-American parents. Within a matter of a few days, the disue

trict had reorganized most of the list into categories of problem areas,

and distributed copies to school principals and others directly concern-

ed. Some of the problems identified by the parents and communicated by

Mercer could be solved almost immediately, while solutions could be at

15
least sOught for the others.

Community reaction to the study has been generally good. Two

groups of parents, one in the Alcott area, and another from the Eastside,

objected to certain aspects of the study. Sixteen Alcott parents object-

ed to specific items in the children's interview schedule, especially

th\se bearing on peer group relationships. Concerns of a Mexican-

American group from the Eastside were more general.in nature, and involv-

ed both the line of questioning and the methods used. In the case of

the last group, a threat was made not to *support the tax election unless

15 rane] R. Mercer, Riverside, California, to R[ay] Berry, associate
superintendent, [Riverside, California], September 2, 1966, L.S.; "Con-
cerns Regarding Integration as Expressed by Parents," Ditto,(Riverside:

Riverside Unified School District, [September, 1966]).
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reconsideration was given to some parts of the study. Both problems

were settled with a minimum of difficulty, and without any significant

inconvenience to the study.

After two years of integration and two years of data collection,

little in the way of concrete results has emerged. Some early indica-

tions concerning the academic performance of integrated children were re-

leased by the district's research director in November, 1967. These find-

ings suggested that the academic benefits of integration were "perhaps"

not immediately apparent, particularly for very young children. There

wai some evidence that integrated children were challenged to do their

best when working with a group of academically motivated pupils. It ap-

peared that groups of integrated students achieved at different levels

according to the level of the children with whom they were grouped. The

most able minority students appeared to have gained the most from inte-

gration after two years. Clustering minority children together in a sin-

gle class, or grouping them with low achieving pupils, resulted in con-

tinued low achievement. A recent comparison of reading scores made by

Harry Singer seemed to reveal neither a deterioration nor an improvement

in reading achievement among integrated students after two years.
16

While the addition of pupils from minority areas lowered the mean

scores of the receiving schools, it did not lower the.achievement of the

-receiving school students. In summarizing her findings, Dr. Purl stated,

%"...It is possible to say with assurance that the presence of lower a-

chieving integrated pupils has not affected the achievement status of the

16
Statement made to the author by Harry Singer on August 29, 1968.
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receiving children in the prinary grades, where test scores are currently

available."
17

If, after one or two years of integration, minority gains

in achievement were less than clear, at least the absence of white de-

clines provided some measure of assurance to the community.

The first written analysis of the dilemmas facing teachers, in

their attempt to stimulate the cultural and structural integration of

Negro and Mexican-American pupils, was presented by Jane R. Mercer in

May, 1968. Ber report was a non-statistical analysis based on tran-

-scriptions of group interviews with more than one hundred elementary

teachers and their principals-during the first summer follawing general

desegregation. Dilemmas in areas of discipline, grading, and ability

grouping were found to perplex the teacher in his attempt to deal effec-

tively with a substantial percentage of the minority students. The prob-

lems facing the minority children were substantial too, since by far the

greatest burden of adjustment falls upon them.

Specific dilemmas facing the teachers concern the desirability

or lack of same in maintaining dual standards of discipline and grading.

Teachers have, after all, been admonished at one time or another in their

lives to attend relentlessly to the individual needs of their students,

while at the same time maintaining clearly defined and consistent stand-

ards of discipline and grading. Choices facing the teacher of a desegre-

gated -- but not yet integrated -- classroom are most difficult ones,

with the potential of making wrong choices ominous. It is likely, for

17
Mabel C. Purl, The Effect of Integration on the Achievement of Ele-

mentary Pupils, Mimeo, (Riverside: Riverside Unified School District,
Department of Research and Evaluation, November, 1967), pp. 20-21, 29.
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example, that some minority parents interpret the lower grades assigned

to their children in the receiving schools as discriminatory and are dis-

turbed by them. Yet a double standard of grading, or grading on "improve-

ment" over a sustained period of time, might eventually lead to a dual

standard of expe.!tations, thereby helping to defeat one of the primary

goals of desegregation, namely the cultural integration of the child.

Dilemmas in the area of enforcing standards of student conduct are

even more difficult, because they are far more likely to occur in full

view of the class, and on a daily basis. As Mercer described it, the

teacher is faced with a choice between following a policy of "even-handed

justice," or "respect for individual differences."
18

While the two pol-

icies are not mutually exclusive, a reliance on one or the other will

likely produce conflict. It is left to the skillful and sensitive teach-

er to operate effectively on both sides of a thin line which separates a

policy of individual accommodations from one of clearly defined stand-

ards. A continued and visible application of dual standards in matters

of discipline could easily lead to a total dissolution of classroom order.

On the other hand, continued dispensing of discipline to a single group

Negroes -- would likely lead to further and further alienation. In this

respect, the teacher's challenge is not an enviable one.

Thus far, the most extensively publicized report-of teacher atti-

tudes concerning integration has not been released by the Riverside School

Study, but rather by the city's newspapers. ,In spite of the obvious

18 Jane R. Mercer, Issues and Dilemmas in School Desegregation: A Case
Study, Delivered to the 17th Western Regional Conference on Testing Prob-

lems, Mimeo, (San Francisco: Educational Testing Service, May 3, 1968).
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dilemmas which face them, it would appear that teachers have not been

overwhelmed by the challenges of integration. On October 5, 1967, the

Riverside Press released results from its poll of nearly one-fifth of

the district's teachers. While the sample group were critical of school

discipline and grading practices, and were less than satisfied with their

salaries, most were either satisfied with, or preferred to reserve judg-

ment on the school integration policy. Thirty-two percent indicated that

integration had "improved the system despite some problems," while nine-

teen percent felt that the negative impact exceeded the positive. The

remainder were either awaiting further indications or felt that integra-

tion had thus far demonstrated no major effect either way.

Individual interviews made with all elementary principals during

the summer of 1967, revealed that integration was not seriously disrup-

ting the educational progran of eileir schools. Virtually all supported

the district's new policy, and believed that minority children were bene-

fiting from it. Most felt that teachers were doing an adequate job in

terms of encouraging both social integration and higher levels of aca-

demic achievement on the part of minority children. On the negative side,

most observed that minority children had experienced more behavior prob-

lems than the receiving school students, and that both they and their

parents presented the schools with serious problems in communication.

Mmch of this will likely be attributable to the cultural clash which oc-

curs between the dominant middle class institution and people who have
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historically adhered to different values. Part of the explanation could

be attributable to simple adjustment problems in a strange school, and

might not be related to broader class and cultural conflicts.

In spite of the Home-School Program, and the effective service

rendered by school-community aides, communication between the home and

school has remained a problem. Some teachers and principals have visit-

ed in the homes of minority children, but the practice has not been wide-

spread. Several principals who had made such calls, often "just to visit,"

found that in each case they were warmly received. The value of this kind

of communication, taking place in an atmosphere free of tension, should

be obvious. Unfortunately, much of that which occurs between the school

staff and the minority parent is decidedly unpleasant, and presents a

threat to both. In the course of one interview a principal remarked:

Now, this call I had to this family this morning, I hate to call

that family because:every time I do it's a great big hassle. They

say the child isn't guilty and that we're picking on him and every-

thing else. The easiest thing that I can do is to just forget it.

Take the steel ball-bearings away from the kid and say, "Naughty,

naughty, don't do that again," and fail to call his parents. But

if I do, I'm letting him down and I'm letting the school down.

It is relatively easy to list the areas of difficulty facing chil-

dren, parents, teachers, and principals in an integrated school, but it

is harder to assess the intensity of individual feelings. However, in

spite of some obvious problems, an overriding impression formed in the

course of interviewing the principals was that their adaptation to a

policy of integration was .really proving quite bearable.19

19 A detailed sociological analysis of the process by which teachers
and principals adapt themselves to a policy of integration is being pre-

paied by Jane R. Mercer, under the tentative title, "Confrontations: The

School in the Vortex of Social Change."



CHAPTER VIII

PERSPECTIVE

Equality of educational opportunity has been an expressed goal

of American educational reformers since the dawn of the republic. Its

precise meaning has never been defined with clarity, but in recent years

it has come to imply that educators should make special efforts to alle-

viate the very unequal conditions under which most minority children

attend school. With extensive federal support schooi leaders have de-

vised many special programs. -A virtual avalanche of "new" approaches,

intended either to compensate for the negative effects of minority iso-

lation, or to end the isolation itself, have been advanced. In the case

of compensatory education, many proposals have become policy, while pro-

gress toward integration has been so slow as to be hardly observable.

Most of the experimental programs and larger projects designed

to compensate for an inadequate education in the ghetto have been greet-

ed enthusiastically at first, only to be sul,jected to misgivings and

even disillusionment later. The discouraging conclusion nost evalua-

tors have reached is that even the boldest and costliest programs have

,been shown to be of dubious value -- at least in the short run. The

More Effective Schools Program (MES) in New York City, for example, be-

gan with even more hope than usual. It had affected a marked and seem-

ingly significant reduction in the pupil-teacher ratio, reducing it

from approximately twenty-eight to one in 1963, to twelve to one in 1965.
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A bolder or costlier compensatory program could hardly have been asked

for, but after two years, students in the MES schools were shown to have

exhibited no fundamental improvement in academic competence. In discuss-

ing the impact of what might: be termed the "improved schools" approach

on the academic attainment of minority children, David K. Cohen conclud-

ed: "Compensatory programs in schools isolated by race and social class

have resulted in no substantial or lasting improvement in students' aca-

1
demic competence."

As a matter of honesty, and in spite of some optimistic indica-

tions, it is not known for sure whether two years of integration is pro-

ducing "substantial or lasting improvement" either. If the basic ex-

planation for continued low achievement rests with the family, the cul-

ture, or is psychologically based, then it is doubtfpl that educators

can expect to find a solution to the problem within two years, regard-

less of what they attempt. Nevertheless, assuming that a positive as-

sociation and academic inteiaction with higher achieving students will

help, integration still holds the greatest hope. So far, evidence col-

lected nationally appears to affirm that the presence of higher achiev-

ing students in a classroom does indeed cast a significant influence on

lawer achieving students in the same class.

The reality of racial isolation in small cities, as well as large

ones, is well known. The reality of sustained inaction in the area of

1
'Policy for the Public Schools: Compensation and Integration," Har-

vard Educational Review, 38 (Winter, 1968), p. 117; David Cchen is the
principal author of Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights, (Washington: G.P.O., 1967), 2 vols.
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ending racial isolation is equally well knawn. Unfortunat:ely, in the

nation's largest cities, the remaining alternatives open for bringing

about integration are exceedingly limited. Educational parks serving

relatively large geographical areas are still a remote possibility.

Metropolitanization has also been proposed as an idea for increasing

the racial heterogeneity of the schools. It would require a redefini-

tion of school district jurisdictions to encourage the crossing of city,

county, and even state boundaries, in the interest of securing a broad-

er base from which to draw students. Neither educational parks nor

-metropolitanization appear likely of immediate implementation in the

largest cities.

As a social goal, there are signs to indicate that the integra-

tion movement is in serious trouble. Increasingly, some Negro Americans

have spoken in favor of continuing the separatist pattern of existence,

Certainly as the ideology of black nationalism spreads, there is less

likelihood that integration will receive even the slight attention it

did three years ago. It has not been abandoned, but its primacy among

the goals of the black revolution has been challenged. Black power, when

discussed within the context of education, has implied a desire to control

the neighborhood schools of the ghetto. School decentralization has

thus come to be a more current goal among indigenous Negro leaders of the

inaer city than dispersal of students. Although this approach wuld do

nothing to alter the racial composition of the schools, it could conceivably

help to increase the level of community pride. Responsibility for success

within such a system would rest squarely with the community itself.
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The greatest reason for reluctance in accepting a policy of neigh-

borhood control, or decentralization, is that with it comes a loag term

lease on separatism. Metropolitanism tends to enhance the possibility

of integration, decentralization helps to assure its delay. Dilemmas

face both black and white policy makers at every turn. Local control,

i.e., black power applied to education in Negro neighborhoods, and inte-

gration are both considered good. Because the possibility of integra-

tion is so remote in most large cities, it seems likely that public prior-

ity in those places will fall to decentralization by default.

Among the comparatively fewer working class and middle class Ne-

groes in Middle sized cities, smaller cities, and suburbs, it is probable

that integration will be retained as a firm goal. In these places, the

option of choosing integration is still open to local school boards. At

base their options have numbered three for a long time: some form of

integration, improved segregated education, or nothing. Since funds from

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 became

available, there has developed an increasing commitment to the second op-

tion. There has never been serious question about an historical dedica-

tion to the third. But with reference to the first, integration, pre-

cious little action has been taken, often for very pragmatic reasons.

As long as residential segregation continues, hope for integra-

ted schools remains cilm. As long as economic conditions facing minor-

ities are unfavorable, the prospects of integrated residential areas

will remain unfavorable. But while de facto school segregation is prob-

'ably more immediately the result than the cause of these other inequities,
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the relationship is a circular one. Integrated education is certainly a

logical step in the long-term solution of problems relating to segre-

gated housing and equal job opportunities. It is in some ways the most

dramatic -- and the most challenging -- form of integration possible,

since it almost inevitably crosses socio-economic class lines as well as

racial lines. Integrated housing, and even equal job opportunities, im-

ply that equality of conditions, e.g., wealth and training, are already

equal, and that once discrimination is relieved, integration will be re-

alized. School integration involves more than eliminating discrimination;

it is also fundamentally corrective in nature.

The nation as a whole has seemed reluctant to accept this much in-

tegration. Desegregation, where it has occurred, has almost inevitably

followed requests, demands, extended debate, and, in some cases, court

orders. By themselves, and without substantial stimulation, school boards

have been helpless to change the segregated conditions which prevail.

Some kind of outside stimulus is needed. The most effective stIpplied thus

far has come from federal and state governments, especially the courts.

It appears, however, that by about 1963, the courts reached a plateau, be-

yond which they have been unwilling to move. Generally speaking, based

on recent decisions of the federal district courts, circuit courts of

appeal, and state supreme courts, the law of the land now prohibits any

form of deliberate segregation, be it of the de jure or:of the intentional

de facto variety -- such as the deliberate gerrymandering of attendance

areas to enforce segregation. On the other hand, the courts have not

agreed on the affirmative responsibility of school districts to relieve

existing de facto segregated conditions which they did not create. In
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California, however, the law has been extended to include this interpre-

tation as well.

The perspective on school integration in California appears to be

much like that of the eation as a whole. Several relatively small, school

systems across the nation, including those of White Plains, New York, and

Evanston, Illinois, as two of the most notable examples, have devised

thorough racial balance plans. In California, the school districts of

two very different communities, Riverside and Berkeley, have .come forth

with plans for the complete desegregation and progressive integration of

minority students. Each calls for approximate racial balance to be main-

tained throughout the entire kindergarten through twelfth grade system.

One larger city, Sacramento, has approved a less thorough plan, involv-

ing the adjustment of school boundaries and limited bussing as the p/in-

cipal means for reducing segregation. Concern for desegregation in

Sacramento followed a preliminary injunction directing the superintend-

ent and board of education to study and to complete a plan for junior

high sehool desegregation.2

In spite of some improvements in Sacramento, Berkeley and River-

side remain the only cities.in California (and in the nation) with popu-

lations exceeding 100,000, to adopt complete racial balance plans.

Berkeley's plan was approved" by its school-board on January 16, 1968.

It involves what may be viewed as an expanded "Princeton plan," or tile

2
Cyrus S. Keller, Jr., etc., et al, V. Sacramento City Unified School

District, et al, 8 (1963-64), Sacramento County California, Superior Court,
No. 146525, October 8, 1963, in Race Relations Law Reporter, pp. 1406-1409.
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reorganization of elementary schools into separate kindergarten through

.third grade primary units, and fourth through sixth grade intermediate

schools. Bussing is to be involved for approximately 3,500 elementary

students, ircluding white as well as Negro. District authorities have

projected that by September, 1968, no school will have a Negro enroll-

ment of fewer than thirty-two percent, nor more than forty-seven per-

cent.
3

Berkeley's plan is obviously much different from that of River-

side. Then, too, Berkeley and Riverside are markedly different kinds of

cities. Conditions present in Berkeley during 1967 and 1968 were unlike

those present in Riverside during 1965 and 1966. But even holding the

factor of time constant, the contrast would be almost as great. River-

side is a larger school district, with a total enrollment in 1966, grades

kindergarten through Melve, of 25,738. Berkeley's enrollment for the

same grades and in the same year was 15,658. Even more significant w.as

the fact that Berkeley's Negro enrollment was 40.8 percent, Riverside's

6.5 percent. In addition, Riverside enrolled 10.7 percent Mexican-

American, most of whom were educationally and economically disadvantaged.

Berkeley enrolled 7.9 percent Oriental students, a group generally not

considered to be educationally disadvantaged at all.

The physical location of schools in the two districts, together

with their size and number of minority students involved, helped to

3 Intesrated quality Education, A study of educational parks and other

alternatives for urban needs, (Berkeley: Berkeley Unified School District,
July, 1968).
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assure that the plans would be different. With schools dispersed fair-

ly evenly among areas of the city inhabited predominantly by a lower

socio-economic minority population in the lowlands, a higher socio-

economic majority group in the hill area, and a more heterogeneous middle

status group in between, Berkeley was well suited to a plan of dividing

schools and cross-bussing. Riverside, with schools spread over a wider

geographical area, with a comparatively low minority enrollment, and with

twenty-four of its twenty-seven elementary schools being predominantly

white, was much less suited to a cross-bussing arangement.

In other ways, economically, socially, and politically, the two

communities differed also. Owing to a greater concentration of industry,

and in spite of a much higher percentage of minority residents, Berkeley's

assessed valuation per elementary school chit, 4as more than sixty per-

cent higher than that of Riverside.
4

Politically, the contrast was nark-

ed. Berkeley may be thought of as a liberal city, Riverside as a much

more conservative one. In recent years, the voters of Berkeley have con-

sistently supported Democratic candidates, while those ir Riverside have

somewhat.less consistently preferred Republicans.
5

The presence of the University of California is felt heavily in

Berkeley. Indeed in some ways, including economic, it is almost the dom-

inant force. A much smaller campus of the university has begun to play

4 During the 1965-66 year, the assessed valuation of district property
per elementary school child was $11,228 in Riverside, and $17,863 ha

Berkeley. Average Daily Attendance and Selected Financial Statistics of
California School Districts 1965-1966, California, Department of Education,
Bureau of Educational Research, [Sacramento]: 1966).

5
See Appendix C of text.
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an increasingly significant role in the affairs of Riverside, but a com-

parison between the two would be strained. Berkeley is a university town;

Riverside is a town with a campus of the university.

Both school boards underwent struggles and tension prior to an-

nouncing their decisions in favor of total integration, but a sheer tally

of'events in the two places could not convey accurately a feeling for the

social climate. Riverside, for eample, experienced arson which destroy-

ed one of the segregated schools, a petition to the school board calling

for integration, andsa school boycott. Yet it all happened inside of two

weeks and with a minimum of strong feeling generated either before or

since. Berkeley, on the other hand, experienced a far more involved

series of events which aroused deeper feelings over a longer period of

time, but without a fire and without a boycott. Neither the Berkeley nor

the Riverside board were ever in danger of being presented in court. Both

acted on their own beliefs, but in response to pressure also. A school

board could hardly be expected to venture forth with a plan of social

engineering the likes of school integration without some firm basis of

support in the community.

The principal lesson in the politics of education is that neither

board vacillated, but rather each declared its commitment clearly and un-

equivocally. Procedurally, each approached the matter. differently. Berke-

ley's plan was formulated after receiving proposals from just about every-

body in the community who had a proposal to make -- teachers, P.T.A.'s

and citizens.

Taking local conditions and community feelings into account,
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nothing could have been gained by this procedure in Riverside. If cross-

bussing and school reorganization had been either feasible or desirable,

the board undoubtedly would have needed to open the matter to more ex-

tensive community discussion. But given the circumstances at hand, ex-

tended debate would likely have aroused white parents unsympathetic to

integration, would have markedly frustrated Negro aspirations, and prob-

ably would have resulted in some less decisive solution. Reasonable con-

jecture might suggest that an improved open enrollment or optional inte-

gration plan would have been formulated. Possibly plan similar to

the one adopted could have been realized, but almost assuredly its sched-

ule for implementation would have been slower. As different as the ex-

periences of Riverside and Berkeley were, the fact that both school

boards approved total integration plans means that they shared a common

distinction.

Riverside's action in 1965 followed wave of pro-integration

pressure led and supplied by a group of Negroes operating independent of

the established civil rights organizations. In spite of considerable

tension which was felt over a short period of time, the integration

;

crisis reached an effective and apparently permanent conclusion. The

board.'s decision of'October 25, 1965, made the Riverside Unified School

District the largest school system in the nation wi.th a fully articu-

6
lated racial balance plan.

6 In 1965, Riverside 'ranked 165th in size among.all of the nation's

school systems; in 1967, it ranked 148th. Educatianal Directory 1964-

1965, and 1966-67, Part II, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Office of Education, (Washington: G.P.O., 1966 and 1967), 2 vols.
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At the time of its commitment, the board was not aware of this

historic distinction, although the members did know that school inte-

gration had not yet become common practice. It had all seemed so natural,

so right, and not overly difficult either. Three elementary schools were

to be closed inside of two years. All students formerly attending the

three schools would be reassigned to other predominantly white schools,

and with bus transportation provided. A firm decision had been made, con-

crete steps taken, specific dates set, and an indication of the plan's

permanency made. In the opinion of Superintendent Bruce Miller, all of

these actions helped to assure acceptance of the plan in both the minor-

7
ity and majority communities.

Bussing has never been a popular approach to desegregation nation-

ally. In fact, judging from the national response, one might even ques-

tion the popularity of desegregation itself. It is bussing, however,

particularly the idea of bussing white children into a minority neigh-

borhood, that has stirred the most passion. By avoiding'even serious

public discussion of that issue, the Riverside board was able to ef-

fect dramatic change in a relatively conservative community without

arousing extensive passions. The careful attention to many mechanical

details, particularly in pointing out the plan's low cost, also helped

keep the situation manageable.

7
Presentation Made Bruce Miller, Superintendent of Schools, River-

side Unified School District, to the California State Board of Education,
transcript, (January 12, 1966).



Since the integration plan was adopted in October, 1965, no pres-

sure has developed to abandon it or to push it back. Most in the com-

munity, including both minority and majority citizens, appear to be

accepting integration without public comment, as if it had always been

the policy. Demonstrated leadership on the part of the board and ad-

ministration helped immeasurably to assure the acceptability of inte-

gration. So did the presence in the city of a favorable newspaper, a

point the importance of which should not be underestimated. It is al-

together conceivable that an antagonistic press could have stirred con-

siderable hostility to integration in the community.

Paradoxically, in spite of the basically more liberal nature of

the Berkeley community, an almost exactly opposite situation has de-

veloped with regard to the local newspapers. In 1964, when the Berkeley

board adopted its junior high school integration plan, the Berkeley

Gazette bitterly opposed both the board and the plan, and even sparked

8
an unsuccessful recall diive to oust the board. Riverside's experience

could not have been more different. The Press and Daily Enterprise sup-

ported the school board at every turn, and if anything, helped spur it

into taking affirmative action.

A course of action cat be approved by a school board, and if the

community concurs with it, or at least if they are not negatively aroused

by it, the matter is often forgotten. Integration decisions, even when

popularly supported, cannot afford to be forgotten. If they are, inte-

gration itself will likely be lost. Even the best conceived integration

8
"It's Time for a Showdown with the School Board" (editorial), Berke-

ley Gazette, May 20, 1964.
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plan begins as little more than a plan to desegregate children. Actual

social integration is achieved through the sustained efforts áf school

boards, administrators, teachers, parents, and children themieIves. For

the schools even to maintain desegregation, periodic attention is re-

quired. As evidence of its continuing commitment to the 1965 policy

statement, the Riverside Loard took three actions in 1968, intended to

extend and sustain the policy's effectiveness.

Of the twenty-seven elementary schools operating in 1965, one was

not touched immediately by the integration decision, and one other was

dealt with only partially. In 1965, the minority enrollment at Long-

fellow School was 48.6 percent. The administration had considered re-

ducing the ratio of minority to majority students at that time, but in-

stead decided to delay action. Sentiment among the residents of the

area was clearly in favor of staying at Longfellow, and while the school

was out of balance ethnically, the situation was less than critical. By

the 1967-68 term, the minority enrollment had risen to 57.9 percent. In

the case of a second school, Emerson, a similar situation was developing.

In February, 1966, the first steps were taken toward reducing the minor-

ity percentage there, but while the effort succeeded in lowering it from

55.4 percent to 42.9 percent, an upward trend was still evident.

The 1968 solution to the Emerson problem was merely an extension

of the 1966 boundary revision, but with students already attending Emer-

son permitted to remain there.. New students would enter either Hyatt

or Highland schools. The Longfellow policy called for the removal from
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that school's attendance area of a narrow six square block area known as

the Longfellow "corridor." The corridor had remained as an unpleasant

symbol of boundary policies instituted during an earlier day. A total of

111 students in this area were reassigned to six different elementary

schools. Just as in 1966, a public meeting was held to explain the plan,

and each family whose child was to be transferred received a call or visit

from a community education aide. Following final board approval of the

plan on August 6, the community aides made another call, this time advis-.

ing each family of the new policy.

Probably the most significant of the 1968 decisions concerned a

specific extension of the integration policy to include the junior high

schools. It had been assumed earlier by the administration and board that

the secondary schools did not require attention, since they were already

integrated. Integrated they were, but by December, 1967, the five junior

high schools were becoming increasingly imbalanced, ranging in minority

registration from a low of 5.3 percent to a high of 37.3 percent. The

plan adopted on May 6, 1968, promised to narrow that range to between

9

twelve and twenty-five percent.

Aside from the educational merits of the plan, which had grown in-

creasingly apparent to many as the difficulties grew more intense at the

junior high school with the highest minority enrollment, was the fact that

it had been initiated by the administration without prior public pressure.

9
Minutes of the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified School

District, May 6, 1968; See Appendix L of text.
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Integration had been confirmed as a viable policy, one that the district

could be trusted to keep alert to and introduce modifications in when

warranted. It is significant also that hardly a breath of community

opposition was raised.

No one can fault the Riverside board and administration for a

lack of sensitivity to the need for racially balanced schools. A con-

tinuing concern for the success of integration would have to be focused

on the individual schools themselves. As a matter of district policy,

several actions have been taken in order to facilitate integration, al-

though their purposes have been more global than that. Conceptually

they have centered around greater school autonomy and staff involve-

ment, the purpose being to encourage individual teachers and principals

to take a more active hand in improving instruction. In order to facili-

tate this, the administration has instituted a policy of partial de-

centralization, permitting schobl staffs to experiment with new ways of

organizing instruction. Conceivably this will include attempts to re-

organize parts of the curriculum and seek ways to permit maximum flexi-

bility and instructional efficiency.

Each school is to be given its own budget for purposes of plan-

ning and encouraging autonomy. The district administration plans to

assume more of a role in reviewing and evaluating school programs, but

less responsibility for directing those programs. In effect, the policy

amounts to something of a new pedagogical honesty, the realization at

last being that no single instructional approach, or set of instruction-

al approaches, have been proven most effective. OlLce this is admitted,
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it makes little sense to require that tx,,mnty-four elementary schools ad-

here to the same means of instruction. Integration was not required in

order for the schools to take a hard look at their curriculum and in-

structional approaches, but it helped. The stresses and frustrations

with which some teachers and students have been beset have provided an

additional and very important stimulus to change.

The Riverside Board of Education and school administration have

met their social responsibilities x,,m11. Although their integration

plan was not as bold as that adopted in Berkeley a little over two years

later, it was really rather progressive for its date and community set-

ting. Since its adoption, the plan has been extended to meet new con-

tingencies as they develop. What xaas a written plan in 1965, has been

turned into an on-going coMmitment. Racial balance will be maintained.

Teachers and principals have been encouraged to introduce policies they

can justify in order to help achieve the reality of integration.

It is often assumed that the community at large will be looking

to achievement results as a key indication of whether or not integra-
s

tion is succeeding. In some ways it is unfortunate to.judge the value

of integration by its ability to stimulate higher academic competence.

Such a criterion is narrow at best. School integ.ation was never in-

tended as a means of instruction, to be evaluated in the same way as

one would judge the worth of team teaching, or instructional media.

If ever there was any doubt, it is becoming increasingly clear from the

early experience in. Riverside, that meaningful school integration can-

not be effected rapidly enough to provide an instant cure for social
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and educational maladies. One hardly should be disappointed when the

impossible is not attained.

Compensatory education could not offer such a cure, and in all

probability, neither will any other form of social organization de-

vised within a school setting. Faith in school integration, as the

best and most just form of social organization, is based on a fundamen-

tal democratic belief in the equality of man. In a fully integrated and

equitable society, there are ample reasons to believe that group differ-

ences in educational attainment would not appear. Aile it does not

represent full equality in and of itself, school integration is an im-

portant step toward full.equality. For that reason, it should also hold

the best long_term promise for educational gains, assuming that inter-

vening social and psychological factors do not arise to confound the

issue.
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APPENDIX A

CITY OF RIVERSIDE

POPULATION CHART 1870-1968

YEAR

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1945
A

1950

1960

1965
B

1966
B

POPULATION

1,358

4,683

7,973

15,212

19,341

29,696

34,696

43,939

46,764

84,332

133,200

136,800

SOURCE: Census data, 1870-1960

A
Special census

BDepartment of Finance: California Population 1967,
Sacramento, California, October 1967.
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APPENDIX B

RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

PUPIL ENROLLMENTS BY RACE

1964-65 (December, 1964)

240

Total Caucasian Negro
Mexican-
American

Other
Minority

Total
Minority

Percent
Minority
1964-1965

Alcott 687 682 3 2 0 5 .7

Adams 627 574 .11 31 11 53 8.5

Bryant 234 228 2 1 3 6 2.6

Casa Blanca 485 1 133 330 1 464 99.8
Emerson 359 188 148 17 6 171 47.6
Fremont 532 448 0 83 1 84 15.8
Grant 258 225 7 24 2 33 12.8
Harrison 440 395 21 22 2 45 10.2
Hawthorne 457 383 5 54 15 74 16.2
Highgrove 426 333 0 93 0 93 21.8
Highland 457 431 0 2 24 26 5.7

Hyatt 396 383 0 4 9 13 3.3

Irving 326 0 183 142 1 326 100.0
Jackson 803 782 3 14 4 21 2.6

'Jefferson 832 ,793 8 27 4 39 4.7
Ilberty 433 400 5 21 7 33 7.6

Lincoln 366 280 4 78 4 86 23.5

Longfellow 511 309 101 98 3 202 39.5

Lowell 355 7 198 145 2 345 97.2
Madison 605 497 8 98 2 108 17.9

Magnolia 624 610 0 13 1 14 2.2

Monroe 828 805 3 15 5 23 2.8

Mt. View 985 894 45 32 14 91 9.2

Pachappa 371 361 4 2 4 10 2.7

Palm 405 378 . 5 20 2 27 6.7

Sunshine 82 65 6 9 2 17 20.7

Victoria 514 503 1 6 4 11 2.1
Washinston 573 464 37' 69 3 109 19.0

TOTAL 13,951 11,422 941 1,452 136 2,529 18.1

Central 1,053 873 69 105 6 180 17.1

Chemawa 1,300 1,231 5 59 5 69 5.3

Gage 1,010 776 59 172 3 234 23.2

Sierra 1,285 1,223 16 42 4 62 4.8

University 899 580 168 144 7 319 35.5

TOTAL 5,547 4,683 317 522 25 864 15.6

Poly 2,653 2,279 172 195 7 374 14.1

Ramona 2,873 .2,617 66 179 11 256 8.9

TOTAL 5,526 4,896 238 374 18 630 11.4

DISTRICT
TOTALS 25,024 21,001 1,496 2,348 179 4,023 16.1



1967-68 (December, 1967)

241

Total Number Number Number Total Percent Percent Percent
Enroll- Cauca- Number Mexican- Other Number Minority Minority Minority
ment sians Negro American Minority Minority 1967-68 1966-67 1965-66

Adams 748 580 49 110 9 168 22.6 17.9 10.6
Alcott 684 587 -PI 16 2 97 14.2 10.3 2.7
Bryant 320 263 96 30 1 57 17.8 11.8 3.7
Castle View 311 279 32 32 10.2
Emerson 382 210 150 16 6 172 45.0 42.9 55.4
Fremont 703 493 4 198 8 210 29.8 24.8 21.4
Grant 237 198 6 31 2 39 16.4 18.2 20.4
Harrison 598 502 22 62 12 96 16.0 22.2 20.9
Hawthorne 509 389 11 81 28 120 23.5 26.0 21.9
Highgrove 562 424 4 131 3 138 24.5 19.8 23.7
"Highland 758 653 63 16 26 105 13.8 13.9 4.1
Hyatt 430 377 32 8 13 53 11.3 13.6 6.4
Jackson 984 792 71 120 1 192 19.5 18.0 1.9
Jefferson 943 737 74 128 4 206 21.8 19.5 3.5
Liberty 515 414 22 71 8 101 19.6 20.3 17.5
Longfellow 540 227 154 154 5 313 57.9 54.7 48.6
Madison 592 466 17 106 3 126 21.2 21.3 22.3
Magnolia 684 555 30 95 4 129 18.8 13.8 4.1
Monroe 899 705 41 145 8 194 21.5 13.6 5.0
Mt. View 1071 907 92 46 26 164 15.3 12.6 8.3
Pachappa 406 302 66 32 6 104 25.6 22.9 16.5
Palm 420 339 58 22 1 81 19.2 18.3 9.2
Victoria 609 480 42 82 5 129 21:1 13.0 9.9
Washington 624 469 57 95 3 155 24.8 28.4 26.8

* Sunshine 78 59 8 9 2 19 24.3 24.0 16.7
T.M.R. 45 34 4 7 11 24.4

Central 1087 882 61 142 2 205 18.0 16.8 15.4
Chemawa 1418 1342 5 65 6 76 5.3 6.8 6.1
Gage 1266 1036 62 161 7 230 18.1 24.7 19.7
Sierra 1349 1253 37 54 5 96 7.1 8.4 6.8
University 995 623 172 182 18 372 37.3 32.9 35.1

North 1243 937 113 184 9 306 24.6 22.4 22.8
Poly 1654 1426 115 106 7 228 13.7 12.6 11,9
Ramona 2772 2510 50 204 8 262 9.4 8.5 8.8

Adult Ed. 1173 958 50 130 35 215 18.3
Learning Cen. 53 36 8 9 17 32.0
Lincoln Cont. 156 101 26 27 2 55 35.2

District
Totals 27,818 22,545 1881 3107 285 5273 18.9 18.2 16.7

* School for physiologically handicapped children.
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APPENDIX C

POLITICAL PARTY REGISTRATION
AND

VOTING PATTERNS

BERKELEY AND RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, 1962-1968

Tables I and II compare voter registration and voting records of Riverside and
Berkeley, two California cities with the most extensive school desegregation
plans, -with the state pattern.

Table I

Report of Registration

(percentage of registered voters by party affiliation)

State Berkeley Riverside

January, 1962 Democratic 50.7 52.1 45.9
Republican 39.8- 42.0 49.1

November, 1962 Democratic 57.1 54.5 47.1
Republican 39.9 40.0 49.1

January, 1964 Democratic 56.2 55.1 45.2
Republican 40.9 39.5 50.2

November, 1964 Democratic 57.9 59.0 50.0
Republican 38.9 35.6 47.7

January, 1966 Democratic 59.6 59.9 50.1
Republican 48.4 35.0 46.1

November,' 1966 Democratic 56.6 63.3 49.3
Republican 40.2 31.8 47.0

January, 1968 Democratic 53.3 47.8* 46.6
Republican 40.9 27.3 47.8

* Reflects significant loss to Peace and Freedom Party. In January, 1968, the
Peace and Freedom Party claimed 20,284 registrants in Alameda County; only
800 in Riverside County. The total registration in Alameda County, January,
1968, was 425,299; Riverside County, 150 393.



Results of Selected Contests in 1962-1966

General Elections: by percentage,of total vote

Table II

243

State

1962 Gubernatordal (Nov. 6, 1962)

Berkeley Riverside

Edmund G. Brown (Democratic) 51.9 60.7 48.2
Richard M. Nixon (Republican) 46.8 39.3

1964 Presidential (Nov. 3, 1964)

Lyndon B. Johnson (Democratic) 59.2 75.1 56.4
Barry Goldwater (Republican) 40.8 24.9 43.6

1964 Proposition 14 (Initiative to repeal
state fair-housing law)

Yes (for repeal)
No (against repeal; for fair-

housing law)

- 65.4

34.6

35.1

64.9

67.2

32:8

1966 Gubernatorial (Nov. 8, 1966)

Edmund G. Brown (Democratic) 41.6
Ronald Reagan (Republican) 56.7

73.0 37.1
27.0 62.9



APPENDIX 0

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BOUNDARIES
RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

1964-65
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APPENDIX E

SCHOOL DISTRICT BOUNDARIES

Riverside Unified School District

1966-67

(Maps 1-6)
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IRVING-LOWELL Pupils transferred effective September 1, 1966

1. Bryant

2. Liberty

3. Victoria

4. Palm

5. Pacharr:

6. Alcott

7. Jefferson

8. Adams

9. Jackson

10. Magnolia

11. Pachappa

12. Monroe
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APPENDIX F
SCHOOL BOND ELECTIONS

OF THE
RIVERSIDE CITY SCHOOLS, 1896-1963

Date Amount of Bonds Purpose % Yes % No Action

Nov. 18, 1896 $ 13,000.00 Elementary Facil. 100 0 Passed

Jul. 20, 1900 40,000.00 High School Facil. 97 3 Passed

Jan. 11, 1902 7,000.00 Furn. & Ins. H.S. 100 0 Passed

Jun. 7, 1902 9,000.00 Elementary Facil. 97 3 Passed

May 26, 1908 40,000.00 School Facilities 90 10 Passed

Jul. 15, 1910 250,000.00 School Facilities 80 20 Passed

Feb. 24, 1914 50,000.00 Schaol Facilities 93 7 Passed

Jun. 6, 1916 40,000.00 School'Facilities Unavailable Passed

Jun. 12, 1917 50,000.00 School Facilities 88 12 Passed

May 10, 1922 250,000.00 Elementary Facil. 89 11 Passed

May 10, 1922 175,000.00 High School Facil. 88 12 Passed

Jun. 7, 1926 250,000.00 Elementary Facil. 84 16 Passed

Jun. 7, 1926 850,000.00 High School Facil. 82 18 Passed

Oct. 28, 1926 850,000.00 High School Facil. . 76 24 Passed

May 15, 1945 500,000.00 Elementary Facil. 78 22 Passed

May 15, 1945 800,000.00 High School Facil. 69 31 Passed

April 29, 1949 1,000,000.00 Elementary Facil. 85 15 Passed

April 29, 1949 1,500,000.00 High School Facil. ,,,,, 15 Passed

April 27, 1954 3,200,000.00 High School Facil. 79 21 Passed*

May 22, 1956 1,770,000.00 Elementary Facil. 80 20 Passed

May 22, r56 5,350,000.00 High School Facil. 78 22 Passed
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SCHOOL BOND ELECTIONS
OF THE

RIVERSIDE CITY SCHOOLS, 1896-1963

Date Amount of Bonds Purpose % Yes % No Action

June 9, 1959 4,300,000.00 Elementary Facil. 66 34 Failed

June 9, 1959 5,000,000.00 High School Facil. 6it\ 36 Failed

Nov. 17, 1959 4,300,000.00 Elementary Facil. 67 33 Passed

June 7, 1960 4,500,000.00 High School Facil. 64 36 Failed

Nov. 8, 1960 4,500,000.00 High School Facil. 75 25 Passed

Nar. 4, 1963 5,800,000.00 School Facilities 61 39 Failed

* Nov. 5, 1963 5,900,000.00 School Facilities 68 32 Passed

* Riverside Unified School District
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FREEDOM SCHOOL APPLICATION, SEPTEMBER, 1965
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Freedom School will be in operation Monday in many churches and halls
which have offered their facilities. The many certified teachers who have
volunteered their services will be on hand to insure that th students get
first-class instruction. Included in the staff are professors of education,
math and psychology from near-by colleges. Tutorial service will be avail-
able from many of the UCR students who participated in last year's tutorial
project at Irving and Lowell. Well-known local artist Lee Larkin will be on
hand to provide instruction in arts and crafts. Volunteer parents will assist
teachers and supervise recreation.

Registration for the freedom schools will be conducted on a door-to-
door basis Sunday 'afternoon.

People outside of the Lowell-Irving attendance district and those not
contacted by volunteers from boycott headquarters should register by calling
682-5466.

Children attending the freedom schools should report to the Masonic
Hall, 2943 12th St. by 9 a.m. Monday. From there transportation will be pro-
vided to the various classrooms. Snacks will be provided for Kindergarteners.
Other students should bring sack lunches.

Many sources have donated school supplies and funds.

,411,

STUDENT'S NAME

REGISTRATION FORM

AGE GRADE

....11111

PARENTS' NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

Residing at
We, parents of the above child(ren), a-e desirous of having our children enrolled
in Freedom Schools at a location to be designated by the Committee, its author-
ized agents or representatives from any liability for accident or injury to my
said children in the transporcation, [sic] handling or care of such children and
do, by the signing of this document, consent their being enrolled in or partici-
pating in the Freedom School Program.

(Signed)
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APPENDIX H

STATEMENT MADE BY SUPERINTENDENT BRUCE MILLER
OCTOBER 18, 1965

While the plan which has just been presented has been thought through
and worked out by several members of my staff, together with the Board of
Education and the members of the Advisory Committee, I want to close by say-
ing some things for which I alone am responsible.

This time I am speaking not only as superinfendent of schools in this
city, but also as a father, a grandfather, a person who loves this community
and as one who has deep roots in it.

This is a time of great trouble in the world. On the one hand are the
symbols of almost unimaginable progress in the field of science, yet many
people live in fear and many live in want.

It is also a time when great changes are taking place. All phases of
our lives are constantly changing. Our very way of life is changing daily.
Fortunately this is true, for where there is no,change there is no life.

The thing that is disturbing to so many of us is the suddenness of
change. ln the present instance, we are experiencing a gigantic civil rights
movement whida is engulfing the entire nation. Overnight. , communities all
across the country are having-to re-think through their responsibilities to
people. Riverside is not alone in this great social revolution, nor can it
hope to turn its head and pretend that change will not take place here.

As every thinking individual knows, schools have changed enormously
within the last few years. With great suddenness an educational revolution
has and is takihg place. We are constantly seeking better answers in rais-
ing the level of educational opportunities for all boys-and girls in response
to the new and ever increasing demands on the educational process.

The acceptance of change is one of the great lessons we can capture
from the child. It is beautiful to behold how quickly, how completely, chil-
dren adapt themelves to change: We do not need to-fear how the children are
going to respona to the plan which has been outlined here tonight. I can cite
as evidence for this what happened when we transported Lowell and Irving
pupils to other schools and how magnificently the pupils adapted themselves
from the very first day of school.

As part of the adaptation.to what was a very sudden change for all of
us, I think we should give credit to the teachers involved who rose to the
situation beautifully and who indicated both formally and informally their
earnestness and slncerity in the hope that their obligations, opportunities,
and privileges would be met.
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We know that children can adapt to change and I am confident that our
teachers and other staff -members will meet all responsibilities. However, to
put this plan into action, we as a school staff and Board of Education cannot
possibly hope to do the job alone.

I believe in the integrity of all the people. I also believe in the
capacities of people, on occasions of great stress and turmoil, to control
their individual emotions, their likes and dislikes, and work together, even
under pressure, to reach new and higher levels of educational opportunities..

During these past few weeks I have sensed, through all the tensions
and differences, a unity of purpose and a singleness of goal. We are, after
all, anxious to reach the same high objectives.

The plan which has been presented here tonight is a major step toward
that goal. The plan, when it has been carried out, will be an historic
occasion for this community.

I call upon all parents and all citizens who are thinking of the inter-
ests of all boys and girls to support this plan. In the weeks and months
which follow there will be a mountain of work to perform, ideas to explore,
and details to be carried out. We must do this together as a community, as
teachers, and as parents.

Justice Stanley Mosk, speaking last Saturday to the Human Relations
Council, said "how each individual acts in his daily relationships with his
fellow individuals will determine the success or failure of society as a
whole. It will be as individuals that we make our various laws work or
fail."

As a community, as a school system, as a group of people dependent
upon the resources of our minds and our environments, we should be held
tragically wanting were we not to bring our best judgments to bear in prompt
but well considered action. I believe in this proposed plan and would earnest-
ly recommend its adoption.
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APPENDIX I

PETITIONS RECEIVED BY THE RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
CONCERNING

SCHOOL INTEGRATION ISSUE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1965.

1. September 3, 1965

A PETITION

To: The Riverside Unified District School Board

2.

We, the undersigned parents of the Riverside school district,
do her)eby petition the Riverside School Board to take affirmative
steps to improve the educational opportunities for minorities and to
eliminate segregation in city schools by closing Lowell and Irving
schools and by reassigning these students to other schools in the
area which have previously had less than 10% minority grqup students.

[396 signatures]

[October, 19651

WE, the undersigned taxpayers and parents residing in the River-
side Unified School District find the Proposed Master Plan for Schoo'
Integration presently unacceptable.

WE feel that the time limitation (Sept. 1966) as stated in the
proposal is not adequate to provide proper facilities and financing.

WE, therefore, demand that the Board of Education postpone action
on the Proposed Master Plan for School Integration for a minimum of
one year until a more comprehensive plan can be presented to the
electorate, thereby eliminating gross error§ at educational and financial
expense.

[1105 signatures]
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3. [October, 1965]

We, the undersigned taxpayers and parents residing in the
Riverside Unified School. District, do hereby make the following
demands:

1. There shall be no bussing of any children outside the
boundaries of the neighborhood school in which they reside.

2. There shall be no random changing u neighborhood school
boundaries.

3. There shall be no closing of currently adequate school
facilities.

FURTHERMORE, we demand the Board table any action on the Proposed
Master Plan for School Integration until a detailed, factual study of

accommodations and finances can be made and presented to the electorate
of the Riverside Unified School District.

[544 signature.;]

[October, 1965]

We, the undersigned parenus of children now enrolled at Highland

School and/or children who will eventually be enrolled in Highland

School, declare our support for the Bruce Miller plan for the complete

desegregation of Riverside schools.

[145 signatures]
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5.
October 22, 1965

To the Riverside Unified School Board

Believing in the fairness of integrated schooling for all
children, we, the undersigned residents of Riverside, accept the
Riverside School Board Plan as a reasonable and workable method of
creating equal opportunities in education for all the students in
our city.

[63 signatures]

6.
[October, 19651

Bruce Miller
Supt. of Schools and
Riverside Board of Education

We humbly petition the following:

Street

1. That the boundary of Evans not be switched to Madison School and
our children continue attending Casa Blanca School.

2. That the Evans parents be included in the atudy committee to ex-
press our viewa or a meeting be held with us prior to any decision.

3. That the Casa Blanca students not be bussed out except on an
optional basis.

4. We do not want our children crossing the tracks, Indiana and the
exit and entrance of the freeway.

5. Under no circumstances do we want Casa Blanca School closed.

[138 signatures]
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7.

[October, 1965]

We strongly petition the follawing:

1. That the Casa Blanca area bounded by Lincoln and Victoria remain

as "optional" territory.

2. No boundary changes should be made without a response from the

people involved either by survey, ballot, town hall meeting, etc.

3. Leaders should not speak for the people unless the "leaders" have

consulted a large portion of the people concerning their desires,

beliefs and expectations.

[52 signatures]
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RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTEGRATION, OCTOBER 18, 1965

LOWELL Close Lowell September, 1966, move buildings and dispose of property.

ChaLge boundary north of the arroyo to include approximately 100 K-6

pupils in Alcott. (See map for proposed bouhdary change.) Transport

and integrate all others to schools in which racial balance will

allow additional minority pupils.

IRVING Close Irving as an elementary school September, 1966. Transport and

integrate all pupils to schools in which racial balance will allow

additional minority pupils. Begin to utilize the physical plant at

Irving for special purposes to improve education opportunities for

all pupils in the district, such special purposes to include head-

start classes, a district-wide reading clinic, adult education, and

other programs.

EMERSON In February, 1966, transfer part of area bounded by Pennsylvania,

Eighth, Kansas and Chicago (approximately 126 pupils) from Emerson

School to Highland and Hyatt as a means of reducing Emerson's

racial imbalance.

CASA BLANCA On November 1, appoint a broadly based committee representative of

the major interests and parents of the Casa Blanca area, to study

the issues and alternatives of how best to completely integrate the

pupils of Casa Blanca, and to make specific recommendations in that

direction by May 1, 1966, with recommendations for the beginning

steps by September, 1966. In September, unless the study committee

arrives at a better plan, boundary changes will be made involving

approximately 1/3 of Casa Blanca pupils, such as moving the "optional"

territory (area between Lincoln and Victoria) to Washington. In the

event the committee's proposal for the integration of pupils does

not cover the entire community for the 1966-67 school year, beginning

in September, 1966 provide transportation for all wishing to transfer

to other schools in which the racial balance will allow additional

minority pupils.

TRANSITIONAL EDUCATION Provide transitional and enriipment programs to all

pupils in the district where needed, including tutorial help, reme-

dial reading classes, smaller classes where possible, etc. Apply

for appropriate Federal funds to cover cost of special programs.
Open suitable libraries and other facilities wtere a service can be

provided for study areas, research, etc. Continue progress in

curriculum development aiming toward broad, flexible programming in

all areas. Continue to improve counseling procedures. Provide

reading and language labs and workshops. Encourage participation in

adult education and retraining programs. Use neighborhood youth

corps. Continue and broaden research, including the dropout and

vocational education studies -- apply results to curriculum development.

PREVENTION OF SEGREGATION Housing patterns in the community could result in the

development of other segregated schools in the future unless reme-

dial measures ate taken. Boundary changes and other adjustments will

be made from time to time as needed to prevent such development.
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RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

CASA BLANCA STUDY GROUP

Mr. Joe Aguilar
Mr. Richard Ardrey
Mrs. Grace Bainn
Dr. Percy Baugh
Mr. Ernest V. Bandor
Mr. Gerald Burke
Miss Jean Crockett
Mrs. Pauline de la Hoya
Mrs. Elodia Diaz
Miss Gloria Elizarraraz
Miss Frances Escalera
Mr. Jerry Esgate
Mr. Augustine Flores
Mr. David Foley
Mr. Refugio Garcia
Mrs. Rose Gomez
Mr. Larry Gordon
Mrs. Jean Grier
Mr. Jess Hernandez
Mr. Raymond Holden
Mr. Robert Honaker
Mr. Alvin Jellsey
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November 19, 1965

Mrs. Kurk Kazarian
Mrs. Esther Knowles
Mrs. Theresa Livingstone
Mrs.Lily Lopez
Mr. Ed Martinez
Mr. Arthur Mendoza
Mr. George Moody
Mr James Morgan
Mr. John A. Neal
Rev. Belen Perez
Mrs. Mary Perez
Mrs. Belen Reyes
Mr. Richard Roa
Mrs. Soledad Romero
Mrs. Lucretia Uhrich
Mrs. Samona Velaro
Miss Felicia Velasquez
Miss Esther Vtlez
Mr. Bill Vernon
Mrs. Dorothy Wells
Mr. Carl Yoder

Approximately half of the committee attended
its meetings regularly.
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RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

May 6, 1968

Junior High School Integration
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Proposal To extend the District's policy of racial balance among
schools to cover the junior high schools.

Background

Change policy to allow in-coming 7th grade pupils to attend
the junior high school according to where they went to
elementary school rather than according to residence.

When the District formulated its plan for school integration
in September, 1965, the secondary schools were considered
already integrated because of their relatively larger (than
elementary) attendance areas. Since 1965, however, there
has emerged a trend of growing imbalance among the junior
high schools. It is this trend which the proposed change
of policy is designed to correct.

Probable Effects If begun next September and continued with succeeding in-
coming 7th grade pupils, the racial percentages in the next
3 years are expected to be approximately as follows:

1967-68 1968-69 1969-70* 1970-71*

Central 18 17 16 14

Chemawa 5 8 10 12

Gate 18 17 15 14

Sierra 7 10 12 15

University 37 32 25 25

* Minority growth not projected. Assumes in all cases the same number of
minority pupils affected as in 1968-69.

Community Reaction. Since the proposal was first reported to the Board on
April 15, the Community Aides have visited the parents of
all in-coming 7th graders who would be affected by a change
of schools next year. Of approximately 150 home visits,
only 8 resulted in problems involving 2 children in the
same family attending different junior high schools with the
policy change. An effort will be made to avoid splitting
families this way. All other parents reacted favorably to
the proposed change.
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Numbers of Pupils
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Minority Pupils from East Side
and Casa Blanca without
change

Minority Pupils from East Side
and Casa Blanca with change

Central 46 29

Chemawa 41

Gate 44 29

Sierra 46

University 54

Effects on Schools - 1968-69

Central Net loss of 17 pupils

Chemawa Increase of 41 pupils. Will need one additional teacher and
1 portable beyond allocation.

Gage Net loss of 15 pupils.

Sierra Increase of 40 pupils. Can absorb.

University Reduction of 54 pupils.

Transportation Approximately 116 pupils to be bussed -- can be absorbed in
1968-69 by utilizing buses relieved by transfer of 9th grade
from University to North.


